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Introduction

Introduction
Science is not a dead cathedral. It is live and
it is fun, and it is full of passion.
		
		– Fay Ajzenberg-Selove

T

his first book on the Chipping
Sparrow was begun in 2014 in
Winnipeg, Manitoba and resumed
in the spring of 2015 in London,
Ontario, where I redid the book to
reduce its size.

A report from the late 1800s describes the
taming of this little bird. In 1891 Amelia Watson
described a CHSP’s nest “ in a honeysuckle
vine which covers a stairway and balcony to
my studio. ” By sitting about one meter away
and waiting, the female sparrow soon became
trusting enough to land on its nest. “ I was so
near that we sat and looked into each other’s
eyes. ” Both adults fed on crumbs on her
balcony. Soon the female was eating crumbs
from her hand. While on her nest she “ would let
me stroke and cover her with my hand. ” After

CHIPPING SPARROW adult at the visitor center, Rondeau Provincial Park, Ontario.
6 May 2007 by Mdf (wiki)
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the 2 eggs hatched she regained some of her
wariness (Watson 1894).

A

mong the 914 bird species in
North America, I most enjoy the
accessibility and color of common
species. Observing behavior in a
bird intrigues me more than rarity of its flesh.
Sparrows are a concealed, but delightful
family of small birds, adroitly costumed with
various shades of dark chocolate, nut-brown,
sepia, tan, chestnut, rust, gray, caramel, white,
black, and an artistic smudge of charcoal such
as the breast spot on a Song Sparrow. Among
the autumnal fields of dried wildflowers and
grasses they visually disappear. Glowing in
pastel patterns, they move rather quickly among
trees and shrubs, arched grasses and over the
bumpy brown earth. One species of sparrow
may not seem important, but its wingbeat and
song interact with plants, insects and animals.
It has evolved, developed a culture and
history, and continues along its royal road of
adventure. The consciousness of a Chipping
Sparrow is among us. Nature is a satisfaction
of ancient rhythms and movements, from
jumping electrons, to quietly dividing cells, to
a cover of sepals spreading to reveal a flower,
to migratory trails. Ecologies twist and turn in
the winds, powered by the distant glow from a
yellowish, floating furnace of nuclear fusion.
Introducing a course on natural history
delivered at the University of Pennsylvania in
1799, Charles Willson Peale “ So irresistibly
bewitching is the thirst for knowledge with
science and nature that neither the want of
funds, nor the leisure from other occupations,
could damp my ardour ” (Burns 1932).

CHARLES WILLSON PEALE (1741–1827)
Self-Portrait with Angelica and Portrait
of Rachel (about 1783). Peale had a great
interest in natural history, and organized
the first U.S. scientific expedition in 1801.
His two major interests combined in his
founding the Philadelphia Museum, later
known as Peale’s American Museum. A
Renaissance man, he had expertise not
only in painting but in many diverse fields,
including carpentry, dentistry, optometry,
shoe making, and taxidermy (wiki)

– TR
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Ta x o n o m y

T

he family EMBERIZIDAE, within
the order Passeriformes, includes
buntings, juncos, New World
sparrows, and towhees (del Hoyo
et al 2011). 			
According to The National Geographic
Field Guide To The Birds of North America
(6 th edition), there are 13 genera divided into
35 native North American species captioned
with the common name sparrow. The early
name for the Chipping Sparrow, Fringilla
passerina, was given by JM Bechstein in 1798
at the type location of Quebec City, Canada.
The Chipping Sparrow, translation to French
is, Bruant familier; in Spanish, Chingolo
cejiblanco (del Hoyo et al 2011) .
Common names for the Chipping Sparrow
are Le Pinson Familier (The Familiar Finch),
Chippie, and Hair Bird, the latter referring to
its habit of lining its nest cup with horse hair.
When John James Audubon painted the
Chipping Sparrow in 1821, its scientific name
was Fringilla socialis. In the late 1880s, the
scientific name designated by Alexander Wilson
was Spizella socialis. Other early names
of the Chipping Sparrow were the Russetcapped Sparrow, Spizella arborea arborea
(Wilson); Passer domesticus of Bartram, and
the Fringilla domesticus of Barton. Eventually
it became known as Spizella passerina, the
name used in this free ebook.
T he type specimen for the Chipping Sparrow
is an adult male resting in the Smithsonian
Institution, number 194942 collected at Fort
Simpson, Mackenzie, (now NWT) Canada,
about 500 km west of Yellowknife on 23 May
1904 by Edward A Preble. There are 8 native
sparrows in the genus Spizella in North
America (Dunn, Alderfer 2011).
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American Tree Sparrow, 16 cm long
		

Spizella arborea

		

Spizella pusilla

		

Spizella passerina

Field Sparrow, 15 cm
Chipping Sparrow, 14 cm
Cl a y -c o l o r e d S p a r r o w, 1 4 c m
Spizella pallida

Brewer’s Sparrow, 14 cm
Spizella breweri

Black-chinned Sparrow, 15 cm
Spizella atrogularis

Worthen’s Sparrow, 14 cm
Spizella wor theni

Ti m b e r l i n e S p a r r o w, 1 4 c m
Spizella taverneri

The International Union for Conservation of
Nature and Natural Resources (IUCN) lists
the Chipping Sparrow, Spizella passerina,
as a species of Least Concern (LC).
Partners In Flight (PIF) estimates the
North American breeding population at 230
million Chipping Sparrows, with 56% breeding
in Canada, 38% breeding or wintering in the
United States, and 49% spending some part
of the year in Mexico.

Genetic Magic & Subspecies

Four Chipping Sparrows, examined from
widely separated locations, had similar
haplotypes (a set of DNA variations that tend
to be inherited together) (Dodge et al 1995).
It is estimated the mtDNA of the CHSP’s
genome is about 16,500. A total of 21
haplotypes was observed among 55 Chipping
Sparrows. However, there was no detectable
geographic variation in haplotypes, Thus,
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Ca n a d a
Hudson
Bay

NB
AB

CB

SK

SB
WA

MB
Sp boreophila
MN
WI

U S A
Sp arizonae

Sp passerina

Atla n ti c
Oce a n

NC

CA
LA

Pacific
Ocean
M e x ic o

Gulf of
M exico

CHIPPING SPARROW Approximate North American boundaries of three apparent subspecies – arizonae, boreophila and passerina. Abbreviations are the locations of 13 collecting
sites. AB – Alberta (n 3), CA – Southern California (9), CB – Central British Columbia (3), LA
– Louisiana (3), MB – Manitoba (8), MN – Minnesota (2), NB – Northern British Columbia (7),
NC – North Carolina (1), SB – Southeastern British Columbia (5), SK – Saskatchewan (7),
WA – Washington (3), WI – Wisconsin (2), YT – Yukon (n 2). Map enhanced from the original
(Zink, Dittmann 1993)
the three subspecies portrayed on the map
above have no support from mtDNA data. The
common ancestor of surviving haplotypes in
the Chipping Sparrow existed about 300,000
years ago.
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The question of why the Chipping Sparrow
lacks significant geographic variation in
phenotypes, despite occupying a large range,
is unanswered. Possibly, the seemingly
continuous distribution of Chipping Sparrows
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Fox Sparrow
American Tree Sparrow
Black-chinned Sparrow
Clay-colored Sparrow
Field Sparrow
Brewer’s Sparrow
Chipping Sparrow
CHIPPING and BREWER’S SPARROWS are sister taxa as are Fox and American
Tree Sparrows. This is part of a tree developed from a sequence of 3 mitochondrial
genes for 38 species of sparrows. Strict consensus tree based on two unordered
parsimony trees with bootstrap values of 50–100% at branch nodes (Carson and
Spicer 2003)

allows for sufficient gene exchange to prevent
differentiation (Zink, Dittmann 1993).
For Spizella, the Brewer’s Sparrow and
the Chipping Sparrow are sister taxa. (Carson
and Spicer 2003). There have been rare
reports of Chipping and Field Sparrows mating,
and nesting with Clay-colored Sparrows to
produce hybrids (Brooks 1980).

Subspecies

Three useless arbitrary subspecies help to
decorate the scientific literature (map p 9).
In the species account of the Chipping
Sparrow in The Birds of North American
[online], 5 subspecies are listed, 3 from south
of the United States / Mexican border.
Since I am not a big fan of subspecies,
especially in this age of extinctions, I will
combine the physical data in the two small
lists from various publications: (Clench &
Leberman 1978; Godfrey 1986; Grinnell
1927; Middleton 1998; Oberholser 1955;
Ridgeway 1901; Rising 1996; Weaver 1937).
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FEMALES (Adult)
WING CHORD 6.3–7.6 cm
PRIMARY 5.2 cm
TAIL 5.1–6.1 cm
EXPOSED CULMEN 8.6–10.2 mm
TARSUS 15.5–17.5 mm
BILL DEPTH (base) 5.3–5.8 mm
MIDDLE TOE (no claw) 11.5–12.8 mm
WEIGHT 10.5–14.6 grams (May, June)

MALES (Adult)
WING CHORD 6.6–7.6 cm
PRIMARY 5.3 cm
TAIL 5.3–6.5 cm
EXPOSED CULMEN 8.9–10.4 mm
TARSUS 15.8–18 mm
BILL DEPTH (base) 5.3–5.8 mm
MIDDLE TOE (no claw) 11.5–13 mm
WEIGHT 10.5–14.6 grams (May, June, PA)
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Plumage, molt

A

quick visual guide to 15 images
of the upper body and wings
at various ages, and a short
explanatory text of the Chipping
Sparrow is on the McGill Bird
Observatory’s website at www.natureinstruct.
org/piranga/view.php/Canada

Juvenile Plumage

Clumped downy plumage on a newly hatched
sparrow (below) includes dark gray natal down
on the crown and rump which forms a very
incomplete covering for a fresh pink nestling.
This plumage produces the first flight feathers
so the fledgling juvenile can leave the nest
There is no obvious sexual dimorphism in the
juvenile plumage. The crown is striped brown
and black and the rectrices are dark gray.
Primaries and some secondaries are edged
with buffy white. The number of barbs per
unit area is generally smaller giving juvenile
vanes a less dense structure (Roberts 1936).
Juveniles have their breast and flanks heavily
streaked blackish (del Hoyo et al 2011).
The juvenile plumage is acquired in the

nest, and some feathers may persist into
October. The post-juvenile molt starts when
the sparrow is about 30 days old, in late June
or early July for young of the first nests. The
partial, post-juvenile molt leads to the first prebasic plumage in early autumn. It is usually
completed on the breeding grounds their first
spring. Juveniles entering their first winter
start to acquire an adult’s plumage (Rising
1996).

Tail

8-day-old nestling – middle rectrix 1.5 mm
long
19 days old – 3.5 cm long
28 days old – tail 6.1 cm long and with no
sheaths remaining at the base of the feathers

Juvenile Feather Growth

10 days out of nest – some feathers on the
crown, nape and middle of the back are full
size
27 days old – new crown feathers among the
dull brown feathers. They have reddish-brown
margins and are now unsheathed at their tips
CHIPPING SPARROW Newly hatched
altricial nestling with 11 small patches of
down in feather tracts –
1. Coronal
2. Occipital = Capital tract
3. Dorsal
4. Humeral
5. Femoral
6. Caudal
7. Secondary
8. Primary = Alar tract
9. Crural
10. Abdominal
11. Lateral = Abdominal tract
(Saunders 1956)
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40 days old – (a) streaked feathers on the
sides and breast are molting rapidly (b) on the
chin and throat few marked feathers remain
(c) down bearing juvenile feathers on the back
are falling
55 days old – (a) all streaked feathers below
are gone (b) dull feathers are molted from the
crown and nape except for the reddish-brown
ones (c) the new greater coverts began to lose
their sheaths
SUMMARY – When a nestling Chipping
Sparrow leaves its nest after about 11 days
it does not have a complete plumage of any
description. The post-juvenile molt begins
when the young is about one month old. It
does not involve the tail or primary feathers;
the tertials begin to drop after the middle and
greater coverts drop (Sutton 1937).

First Autumn & Winter Plumage

Stripes on chest and sides are lost by autumn;
crown brownish and heavily streaked; both
bills yellowish; rump gray, lightly streaked;
wing bars light brown (Dwight 1900).

First Nuptial Plumage

The first nuptial plumage is from a partial
pre-nuptial molt in March and April (during
migration) and confined mainly to the head,
chin and throat. The head develops a more
distinct chestnut-colored crown, becomes
whitish above the eye and the body feather
edges continue to wear away (Dwight 1900).

Adult Fall & Winter Plumage

This plumage is acquired by a complete postnuptial molt in the sparrow’s second summer.
Eye ring more distinctive due to the brownish
sides of the face; crown chestnut but streaked;
bill light yellow (Roberts 1936, Dwight 1900).
CHSPs are a neotropical migrant. Captures
revealed most adults replace all flight feathers
on the breeding grounds. Some adults,
however, retain them to the wintering grounds;
also, some hatch-year birds (juveniles) may
retain juvenile body plumage through fall
migration. Pre-migratory adults (38%) were
undergoing symmetrical flight feather (FF) molt
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CHIPPING SPARROW juvenile on 4 July
2014 in Winnipeg. The grayish feathers on
the sides, nape and base of the back form a
border around the brownish streaked back
on average by the end of August. Immature
CHSPs migrated south through Boise, Idaho
mainly from 21–30 August, while adults were
slightly later at 24 August–5 September
(Carlisle et al 2005).

Albinism

On 18 September 1940, an albino with a
pink bill but darkly colored eyes fed with a
flock of Chipping Sparrows in farmland in
Massachusetts. The shape, size and habits
conformed to the flock’s. It remained until 7
October. It was not segregated or harassed by
other CHSPs (Sweetman 1942).
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CHIPPING SPARROWS John White lives in southeastern Texas. On 21 January 2008 he took this picture
of a leucistic Chipping Sparrow, with a normal Chipping
Sparrow behind it. This white bird with a pink bill has a dark
eye and is therefore not considered a true albino. Golden
Triangle Audubon Society website

On 21 June 1998, an almost complete
albino was seen at Larsen Lake in the southeastern corner of the Yukon (Shepard 1999).

Molting

T he Chipping Sparrow follows the Complex
Alternate Strategy (CAS), like most North
American Sparrows. Adults have 2 molts per
year; late summer and late winter. In the first
summer as a juvenile, there are 3 molts, often
partial and consisting of the first-plumage
cycle (Ohio Ornithol. Soc. 2004 online).
In parts of Arizona, 82% of 11 fall migrating
adult CHSPs, were undergoing the preformative molt at stopover sites. About 40% of
hatch year (HY) Chipping Sparrows were also
molting. Generally, “ molt migrants ’ apparent
need for riparian habitats for molt during drier
monsoon seasons underscores the need to
protect such habitats in the Mexican monsoon
region ” (Pyle et al 2009).
Many, but not all, Chipping Sparrows
engage in the first pre-basic molt until they
reach the wintering grounds. Some may retain
their juvenile streaky sides and breast during
migration. However, the streaking may be due
to a retained juvenile plumage that replaced
the first-basic feathers which also had juvenile
streaking. Heavy streaking on the face and
breast of a sparrow well into October is
characteristic (Pyle, Howell 1996).
C HSPs are able to fly while molting
their wing feathers. In small birds, if the
molt is necessarily hurried, this can reduce
feather quality, which in turn changes
thermoregulation, overwinter survival, and
perhaps even breeding success. Feather
growth was noted by measuring the light and
dark bands on growing feathers. To reduce the
time necessary to molt, birds can grow more
primary feathers simultaneously. Primary
feather growth rates for 6 species range from
1.3–5 mm per day (24 hours in natural and
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experimental situations) (Rohwer, Rohwer
2013).
The CHSP ranges from southern Alaska
in the summer to El Salvador in the winter.
It appears intolerant of low temperatures
and more tolerant of high temperatures. At
low temperatures of 3–9º C the weight of the
sparrow is above its average of 12.3 grams.
There is a yearly rhythm in the weight
of birds, with the greatest weights reached
usually in midwinter and the lowest weights
often in midsummer (Baldwin, Kendeigh
1938).

DOT-TAILED WHITEFACE DRAGONFLY,
July, Winnipeg, MB – TR
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Range
At The Edges in Canada

B

down into Oregon and northern California,
the Chipping Sparrow was a common to
arrington, Nova Scotia, at the
uncommon summer resident from the late
southern tip of the province, is
1880s to the present (Altman 2011).
Boreal Forest habitat, home to a few
Chipping Sparrows. At Halifax, the
At The Edges in the USA
CHSP has lately become more common. At
he small city of Ketchikan, Alaska
Pictou, in 1895, the sparrow was listed as a
is an area of coastal temperate
common breeder. Its range is still expanding
rainforest. Five records for the
(Trotter 1909).
Chipping Sparrow are from October /
In the Labrador Peninsula, after clearing
November
(Heinl, Piston 2009 ) . In the Kenny
of land by humans, an adult Chipping Sparrow
Lake
area
in
the south-western corner of interior
sang from the roof of the Hudson’s Bay
Alaska, on 3 July 2004, an adult CHSP was
Company’s Post at Mingan on 25 July 1922.
carrying food. Chippers have been recorded
Later that day an adult fed a young CHSP on a
sporadically in the long-running Breeding Bird
fence. The juvenile could fly. This was the first
Survey since the mid-1980s (Tobish 2004).
record of a CHSP nesting (Lewis 1923).
They are known to breed in the area of
Along the lower Churchill River valley, in
Fairbanks (Tobish 2007); a singing male was
south-central Labrador, Chipping Sparrows
at Taku Inlet, and a juvenile to the west near
were found during the breeding season.
Juneau (Tobish 2007b).
(Mactavish 2002). On 22 June 1998, a male
The Gold Lake district of north-eastern
Chipping Sparrow was loudly singing at Goose
California is at elevation 2 km. At the islet
Bay, well north of its usual breeding range
camp in 1920 and 1922, the Chipping Sparrow
(Mactavish 1999).
occupied nests in the forests (Wythe 1927).
In south-eastern Quebec, along the north
coast of the Gulf of St Lawrence, CHSP
numbers are small. At Natashquan, it is
a regular, though scarce, breeder (Todd
1963).
On the western side of Vancouver
Island, British Columbia where CHSPs
are rare, one sparrow was noted at
Ucluelet on 6 May 2002. On the Long
Beach Golf Course near Tofino, a lone
CHSP made an appearance on 3 May
2001 (Cecile 2001). Around Vancouver,
a juvenile was seen on 10 August 1994
before migrants arrived (Bowling 1995). GOOSE BAY, LABRADOR where Chipping Sparrows
Along the west coast, including the have been seen and heard singing in the summer. 21 May
eastern half of Vancouver Island and 2008, Photograph by Shawn from Airdrie, Canada (wiki)
a thin strip along the coast extending and (Mactavish 2002)

T
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CHIPPING SPARROW

n

s

Alaska

NT

l
YT

NU

NL

a
Canada

QC

MB

ON

WA

P aci fi c
Ocean

OR

U. S. A.

CA

CO
NM

At la n ti c
Ocean

KS
OK

The
Bahamas

TX
FL

Mexico

Gulf of
Mexico

Breeding

Belize

Cuba
Honduras

Year round
Wintering

Nicaragua

Mexico
Guatemala
El Salvador

CHIPPING SPARROW AOU 560. Behavioural ranges in North and Central America; from
Alaska east to the southern tip of Newfoundland and south to the north-western area of
Nicaragua. It has also been recorded on Banks Island s and to the west on St Lawrence
Island n (Henry, Mico 2002) and St Paul Island l (Tobish 2005a), both islands in the
Bering Sea. To the east a sparrow sang at Goose Bay, Labrador a . Map from the Breeding
Birds of North America [online] Warming in the arctic may lead to further northward
expansions.
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At Mt. Ord, Arizona,
on 13 May 2005, a courting
pair of Chipping Sparrows
may have been the first
nesting record in Maricopa
(Stevenson, Rosenberg
2006).
Unusual, on 23 June
1996, a CHSP was in New
Mexico at the Albuquerque
woodland, along the Rio
Grande River (Williams
1996).
During 17–21 June
1904, 78 nests of Osprey
and 2 Chipping Sparrows
were on Gardiner’s Island CHIPPING SPARROW on cedar, 14 May 2014 in Winnipeg, MB
at the end of Long Island, as the nesting season begins – TR
New York (Bruen 1905).
At Avon Park, near
Tampa, Florida, 3 CHSPs
spent
most
of
June
2003 (Powell 2004). In the winter, Chipping
Sparrows “ become less common down the
Florida peninsula. They seem to avoid the
southern tip and the coast line of the gulf
states ” (Bent 1968).
While working on a farm in the Red Hills
region of Randolf County, Georgia, the first
few Chipping Sparrows were seen from 20
March to 7 April 1921, including a flock of
10 on 6 April. One was singing on 17 April.
The county is near the southern limit of the
breeding range in Georgia (Harper 1929).

Mexico

T

hree Chipping Sparrows were in
southern Mexico on 21 Aug 2005 (De
Silva 2006). A CHSP was singing
on 25 April 2004 at Tierra Colorado,
north of Oaxaca City. This sparrow is rarely
recorded in the breeding season (de Silva
2005).
At La Huerta in central Mexico a CHSP on
20 July 2006 was considered a vagrant (De
Silva 2007). No records are available from
regions of Mexico and Central America where
the birds may be year-round residents and
have multiple broods per year.
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CHIPPING SPARROW showing its gray
rump and notched tail. Photograph by Greg
Lavaty, Texas, with permission
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Cowbirds

W

hen cowbirds deposit their eggs
in nests of other birds, and
an egg hatches, the nestling
cowbird often out competes the
host’s nestlings for food. Sometimes the host
removes the unwanted egg, or refuses to feed
the cowbird nestling.
		
In Michigan and Manitoba, 2.1 x 1.6 cm
artificial eggs of the Brown-headed Cowbird
(length 19 cm) were placed in nests of
CHSPs. 84% of 19 nests of Chipping Sparrows
accepted an artificial egg. (Rothstein 1975).
At 7:15 PM on 12 June 1988 in Guelph,
Ontario a female Brown-headed Cowbird
dropped the egg of a CHSP about 4 m from
the nest tree The CHSP resumed incubation
and all 3 eggs hatched on 23 June 1988. From
this nest one cowbird fledged by 4 July. Most
observations of egg removal by cowbirds were
in the morning, sometimes before 9 AM. This
may be because most field work is finished
before noon (Earley 1991).

BROWN-HEADED COWBIRD female in a
pine tree in the SE United States. Photograph by Dr Dan Sudia, with permission
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On the campus of Western University
in London, Ontario on 10 June, a Chipping
Sparrow fed a juvenile Brown-headed Cowbird
fledgling about one week old (Scott 1988).
From nest-record cards at the Royal
Ontario Museum (ROM) in Toronto, during
a 130-year period (1870s–1990s), CHSPs
endured a parasitism rate of 30% (McLaren et
al 2006).
During a 5-year study on 379 nests in
Guelph, Ontario, cowbird parasitism ranged
from 48% in urban nests to 35% in nests
located on the campus of the university. The

BROWN-HEADED COWBIRD Activity
ranges of Molothrus ater, covers most of the
range of the Chipping Sparrow, (map p 15).
Birds of North America [online]
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average nest height was 2 meters and lower
nests generally escaped cowbird parasitism.
Nests of CHSPs in urban habitats had a 47%
success rate (fledged young) compared to
27% of the nests on campus. In both habitats,
coniferous trees were chosen over deciduous
trees – urban 92% and campus 83%. Cowbird
parasitism averaged 56% in nests in coniferous
trees in both habitats and 48% in nests in
deciduous trees in both habitats (Middleton
1986).
Nest-record cards from the ROM were
examined for parasitism by Brown-headed
Cowbirds only during the egg-laying period of

CHSPs. Nests had desertion rates of 52% for
parasitized nests. For nests not parasitized
by cowbirds, the desertion rate was only 7%.
Overall, Chipping Sparrows used desertion
as their main response to cowbird parasitism
(Graham 1988).
Chipping Sparrows were represented by
1,896 nests in 48 provincial regions of Ontario.
Brown-headed Cowbird parasitism amounted
to 30%. One CHSP’s nest with a cowbird egg
was covered over by the host (Peck 1996).
In London, Ontario, Scott and Lemon
examined the low production of Brown-headed
Cowbirds from 1955–1968. Most nests of

CHIPPING SPARROW Adult feeding a juvenile Brown-headed Cowbird on 4 August
2011. Photograph by Miriam Bauman, Lakeshore Village, Waterloo, Ontario, Canada.
The Internet Bird Collection (IBC)
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CHIPPING SPARROW’S nest in a Colorado Spruce in McMahen
Park in London, Ontario. On 28 May 2015, the 5 eggs were being
incubated. The larger, highly speckled Brown-headed Cowbird’s egg
was 20 x 15 mm. A pair of cowbirds were often seen in the area – TR

				Chipping Sparrow
				Normal

Parasitized

Brown-headed
Cowbird

Mean clutch size		

3.7		

2.5		  1.3

Number of eggs hatched

3.1		

2.4		  1.0

Number of young fledged 3.0		

2.0		  1.0

Total eggs laid		

343		

182		  111

Total eggs hatched

304 (89%)

77 (42%)	  33 (30%)

Total nestlings fledged

279 (81%)

51 (28%)	  22 (20%)

CHIPPING SPARROW Cowbird parasitism reduced the percentage of sparrows’
eggs that hatched and the number of sparrows’ nestlings fledged, compared
to normal, unparasitized sparrows’s nests. At the same time, only 20% of the
cowbirds fledged. Guelph, Ontario study of 241 nests. Adapted from Table 2 in
Birds of Nor th American [online] (Middleton 1998)
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Chipping Sparrows averaged about 9 days for
the interbrood interval. For Chipping Sparrows,
15 of 18 second broods were seen before
August. Both cowbirds and Chipping Sparrows
have similar incubation times of about 12
days. However, cowbird eggs are about twice
as heavy as CHSP eggs and hatchlings about
1 gram heavier at 2.3 g than the CHSP.
Cowbirds begin laying eggs in London
in late April, about 3 weeks before the eggs
of Chipping Sparrows appear. Cowbirds
parasitized most nests on days 2 and 3 of egg
laying by the host bird. For Chipping Sparrows
68% of 34 successful broods were seen with
fledgling cowbirds. In nests of CHSPs, 1 and
2 cowbird eggs were commonly found, rarely 3
eggs.
At fledging, cowbirds were about 30 grams

when raised alone in a nest, regardless of
which host they used in London
(Scott,
Lemon 1996).
In Algonquin Park, Ontario in the early
1980s, 22 CHSP nests had no cowbird
parasitism (Reynolds, Knapton 1984).
In Winnipeg, Manitoba I found 2 nests of
CHSPs in 2014 and neither was parasitized by
a cowbird. Winnipeg is on the northern edge
of the range of this cowbird, and not many are
seen in the city. In London, Ontario, I located
2 nests of CHSPs in 2015 and each contained
one cowbird egg among the smaller eggs of
the host. Cowbirds often visited the park where
CHSPs nested.
On 109 nest-record cards from southern
Manitoba (provincial wildflower, Prairie
Crocus) at the Manitoba Museum, 20% of

CHIPPING SPARROW nest, probably successful, in the lower half of a crabapple tree with
one Brown-headed Cowbird egg, 20 x 15 mm, left behind, 16 June 2015, McMahen Park,
London, Ontario. The shell held a partially developed embryo – TR
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Chipping Sparrow nests were parasitized by
the cowbird from 1921–1996.
There is evidence Brown-headed Cowbirds
are more aggressive to host’s nests in their
later stages. By destroying eggs well into
incubation, the cowbird may force the host to
renest so she has a chance to lay her egg(s)
in the new nest at the same time as the host
is laying her second set of eggs. This will
increase the probability of the cowbird’s egg
hatching and perhaps fledging. This indirect
manipulation of the host’s reproductive
behavior has been dubbed the Farming
Hypothesis (Swan et al 2015).
In Kentucky (state wildflower, Giant
Goldenrod) 1 of 24 nests of CHSPs were
parasitized by cowbirds (Mengel 1965).
In maritime Louisiana (state wildflower,
Louisiana Iris), over 13 consecutive nesting
seasons (1963–1975), all 26 nests of Chipping
Sparrows held no cowbird eggs (Goertz 1977).

I

n eastern Sierra Nevada of California,
movements of Brown-headed Cowbirds
were radio-tracked. Cowbirds spent the
mornings in the breeding territories of
other birds, then flew 2–8 km where they fed
at horse corrals or bird feeders for the rest of
the day. The morning ranges of commuting
cowbirds averaged 68 ha, and their total home
ranges, including areas used for feeding in the
afternoons, averaged 442 hectares (Rothstein
et al 1984). This traveling behavior did not
occur around Guelph, Ontario. This may
account for egg removal from hosts any time
of the day (Earley 1991).
Cowbirds have their largest negative effect
on a host’s reproductive success through egg
removal. But the usual avian predators are
more important than cowbirds in reducing nest
survival rates. To assess the effect of cowbirds
on nest survival, researchers should not use
the common technique of comparing survival
rates of parasitized and unparasitized nests
within the breeding host’s population (Zanette
et al 2007).
The Host Incubation Limit Hypothesis
means egg removal may increase the
probability a parasitic egg will hatch in larger
clutches. To test this hypotheses Chipping
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Sparrow clutches were altered –
1) Addition nests received one parasitic egg,
increasing the existing clutch size by one egg
2) Addition / removal nests received
one parasitic egg, but one host egg was
simultaneously removed from the clutch,
therefore clutch size remained the same
3) Control nests had no egg additions or
removals
The parasitic eggs were 100% successful,
often to the detriment of the smaller CHSP’s
eggs. Overall, the proportion of host’s eggs
(25%) inefficiently incubated did not differ
Outcomes for Chipping Sparrow nests.
Total # nests
Hatched
Avian Predation
Other Predation
Abandoned
Experimental
Control

40
70%
15%
5%
10%
0%

much in addition nests (25%), compared to
addition / removal nests (17%). Furthermore,
Chipping Sparrow’s eggs were more prone
to inefficient incubation in clutches of 5 eggs
(44%) than in clutches of 4 eggs (17%).
The length of incubation of parasitic (B-h
Cowbird) eggs in all nests was 10 days,
regardless of clutch size. In all experimental
clutches, the mean incubation length of
CHSP’s eggs was 12 days. For host species
like the CHSP, cowbirds may remove host
eggs to reduce nestling competition and allow
the cowbird nestling to receive more parental
care and successfully fledge (Wood, Bollinger
1997).
So how does the female Brown-headed
Cowbird locate nests of other birds? Much like
we do –
(1) She perches nearby and silently and
patiently watches a bird carrying nesting
material to its nest site
(2) She may walk on the forest floor while
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looking up into the canopy for bird activity
associated with nest building
(3) She may make noisy searches in
shrubbery and hedges by landing and flapping
her wings to frighten a sitting bird from its nest
(Norman & Robertson 1975).
In Wisconsin (state wildflower, Wood
Violet) nests of Chipping Sparrows had 11%
parasitized with an average of one cowbird
egg. From these 10 nests, 2 cowbirds fledged.
Only 17% of the 12 cowbird eggs produced
fledglings from nests of CHSPs (Young 1963).
In south-western Colorado, 22% of nests
of Chipping Sparrows were parasitized by
Brown-headed Cowbirds. However, more nests
failed due to predation (53%) than parasitism
(6%). CHSP nest placement had little to do with
parasitic rates (Ortega, Ortega 2001).
The botanical garden at the National
Autonomous University of Mexico (UNAM) is
located in Mexico City. A fledgling Brownheaded Cowbird was being fed by a Chipping
Sparrow on 24 June 2004 (De Silva 2005).

BROWN-HEADED COWBIRD’S egg, 20 x
15 mm, with a shell thickness of 0.1 mm was
removed from the nest of a CHSP on 28 May
2015 in McMahen Park in London, ON – TR
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CHIPPING SPARROW’S egg, 17 x 13
mm, with a shell thickness of 0.08 mm
from the Manitoba Museum

SWAMP MILKWEED’S follicles, with white
placentae hanging after seeds dispersal – TR
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S

Point Counts & Transects

ampling for birds is usually
done in the morning. Five- and
10-minute point counts are
dependant on a bird being seen
or heard, or both, in that amount
of time.
In 2002 and 2003 male Henslow’s and
Grasshopper Sparrows were marked and their
movements followed for detection availability.
As it turned out, the two sparrows were not
always available for detection. Depending on
the behavior of each species, “ our perceived
abundance of a species during field work was
an underestimate because these males were
not continually observable ” (Diefenbach et al
2007).
One challenge in the analysis of pointcount data is dealing with variation among
observers in the number of species detected
and correctly identified. The results rely on the
assumption experienced observers are able to
detect and correctly identify most birds present

at a survey location. When compared to stereo
recordings of point counts from Breeding Bird
Surveys, field observers were hardly ever
accurate (Campbell, Francis 2011).
In Colorado (state wildflower, Rocky
Mountain Columbine), 47 survey stations
showed Chipping Sparrows had the highest
detection rate of the 4 species over 3 years.
The CHSPs increased as the tree density
decreased, and their occupancy rate was
dependent on forest structure (Keeley et al
2013).
On average, 20% more species were
detected using pishing compared to the
conventional method. Overall, 75% of
passerine species were detected on more days
using pishing, whereas 8% of 61 species were
detected on more days using the conventional
method (Zimmerling, Ankney 2000).

Indices Are Just That

Indices do not faithfully represent the entire
population, but they have a long history of
use in wildlife ecology and management

Canada Thistle, female heads in bloom – TR
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(Johnson 2008). Users of any method should
recognize variability in detectability is a part of
the joy of counting living animals. An animal’s
movements, culture and interactions influence
the results.

Remotely Sensed Habitats

Remotely sensed landscape and habitat data
were used to predict the presence of 11 bird
species in montane meadows of the Greater
Yellowstone National Park. However, habitat
data should be collected in the field to increase
predictability (Saveraid et al 2001).
Technical capabilities of new spaceborne
LIDAR (Light Detection And Ranging) and
radar sensors, and their application to
biodiversity and habitat studies were tested.
The Chipping Sparrow inhabits low biomass in
disturbed areas (Bergen et al 2009).
The field studies below are about Chipping
Sparrows. They are arranged into 3 large
groups – Canadian, Eastern United States, and
Western United States, with the Mississippi
River, (95º longitude) the dividing line.

Canadian Field Studies

Northwest Territories – In the Liard Valley,

along the north-eastern border of BC, the
songbird communities in the Boreal Forest
showed the 5 most common species made up
45% of all detections –

Cranbrook. In May and June of 1977, the
Vesper Sparrow was recorded most often
and the Chipping Sparrow came in second.
Grasses were a positive predictor of American
Robins and negative predictor of Chipping
Sparrows (Schwab et al 2006).
Breeding Bird Surveys (BBS) were
established in a Tree Farm License of the
Peace River District in British Columbia.
During 2003–2006, the rise and fall of survey
annual numbers revealed no large change for
CHSPs (Preston et al 2006).

Saskatchewan – The Brightsand survey
showed the steepest decline over 18 years
(1979–1996). “ The most likely reasons for
these declines were a combination of forest
and wetland habitat loss and fragmentation ”
(Cumming et al 2001).
The Chipping Sparrow had its highest
probability of detection (0.8–1) in forests
100 years old. CHSPs were associated with
coniferous forests, including Jack Pine.
Overall, the oldest forest held 26 species of
songbirds, and the youngest forest 15 species)
(Cumming, Diamond 2002).
The May 1996, Breeding Bird Surveys at
Regina included 1,760 Chipping Sparrows
(Koes, Taylor 1996).

		
Tennessee Warbler 12%
		
Magnolia Warbler 12%
		
Swainson’s Thrush 8%
		
Yellow-rumped Warbler 7%
		Chipping Sparrow 6%
Furthermore, the CHSP was detected in all 6
types of habitat (Machtans, Latour 2003).

British

Columbia

– In the southern
Okanagan Valley, sites with more Ponderosa
Pine due to fire suppression, had a greater
diversity of birds. However, open woodland
birds, like the Chipping Sparrow, increased in
number as the number of pine trees dropped
per hectare (Krannitz 2007).
Nineteen plots were established on
areas of different successional stages near
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BREWER’S SPARROW June 2006, photograph by Alan & Elaine Wilson, Deschutes
National Forest, near Fort Rock, Oregon.
www.naturespicsonline.com (wiki)
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Nonbreeding, insect-eating birds often
form mixed flocks of migrants and residents
over summer. The CHSP was one of six
frequently occurring species in the southern
Mixedwood Boreal Forest near Prince Albert
National Park, SK. They were present in 40%
and averaged 4 individuals per flock. Some
stands of trees were infested with Spruce
Budworm, yet there appeared to be no greater
tendency to flock in infested areas (Hobson,
Van Wilgenburg 2006).
In the 1990s, bird populations in contiguous
coniferous forests were compared to those in
forests cleared for agriculture, (75%) farmland.
Overall, the CHSP was generally randomly
distributed among the landscape types,
accounting for 11% of nests located ( Hobson,
Bayne 2000a).

Quebec – Breeding bird communities were
studied on 6 golf courses near Montreal. The
average species incidence for the CHSP was
7 on golf courses and 1 in green spaces.
To make golf courses more wildlife friendly,
management techniques for greens-keepers –
1) increasing deciduous and coniferous tree
cover
2) increasing native vegetation within and 		
surrounding all water bodies
3) reducing the amount of highly managed 		
grass area (Hudson, Bird 2009).

Eastern USA Field Studies

Mississippi – In the north-eastern part of the
state, 6-meter wide field borders were planted
along agricultural fields. There were greater
densities of several sparrow species where
field borders were established, especially
along
existing
grasslands.
Widespread
implementation of field borders is feasible
(through Farm Bill programs) and likely to
gain favor given the growing public interest
in sustainable agriculture and declining birds
(Smith et al 2005).
North Carolin a – In the 1990s, the effects
of fire and a riparian–upland gradient on the
breeding bird community was studied at Fort
Bragg Military Installation. It contains one
of the largest remnant areas of endangered
Longleaf Pine, Pinus palustris, ecosystems.
After two treatments –
1)
2)

fire-intense areas experiencing 			
growing-season burns
fire-suppressed areas lacking fires

Chipping Sparrows favored the open, park-like
Longleaf Pine habitats in the fire-intense uplands
(Allen et al 2006 ) .
The summer bird population in the Toxaway
River Gorge occupied five habitats. The Pine
Flats held the most species. The Chipping
Sparrow, was noted only in the Pine Flats

GOLF COURSE A pond with a
tall herbaceous edge of dense
vegetation on the 13 th hole at
Ridgefield Golf Course, Connecticut, provides challenging golf
and suitable habitat for wildlife,
including birds and insects. 19
October 2009. Photograph from a
bridge by Don Williams (wiki)
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habitat, probably attracted to alterations by
humans (Parnell, Quay 1964).
Field borders, 5–10 meters wide, were
established on 4 farms in the NC coastal plain.
In February, bird numbers on field edges and
field interiors, with and without field borders,
were surveyed. 93% of the birds detected
in field edges were 6 species of sparrows,
including the chipper. The uncut field borders
provided cover and food for birds and insects
(Marcus et al 2000).

South Carolina – The 78,000-ha National

Environmental Research Park is dominated by
pine forests on the uplands, and bottomland
hardwood forests along riparian zones. The
Chipping Sparrow, an edge species, was in
both wet and upland areas in spring and winter.
However, the upland areas always held many
more CHSPs than wetland areas (Czapka,
Kilgo 2011).

New Jersey – During two years in May, a

dawn to dusk-bird census was made in the city
of Plainfield. In all, 104 and 89 bird species
were noted. The number of Chipping Sparrows
was consistent at 21 and 19 in the two years
(Miller and Rogers 1915).

North-eastern

states – From the US
Biological Surveys over 4 years, the American
Robin was the most abundant species in the
breeding season. The Chipping Sparrow gave
4% of songs heard. In the north-central states,
the Chipping Sparrow amounted to 2% of the
population (Stone 1923).

District of Columbia – About 32 km from

Washington, 16 ornithologists did a bird
census on 12 May 1913. A total of 129 species
were observed and 12,257 birds counted.
The Chipping Sparrow was 1% of all birds
(Oberholser 1917).

Pennsylvania – On farms for beef production

in eastern Washington County, during 1996
and 1997, a mixture of habitats was sampled
for birds. The 4 sparrows – Song, Field,
Grasshopper, and Chipping, were found in
greater abundance in warm-season fields
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FIELD BORDERS Converting crop-field
edges to a border of early-successional
vegetation is wise for agronomic, economic
and wildlife benefits. Grasses, clover and
some shrubs attract wildlife and insects
year round. Photography from University of
Missouri, extension page (Pierce II et al
2008)
planted mostly with Switchgrass, Panicum
virgatum, and Big Bluestem, Andropogon
gerardii. Birds in warm-season grass fields
had greater nest success and fledge rates.
“ The establishment of warm-season
grasses in pastures and hayfields should
be an avian conservation and management
priority (Giulianoa, Daves 2002).
Over 4 nesting seasons, 1908–1912 in
the southern part of Center County, the CHSP
“ breeds abundantly throughout the valleys, in
orchards and shade trees as well as in vines
about houses, and raises two broods. The first
set of three or four eggs is deposited about
May 10 th ” (Harlow 1912).
Mist nets were 2.6 m high because the study
was focused on ground-foraging species. Birds
in postbreeding condition were sampled for 3
years. Both age groups of Chipping Sparrows
were caught in clearcut areas – After Hatch
Year 15 sparrows, and Hatch Year 8 sparrows,
probably where they nested. Maintenance of
early-successional habitats in mature forests
may prove beneficial (Stoleson 2013).

Delaware – White-tailed Deer are herbivores,
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which can change the number and types of
insects and birds. Chipping Sparrows, Redeyed Vireos, and Great Crested Flycatchers,
had the greatest abundance at low or moderate
deer densities. White-tailed Deer densities of
less than 20 deer / km 2 have the greatest avian
richness and abundance (Tymkiw 2010).

Ohio – On 14 May 1908, near New Bremen, 133
bird species were noted on an all-day outing.
The Chipping, Field and Song Sparrows were
common. A few days later on 17 May, another
all-day outing in and near Geneva, New York
embraced 96 species with Chipping one of the
9 species of sparrows (Henninger et al 1908).

T

he economic and social forces arrayed
against conservation are too great:
fragmentation, deforestation, pollution,
and other forms of habitat destruction continue
unabated and so, for the most part, does
extinction. Soon there will be no large sites
left to set aside, and conservation science
will have to orient itself much more toward
intensive stewardship and management and
less towards establishment of major preserves.

The past focus on the certitude of extinction in
the absence of large refuges is coming back to
haunt us ” (Simberloff 1988).
Short trips, up to a few days in length over
the summer, were to several islands in western
Lake Erie between Pelee Island, Ontario and
Sandusky, Ohio from 1901 to 1908. On the 326
ha of Middle Bass Island the Chipping Sparrow
was common. This sparrow was not seen on
any of the other islands, including Pelee Island
in Canada (Jones 1912).

Connecticut – Forest regeneration methods

such as shelterwood treatments apparently
increase the diversity of bird species. At
the Yale Myers Forest, a 3,170 ha privately
owned and actively managed forest, Chipping
Sparrows greatly favored the shelterwoods
(Goodale et al 2009).

Massachusetts – On a 59-ha Pitch Pine-

scrub oak barren within the Montague Plains
Wildlife Management Area, Chipping Sparrow’s
average counts increased from 0.1 in mixed
deciduous forest to 1.4 in thinned Pitch Pine
forest (graph p 29) (King et al 2011).
Only lately, are avian surveys finally
being linked to plants. Without plants there
are no birds, or anything else. Botanists and
entymologists should be in the field with birders
working together to investigate habitat. When
I see a calender on birds, there is no mention
on which plant the bird is perched. Wildlife
calendars send a false message that all we
need to know is the name of the bird. Plants
can be ignored, and insects by association.

BEAR CREEK experience (Story County,
Iowa). This buffer zone reduced sediment
inputs into runoff by up to 90%, reduce
nitrogen and phosphorus inputs via runoff by
80%, and multiplied by 5 the number of birds
(relative to a field or intensively grazed area).
Soil organic carbon increased to 66%. (wiki)
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Illinois – Urban habitats often vary greatly
in botanical characteristics. Neighborhood
income and age were the larger issues studied
in Chicago in relation to bird communities.
The age of homes (ave. 45 years) was an
important correlate of abundance for several
avian species. Total avian richness was higher
in urban sites with undeveloped patches and
heterogeneous land cover types. Bird richness is
enhanced both by small patches of natural land
within the urban matrix and by close proximity to
large natural preserves (Loss et al 2009).
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The Chipping Sparrow uses any vegetation
available in an area for feeding and nesting.
The influence of 3 introduced plant species on
birds was studied in Chicago. The three were
Multiflora Rose, honeysuckle, and European
Buckthorn. Woody plants were classified as
shrubs if their diameter at breast height (DBH)
was less than 7 cm.
Buckthorn was the most dominant invasive

shrub at 52%. Native understory vegetation
represented less than 7% of the total stem
density of shrubs. Shrub nesters responded
well to the amount of invasive vegetation. Keep
in mind exotics generally support less diverse
insect communities than native plants, since
exotics are new to the insect populations as
well (Schneider, Miller 2014).

Wisconsin – Over the breeding season at
the university’s Arboretum near Madison, of
143 nests, only one was built by Chipping
Sparrows (Young 1949).
Minnesota

– A permanent plot was
established in a 75-year-old Jack Pine (Pinus
banksiana) / Black Spruce (Picea mariana)
forest in the Boundary Waters Canoe Area
Wilderness. Logging and development was
absent. In 1976, lightning ignited a wildfire
that burned the study area. Three years postburn, (in 1979) Chipping Sparrows, were
present. Then Chipping Sparrows were absent
in 6 other years of post-burn sampling as well
and in the pre-burn period (Haney et al 2008).
On prairies south of Minneapolis, farm
shelterbelts are common. The CHSP was the
5th most common nesting bird at 3% of total
nests (Yahner 1982).

Western USA Field Studies

Texas – In Bastrop County, September 2011,

a severe wildfire caused an 87% tree mortality
and a 40% decrease in canopy cover 1 year
after the burn. For the wintery avian community,
the Chipping and Lincoln’s Sparrows were
positively influence by the burnt, now open
forest (Brown et al 2015).
A 38-ha plot was occasionally grazed by goats
in Brazos County. The CHSP had the highest
daily average of 7.4 from 96 seen on 13 of 47
visits. The CHSP was not affected by habitat
changes over the 70 years (Hale 2011).

Kansas – Tallgrass Prairie was dominant at
CHIPPING SPARROW with a long streak
of whitish grey on its forehead. McMahen
Park, London, ON on 28 May 2015 – TR
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the Kansas Army Ammunition Plant. Fences
were erected at 3 riparian sites to keep
grazing cattle out. Over a 4-year study, 43
avian species were noted at fenced, protected
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CHIPPING SPARROW
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CHIPPING SPARROW Estimated abundance was highest in the
Thinned Pitch Pine (TP) habitat at the Montague Plains WMA,
2004–2008 in western Massachusetts. Four habitats were sampled – MD = Mixed Deciduous; PP = Pitch Pine; SO = Scrub Oak
and TP = Thinned Pitch Pine (King at al 2011)

sites, and 44 species at grazed sites. The
shrub-nesting guild gained three new species
– Acadian Flycatcher, Chipping Sparrow, and
Dickcissel. (Johnson et al 2009).

North Dakota – In 5 western counties, of the

47 avian species noted in 30 wooded plots,
CHSPs were recorded in 7% of the draws.
Overall, however, the Emberizidae accounted
for 20 species (43%) of the total species
recorded (Faanes 1983).

South Dakota – Stephen Visher traveled by

saddle horse for 3 weeks in summer throughout
the south-western part of the state. Chipping
Sparrows were common (Visher 1912).
In the south-eastern corner nesting was
compared between birds in river corridors and
isolated woodlots. The Chipping Sparrow with
15 nests in woodlots and 5 nests in corridors,
had a pitiful 12% nesting success (Gentry et
al 2006).
Within the Black Hills National Forest
habitat, Chipping Sparrows were most
abundant in Ponderosa Pine with less than
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40% overstory canopy cover (OCC) and
sapling-pole aspen / birch with less than 70%
OCC. They also are present when logging
leaves behind some canopy cover in forests
(Mills et al 2000).
In Clay County, most of the area was
farmed. Among 20 nesting species in the
upland groves, the CHSP is common over the
summer. In 1913, it arrived on 12 March from
the south (Visher 1915).

Great Basin – One habitat management
strategy is unlikely to meet the lifestyle of
all species in a group. During the breeding
seasons Gray Flycatchers and Chipping
Sparrows were mainly associated with pinyon–
juniper woodland cover at 2.3 km elevation.
(Fleishman, Dobkin 2009).
New Mexico – During the summers 2005–
2007, the Chipping Sparrow nested in Juniper
and Piñon and had about equal nesting success
in both trees. Junipers holding nests were in
areas with a lot more junipers than Piñon trees.
Nests in Piñon trees showed the opposite
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utilized the ground for foraging more than
other species.
Chipping Sparrows were noted 52% of the
time on the ground and much of their time in
the inner core of trees. Upper parts of taller
trees were not used (Laudenslayer, Balda
1976).

Utah – Within the Grand Staircase Escalante

National
Monument,
nesting
Chipping
Sparrows were significantly reduced because
of Pinyon-Juniper tree removal (Crow, van
Ripper lll, 2010).

Colorado – “ Grazing by domestic livestock
is probably the most controversial issue facing
managers of public lands in the American
West. ” Grazing can change bird populations
either way. In riparian habitat, Chipping
Sparrows declined more than 20% in grazed
areas (Saab et al 1995) & (Crouch 1982).

CHIPPING SPARROW May 2014, near its
nest in a spruce tree in Winnipeg – TR

pattern (Francis et al 2011).
On the 4,500-ha Pitchfork Ranch in
Grant County, water is scarce. Along with
small creeks, point sources of water were
established for birds and mammals.
Chipping Sparrows were more common
near water, with a count of 9 versus 2 along
the control transects. Not surprising for a dry
environment, counts of all 25 species of birds
averaged about 3 times higher along transects
with water (Bock 2015).

Arizona – In the mountains 22 km north of
Flagstaff, at the 2 km level, the CHSP had
the largest mean territory size of 2.8 ha and
averaged 35 pairs per 100 hectares. It also
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Montana – Chipping Sparrows were more
evident in open Douglas-fir habitat (44
breeding pairs / 40 ha) compared to 25 pairs /
40 ha in the more congested Lodgepole Pines
(Manuwal 1983).
W hile working at a logging camp in the
north-western corner of Warland, the western
Chipping Sparrow was abundant over the
summer. It nested everywhere, in the slashings,
in open woods in the valley, in thickets and
underbrush well up the mountain sides, and
in open cultivated areas along the river. Two
broods were possible over the summer. Fresh
eggs were found in the latter part of May and
on 7 June a set of 5 well-incubated eggs
(Burleigh 1921).
Idaho and Montana – In the 1990s, in 13

National Forests, the Chipping Sparrow was
detected an average of 20% over 3 years, most
often in Ponderosa Pine habitat. Harvested
forest types are attractive to breeding CHSPs
(Hutto, Young 1999).
Spotted Knapweed, Centaurea maculosa,
is an exotic species in vast areas of western
North America. In western Montana “ habitat
quality for Chipping Sparrows was clearly
reduced by knapweed ” (Ortega et al 2006).
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CHIPPING SPARROW perched in an American Elm in bloom. The male
is singing on its territory in a cemetery in Winnipeg, MB, May 2014 – TR

		

In

the summer of 1917, in the very
rugged north-western part of the
state, the Chipping Sparrow was
plentiful wherever openings occurred in the
forest. Two nests were found; one on 4 July
with 4 well incubated eggs in a small Douglas
Fir. On 19 July, a second nest with 4 fresh
eggs was 1.7 m over the ground near the top
of a small Subalpine Fir almost at timberline (2
km) and 64 km to the nearest town. Both nests
were lined with horse hair (Burleigh 1923).

Oregon – Five White Oak, Quercus garryana,
stands (28–53 ha) in the Willamette Valley
were checked during the breeding season.
The Chipping Sparrows occupied –
5 oak stands
late spring; Ave 14 / 40 ha
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4 oak stands
early summer 2 June–15 July; Ave 14 / 40 ha
1 oak stand
late summer Ave 16 / 40 ha
Chipping Sparrows were migratory in this part
of Oregon (Anderson 1970).

“ It is important to recognize the perceived

conservation status of many bird species is
currently based on such poor information that
when data finally become available, it would
behoove us to question the earlier, perhaps
erroneous perceptions of conservation status.
If such self-reflection is not taken seriously or
is not done in a timely and systematic manner,
I am inclined to believe the lists of high-priority
bird species serve no useful purpose and,
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Sierra National Forest, the breeding bird
species richness averaged 17 over 2 seasons.
Total crown volume of trees was the single best
predictor of richness. 181 Chipping Sparrows
were counted on 40% of the sites (Verner,
Larson 1989).

Mexico

Mexico – In the southern part, Chipping

Sparrows in breeding plumage were seen and
heard singing at San Felipe Park on the 4 & 7
June 2004 (De Silva 2005).

CLAY-COLORED SPARROW 14 cm long,
San Luis Obispo, California, 1 March 2008.
– Linda Tanner (wiki)
in fact, can become a significant barrier to
scientific progress and the public support of
bird conservation ” (Farmer 2008).

California – California Oak savanna is

a habitat of sparse tree canopy extending
from northern Baja California to southern
British Columbia. The Chipping Sparrow had
a detection rating of 0.6. They were found
in all four types of habitat, with an average
occupancy rate of 0.8 (Wood et al 2013).
To feed and house millions of new people,
since 1950 over 4 million km 2 of oak woodlands
in CA have been converted to agricultural or
urban land. In some areas, vineyards have
appeared, and some riparian habitat remains.
Capture rates of chippers amounted to 1 in
riparian; 37 in edge, and 33 in vineyards.
Overall, maintaining natural areas, woodlands,
and riparian habitat is necessary to keep an
avian presence in the vast croplands of North
America (Jedlicka et al 2014).
During the summery months of 1903, on
the Piute Mountain at 3.8 kms elevation, the
western Chipping Sparrow, Spizella socialis
arizonae, was abundant in flocks among the
pines (Richardson 1904).
In 51 mixed-conifer forest sites in the
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HAZELNUT leaf, 16 October 2013,
Winnipeg, Manitoba – TR
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CHIPPING SPARROW [AOU 560] Art by David D Beadle, with per mission (Rising 1996)

CHIPPING SPARROW The sexes are similar. The adult bird is about 13 cm long and
weighs about 12 grams. Winnipeg, Manitoba – TR
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W

hen we step outside
our homes in the
summer,
we
are
entering the territory
of other species,
an insect, bird, a
mammal. Nesting by
birds has been observed forever. Presently,
“ There is a rich tradition of biological
monitoring across the globe. As a group, birds
are probably better known and better studied
than any other taxa. This seems to reflect
both an innate interest in birds across many
human cultures along with the general ease of
identifying, studying, surveying and monitoring
wild birds compared to other groups. ”
On the biggest stage, world leaders have
set targets to reduce the loss of biodiversity
by 2010, and their success, or failure, will
be measured against a set of indicators. One
biodiversity indicator that has proven effective
and influential in Europe is the wild bird
indicator (WBI). It is based on the composite
population trends of birds and derived
from national breeding bird surveys (BBS)
(Gregory, van Strien 2010).

“ The many-sided Alexander Wilson has
published in the Preface of Vol. 4, pages v–x
of his American Ornithology, 12 September
1811, probably the earliest bird census in this
country [USA]. ” A quote from Wilson, from the
earlier editions –
“ To the philosopher, as well as the naturalist,

and to every man of feeling, the names,
migration, and immense multitudes of birds
in this country, are subjects of interesting and
instructive curiosity. From the twenty-first day
of March to the first of May, it might with truth
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be asserted, that at least one hundred million
of birds enter Pennsylvania from the south;
part on their way farther north, and part to
reside during the season ” (Burns 1907).

Sampling Populations

Females CHSPs arrive 1–2 weeks after the
males on their nesting territories. Between
mating and nesting the pair remain close,
often feeding together for seeds and insects
(Walkingshaw 1944).
Males do the singing. To sample a breeding
population without actually finding nests,
point counts of birds seen and heard out to
50- or 100-meters, or an unlimited distance
have been tried. Yet, what is the effective
detection radius (EDR) of point-count surveys?
“ Partners in Flight use a maximum detection
distances (MDD) to determine differences in
landbird population sizes. The results were
compared to the effective detection radius of
point-count surveys. EDR varied 12% among
habitats and increased 17% when birds were
counted to an unlimited distance, compared to
only 100 meters. The EDR did not vary with
the duration of surveys, and densities did not
differ when using unlimited-distance versus
truncated data. Estimated densities, however,
increased 19% from 3- to 5-min counts, and
25% from 5- to 10-min point counts, possibly
from increases in the availability, movement,
or double counting of birds during longer
counts (Ralph et al 1995) .		
“ Population sizes estimated using EDR
averaged 5 times (0.8–15) those estimated
with MDD. Survey data from which to estimate
binomial EDRs are widely available across
North America and could be used as an
alternative to MDD when estimating landbird
population sizes. ” Overall, “ researchers using
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Breeding Bird Survey

Above 100
30–100
10–30
3–10
1–3
1
None counted

CHIPPING SPARROW Relative abundance map of North American Breeding Bird Survey
results and analysis from 1966–2011. Fewer roads in the upper regions of Canadian provinces
limit the survey routes. Map – USGS Patuxent Wildlife Research Center, Laurel, Maryland

distance-sampling models should be cautious
when comparing their results with those of
other studies or when applying distance
sampling to data compiled from studies using
varying point-count methods ” (Matsuoka et al
2012).
Point counts are influenced by location.
In particular, man-made roads alter the
outcomes. Some 275 road counts in northwestern Montana generated a bird list that was
essentially the same as the list generated from
off-road counts within the same vegetation
cover type. But there were large differences
in the mean number of individuals detected
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between on- and off-road points for a number
of species.
For Chipping Sparrows the

Frequency of Occurrence of Detection
50-meter radius
On-road

Off-road

100-meter radius
On-road

Off-road

64	   36	 
104	   87
Counts from the road were higher than
counts off-road, possibly because of the edge
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effect. Chippers like open areas with reduced
tree-canopy cover. The results vary greatly at
the 50-meter radius and overall the counts are
much larger and closer together in magnitude
when the 100-meter radius is employed (Hutto
et al 1995).
Another roadside versus off-road survey
happened in the Shenandoah National Park
in Virginia (state flower, American Dogwood).
Chipping Sparrows were detected at 25 sites
and more at the roadside than away from the
road.
Roadside
1.36
		200 m		
0.16
		
400 m
0.2
Edge species, like the Chipping Sparrow,
had a much lower abundance 200 m away
from the road, suggesting they did not inhabit
forested areas very far from the edge.
The length of the sampling count, 3 or
10 minutes, may change the outcome of the
detection of a species. For example, the
CHSP was detected 31 times during 10-minute
counts from the roadside, but in 20% of these
counts, the chippers were detected in the last
7 minutes of a 10-minute count (Keller, Fuller
1995).

Territory, Home Range, Core

“ The concept of territory refers to a defended

area, whereas the concept of home range
refers to any area used by an animal during its
normal activities. ” (Anich et al 2009).
The core area receives concentrated use.
Core areas do not have a uniform distribution
in the home range. The home range patterns of
4 Chipping Sparrows were studied in western
Montana.
Two FEMALE Chipping Sparrows in 1981 –
1) Female #1 (n 36 point locations)
Core area 0.36 ha
Core area occupied 28% of the home range
2) Female #2 (n 51 p. l.)
Core are 0.74 ha
Core area occupied 35% of the home range
Two MALE Chipping Sparrows in 1982 –
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1) Male #1 (n 45 p. l.)
Core area 0.8 ha
Core area occupied 30% of the home range
2) Male #2 (n 65 point locations)
Core area 1.0 ha
Core area occupied 36% of a home range
(Samuel et al 1985).
Along with mapping the high and low use
areas of a bird’s home range, it is also useful
to visually map areas a bird uses for roosting,
nesting, resting, feeding, and territorial
disputes.
During the breeding season, one pair
of Chipping Sparrows used 3.1 ha (55
point observations) for nest building and
incubating. When nestlings were being
fed, the utilized territory shrunk to 1.1 ha
(20 observations). Beyond this number of
observations, little additional territorial size
was added. The numbers represent the
practical cutoff points in the field (Odum,
Kuenzler 1955).

In

1944, three pairs of Chipping
Sparrows built their first nests near
a home in southern Michigan close
to Battle Creek. One nest was in the
front yard, the other two in yards of neighbors.
The nests were 43, 55, and 67 m apart. The
second nests were all in one yard, the points
of the triangle were 15, 10 and 6 m apart.
Although the above 3 second nests were
close, males defended a territory around
their nests of about 0.4 ha (65 x 65 meters).
Nestlings in the second nests fledged from
8–14 August and after mid-August there were
no territorial behavior displays. “ Although
each family group remained separate from the
others, all three pairs and their young roamed
over the same fairly large area ” (Walkingshaw
1944).
Louise de Kiriline Lawrence watched an
invading male enter the territory of a pair with
their first fledglings. “ A chase, then halt on
twigs with the strange male singing loudly and
vigorously several songs. Chase again, then
halt on twigs followed by impudent singing by
the strange male and the home male silent.
This has gone on for several hours (from 1
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PM until night-fall) with only short intervals for
feeding. Both birds were panting from the heat
and exertion. Sometimes a female takes part
in the chasing ” (Stull 1968).
The female defends at least the area
of the nest tree. The population has a small
percentage of males (about 10%) that mate
with more than one female. “ Polygyny can
be induced by an experimental increase
in circulating testosterone in otherwise
monogamous males ” (Silverin 1986).

Copulation

Mating usually takes place on the ground, but
can also happen on a horizontal branch, wire,
fence, or roof during the days before the start
of egg laying. Copulation one to several times
in succession have been observed. Normally

the female enters a crouching position with
her head and tail slightly raised. Her wings
flutter rapidly, and the male mounts her for
1–4 seconds. A rapid high pitched see-seesee-see-see is given by one or both sparrows
(Walkinshaw 1944).
In Winnipeg, Manitoba, on 24 May 2014,
on a sunny 20º C morning, a pair of CHSP
copulated several times in mid-morning, each
event lasting a few seconds. All were in trees,
one deciduous and one coniferous, and about
half way up. Preening often followed, and took
several minutes in one case. A female picked
up some gray dog hairs in her bill with which to
line her nest in a nearby White Spruce. Males
are still giving their trill songs.
On 27 May 2014, at Vimy Ridge Park in
Winnipeg, a pair copulated several times over

CHIPPING SPARROWS attempting to copulate in an ash tree on 27 May 2014 at 8:10
AM on a warm, partly cloudy morning in Winnipeg, Manitoba. The bottom sparrow, presumably the female, has the tips of her primary feathers crossed over her vent, which
may prevent him from mating on this try. The green leaves and flowers of the ash tree
were starting to erupt. – TR Chipping Sparrows may attack their reflection in a pane of
glass during the breeding season (Bent 1968)
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CHIPPING SPARROW perched on an American Elm passes a leg over its lowered wing as
it scratches its throat during post-copulatory preening. The tail is bent to the left to help it
balance on one foot. English Garden, Winnipeg, Manitoba, 4 June 2014 – TR
1–2 minutes. Perched about one-third below
the top of a mature ash tree, he repeatedly
mounted her for 2–3 seconds. After each event,
he perched about 1 m away on a branch, then
remounted her. This procedure was repeated
around 8 AM on a sunny morning. Their nest
was in a nearby spruce. I did not hear any
calling before, during, or after the sex act.
The leaves and flowers of the ash tree were
starting to expand.
The photograph on page 37 shows her with
tips of the primary feathers possibly crossed
over her vent as he perched on her back.
Since she already had 4 eggs in the nest, was
she trying to prevent copulation or is this a
normal position of her wings before or after
the event? Does it give her some control over
when she copulates and with which male?
In London, Ontario, at 8:00 PM, about 35
minutes before sunset on a cloudy calm May
evening, he mounted her in the lower half of a
Silver Maple (dbh 7 cm) with the 2–4 cm long
leaves still growing.
“ The reproductive system in male birds
comprises the two testes and their connections
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to the cloaca via the ductus deferens. The distal
end of each ductus is known as the seminal
glomerus and, during the breeding season, it
becomes expanded and highly coiled, pushing
out of the body cavity, and forming an externally
visible cloacal protuberance around the vent.
Sperm produced in the testes mature in the
glomera and are stored there until ejaculated. ”
For 4 CHSPs the cloacal protuberance had a
length of 6.5 mm with a height of 6 mm and a
testes length of 8.3 mm during the period of
copulation (Briskie 1993).
On 17 July 1959, in Kalamazoo, Michigan,
an adult male English Sparrow was feeding
on the ground near a Scotch Pine that held
the nest of a Chipping Sparrow. One nestling
was present. The male Chipping Sparrow
left its nest tree and landed near the House
Sparrow. It then mounted the crouching HOSP
and copulated for about 4 seconds. Then both
birds flew off (Robinson 1959).
In Algonquin Park, Ontario, 15 copulations
by Chipping Sparrows occurred on tree
branches. On two occasions copulation
immediately followed territorial disputes, with
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I

Nest Locations

n the north-eastern part of North Dakota
(state fish, Northern Pike), along the Red
River Valley, the Chipping Sparrow is a
frequent breeder and common during
migration. A pair nested in a lilac hedge
at HV Williams’ back door in 1923. One egg
for the collection was taken on 15 June 1914.
Earliest arrival was on 25 April (Williams
1926).
Birds were observed from late May into early
June in 1917 near La Anna, Pennsylvania. A
plentiful summer resident, the first Chipping
Sparrow’s nest, found 2 June, held 4 fresh
eggs and was 1.8 m above ground in a small
hemlock. Another nest on 7 June with 4 fresh

CHIPPING SPARROW Unhatched egg from
a successful nest 21 June 2014 in Winnipeg,
Manitoba. Its fresh egg shell thickness was
0.08 mm, membrane included – TR
the resident male returning to his mate after
chasing away an intruder (Reynolds, Knapton
1984).
The male Chipping Sparrow may seek
out additional females to mate with should
the opportunity arise. One nest with 8 eggs
of which 7 hatched, belonged to 2 females
apparently mated to one male (Walkinshaw
1959). In another series of 32 observed
copulations over two seasons, one instance of
polygamy was reported (Keller 1979).
On the University of Guelph campus in
Ontario over the summer of 1986, CHSPs were
caught in mist-nets, banded and released into
the 15-hectare habitat. The sparrows returned
in late April 1987. Nests were checked daily
during building and egg laying. Monogamous
relationships were the norm in 5 territories.
However, instances of polygyny, extra-pair
copulations (EPC) and even helpers at the nest
were observed. Polygyny was once observed
when a male was near 2 females that were
building nests, and suspected in another case
(Middleton, Prescott 1989).
CHIPPING SPARROW on alert as I move
through its territory in the English Garden
in Winnipeg, MB on 1 May 2014 – TR
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CHIPPING SPARROW On 29
May 2014 in Winnipeg, Manitoba, this nest tree, a planted
spruce in a small urban park,
is close to a path where dogs
and people walk. Arrows shows
the general open location of
the nest 1.8 m above ground.
Two ash trees occupy the foreground. Abundant grass holds
food for the adults and young.
The open canopy from widely
spaced trees in the park is
ideal for chippers – TR
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CHIPPING SPARROW
A successful nest in
a crab-apple tree in
McMahen Park, London,
Ontario, 6 June 2015.
The nest tree had a dbh
of 13 cm and the nest
was 2.2 m above ground
and 30º in a NE direction from the trunk. The
nest was located about
40 cm out from the trunk
on a 5 cm thick branch
(yellow arrow) rising at
a 45º angle from the
bisected trunk – TR

CHIPPING SPARROW’S nest (arrow) in a Colorado Spruce tree in McMahen Park, 28
May 2015. House Sparrows nested in the upper branches. The CHSP’s nest contained one
Brown-headed Cowbird’s egg which I removed and photographed. This nest was 1.6 m
above ground and 310º NW from the trunk. The branch on which the nest was built was 1.9
m long and the nest was 57 cm (30%) from the end of that branch. Two weeks after the nestlings fledged, there was no more activity in the area for the rest of the summer. No CHSPs
were seen or heard in the last part of June and into July 2015. London, Ontario – TR
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CHIPPING SPARROW with a raised reddish-brown crown is perched on Ninebark, which
began to bloom a week later at English Garden in Winnipeg, Manitoba, 9 June 2014 – TR

Location		
Number of eggs
Average
			per clutch			clutch size
			2

3

4

Guelph, ON		
25
Battle Creek, MI
1
La Anna, PA 			

81
15
17

269
2
29		
42
4

Lat. / Long.

5
3.7 eggs
3.6 eggs
3.8 eggs

43ºN 42’ / 80ºW 18’
42ºN 19’ / 85ºW 19’
41ºN 15’ / 75ºW 20’

CHIPPING SPARROW Four eggs (70%), of all possible clutch sizes, is the most common
number within a range of 2–5 eggs per complete clutch. From 3.6–3.8 eggs are the range of
average clutch sizes. Top to bottom studies: ALAM 1998, Walkinshaw 1944, and PB Street in
Stull 1968. Adapted from Table 1 in Birds of North American [online] (Middleton 1998)
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CHIPPING SPARROW Nest about 14 cm wide with sides of the cup about 2 cm thick
and the cup 2.6 cm deep (above) by 4.5 cm deep (tall) on the outside (below). Nest
from the Manitoba Museum, x 0.8 – TR
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CHIPPING SPARROW One quarter of a
nest signifies what we know about Sp – TR

eggs was in an unusual location. “ A handful of
hay had been pushed through a crack in the
floor of a barn and hung from the roof of the
overshoot, and in the middle of this the nest
was built. ” It was characteristically built of
weed stems and grasses, and lined with horse
hair. Four other nests were in a Red Spruce,
a hemlock, an apple tree, and a Sugar Maple,
varying in height from 0.9–4.5 meters from the
ground. Three nests held four eggs each, and
one three eggs (Burleigh 1927).
   A 2-year study, 1981–1982, of CHSPs
disturbed Algonquin Provincial Park, Ontario.
Nests were located then visited from 5–8 PM
instead of early in the morning.
	  Coniferous trees chosen by Chipping
Sparrows for 22 nests –
1)
2)
3)
4)

White Spruce 19 nests (86%)
Eastern Hemlock 1
Balsam Fir 1
Red Pine 1

CHIPPING SPARROWS often lined their nests with longish hair from
a horse’s tail and mane. They also ate some oat seeds in horse buns.
Horse and buggy about 1910 in Eakly, Oklahoma. Photograph by the
unknown photographer (wiki)
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CHIPPING SPARROWS use hairs from horses or other
animals to line their nests. Art by Cynthia J Page in Readers
Digest, Book of North American Birds, 1990. Editor J Cassidy

CHIPPING SPARROW Data from one
nest in 2014 in Winnipeg, Manitoba
Tree species Colorado Spruce
Tree DBH 29 cm
Branch length with nest 3.2 m
Nest orientation, easterly 100º
Nest distance from branch tip 45 cm
Nest height above ground 1.8 m
Thickness of branch near trunk 7 cm
Nest outcome Successful 3 nestlings
Number of eggs 4
Unhatched eggs 1
Fledglings 3
Eggs hatched 7 June 2014
Fledged 16 June 2014 when nest was
disturbed by me
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frequency of occurrence of White Spruce
was only 45%. The chippers made a choice.
The average height of a nest tree was 2.5
m. Within these small coniferous nest trees
in the park, the average height of nests
was 1.1 m or 45% of the nest tree height
(Reynolds, Knapton 1984).
	   In Algonquin Park, 17 of 22 nests (77%)
were on the south to east sides of the nest
tree; the average orientation was 153º (p
46). The orientation of successful nests (14)
averaged 5º from this mean of 153º and the
unsuccessful nests (8) averaged 125º from
153º. Nests on the south-eastern side of the
nest trees were not better concealed from
a human viewpoint, but since predation
was not observed, orientation may not be
as critical as indicated. At the same time,
by building their nest in the south-eastern
part of the tree, more sunlight (warmth) in
the morning may have helped the fledging
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1981

N

1982

TRUNK

W

SW
S

E

3
15

tree were from nest cards at the Royal Ontario
Museum in Toronto. Below are frequencies of
8 species of trees nearest to CHSP nest-trees
in Algonquin Park, Ontario –
		White Spruce 45%
		Trembling Aspen 11%
		Balsam Fir 8%
		White Pine 8%
		Choke Cherry 8%
		Red Pine 5%
		Red Maple 2%
		Sugar Maple 2% – for a total of 89%
The highest frequency of plant cover within
one meter of the nest tree was provided by –

º

CHIPPING SPARROW The majority (77%)
of 22 nests in the two-year study in Algonquin
Park, Ontario were built between the E and
SW parts (average 153º) of nest trees in relation to a central trunk (Reynolds, Knapton
1984)
rate. Nestlings would also be sheltered from
the prevailing north-western wind (Reynolds,
Knapton 1984).
Botanical characteristics near the nest

White Spruce 91%
Grasses (mostly Poverty Grass)
Hairy-cap Moss 45%
Blueberry 45%
Balsam Fir 14%
Red Pine 6%
Bare ground 23%

82%

In 4 quadrats in the park there were no trees
within 100 m of isolated nest trees. From a
nest to the nearest tree averaged about 2
meters (Reynolds, Knapton 1984).
CHIPPING
SPARROW This
well-built nest with a
clutch of 4 eggs (each
17 x 13 mm long) was
being incubated by
the female. It was in
a Colorado Spruce in
Vimy Ridge Memorial
Park. 29 May 2014 in
Winnipeg, Manitoba
– TR
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CHIPPING SPARROW’S nest with 3 begging nestlings about 5-days old. Eyes starting
to open and dark wing feathers protruding. The female was brooding them and left the
nest when I was about 3 m away. She stayed in the spruce tree chirping until I left.
3 June 2015, McMahen Park, London, Ontario – TR

In
Algonquin
Park,
Ontario,
the
average date of nest initiation was 31 May.
Replacement nests were started in early July.
There was no evidence of double-brooding
in the park. Nest building took about 4 days
with males and females at two nests gathering
material and adding it. Four nests were mostly
lined with bright, golden sporophyte stalks of
Polytrichum, hair moss (Reynolds, Knapton
1984).
Rarely is a nest of the Chipping Sparrow
built on the ground. JW Noble found one in
Ontario in the early 1900s (Noble 1912).
Others have found an occasional nest on the
ground (Bent 1968).
In developed areas of southern Michigan,
51 nests in yards near dwellings occupied –
(27%) spruce, Picea
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(16%) Thuja (conifer)
(16%) grapevines
(14%) horizontal branches 4 m up in horsechestnut, pear, or apple trees
(10%) rose or spirea bushes
(10%) Common Juniper (Walkinshaw 1944).
In southern Manitoba, from 75 nest-record
cards, 1921–1996, at the Manitoba Museum –
59%
48%
4%
41%

coniferous trees and shrubs
Spruce – White, Black and Blue
Jack Pine
broad leaf trees and shrubs

For broad-leaved plants, 9% of the nests,
were in Caragana shrubs. Other plants used
were maple, poplar, aspen, and crabapple.
One nest was built among the stems of grass,
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and one was on a burnt bare twig.
From 115 active and inactive CHSP nests
around Itasca State Park in Minnesota –

nest location was in needle clusters on the
outer branches of Ponderosa Pine.
CHSP nests were built in –

74% spruce trees
10% Jack Pine
5% fir
5% juniper
3.5% White Pine
1 Red Pine
1 low willow and
1 Ampelopsis, a genus of climbing shrubs in
the grape family Vitaceae (Stull 1968).

		Ponderosa Pine 71%
		Common Juniper 13%
		Douglas-fir 9%
		Blue Spruce 1%
		Mountain Mahogany 3%
		Skunkbush 2%
		Wax Current 1%
Mean canopy cover at the nest was 48%. Most
nests were built at about 1/3 tree height above
the ground. The average nest tree height
was 7 m and the average nest height was

The CHSP is a common summer resident in
Center County, Pennsylvania, both in town
and the surrounding open valleys.
Red Cedars are preferred nesting
sites, along with apple trees in
orchards, and shrubs at the edges
of thickets. Nests are never over
3 m up, and often only 0.3–0.6
meters above ground. Fresh eggs
can always be found by the middle
of May. The earliest breeding
record was a nest with 4 fresh
eggs on 11 May 1916 (Burleigh
1931).
In
Kentucky,
Chipping
Sparrow nesting habitat embraced
hedgerows,
old
fields
with
shrubs, brushy edges of forests,
ornamental shrubs by new homes,
deciduous
shrubs
in
dense
configurations, and evergreens,
especially small red cedars. In
Louisville, barberry hedges were a
favorite nesting place. Elsewhere,
exposed Virginia Pine and rose
vines on trellises around a porch
have been used. Trees for nesting
were – apple, pear, cedar, Osage
Orange, boxwood, sycamore and
small maples or elms. One nest
with 5 eggs was 1 m above ground
in a fallen red cedar. 18 nests in
Kentucky averaged 2.1 m (0.6–
4.6) above ground (Mengel 1965). CHIPPING SPARROW’S nest with a very thin wall on
Along the Colorado Front one side, which is common, and a 50 cm long blue thread
Range near Boulder, the typical woven into the rim of the cup. Winnipeg, MB 2014 – TR
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CHIPPING SPARROW Three rootlets about 10 cm long by 1 mm wide from a nest in a lilac
shrub in Winnipeg, Manitoba, 2014 – TR

CHIPPING SPARROW’S nest-lining material. The average length of 30 pieces of hair was
16 (4.5–35) cm long by about 0.1 mm thick, although most broke when removed from the
tangle in the cup. Hairs were tan to dark gray – TR
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2.5 meters. The nests were about 1/3 in from
the ends of branches. Wide ranging, CHSPs
utilize whatever trees and shrubs are common
and available in an area. They are generalists
and quite plastic in some of their eating and
nesting habits (Swanson et al 2004).

activity (Walkinshaw 1944).
Some of the earliest nest building in
Kentucky was on 8 April 1919 in Jefferson
County and on 24 April 1949 in Wolfe County
(Mengel 1965).
On 14 May 2015, at 8:20 AM on a clean, cool

CHIPPING SPARROW A successful nest from below and 1.8 m above ground in a Colorado
Spruce in Vimy Ridge Park in Winnipeg, Manitoba, 21 June 2014. Main supporting branch is
1 cm thick (arrow) with nest (outlined in yellow) to one side of the 3.2 m long branch – TR
At Battle Creek, Michigan “ in 1944 the
first female [CHSP] was observed on May 4,
14 days after the first male. Accompanied by
her mate she was examining the small arbor
vitaes and a common juniper in our yard ”
(Walkinshaw 1944).

Nest Building

She and he gather fine plant materials within
130 m of a nest tree. On a suitable branch, the
nest is usually built in the morning, the first
nests take 3–4 days to complete in May. One
nest in early July, perhaps a re-nest or second
nest, took only 2 days to finish. Pressed for
time, birds often quicken their nest-building
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morning at McMahen Park in London, Ontario,
a pair of CHSPs carried nesting material to
their new nest in one northern Colorado Spruce
of a group of 3 spruce. Both birds flew to the
nest together, each carrying several fragments
of tan vegetation in their bills. I could not tell
if both engaged in nest building or if the male
left material for the female to weave. 16 May
at 9:20 AM, nest building continued with 2
trips on a cloudy morning. On 18 May, at 7:45
AM, at the base of its nest tree, a Chipping
Sparrow hopped for 15 m along a sidewalk’s
edge picking short pieces of thin tan grass
where the lawn began. It made short forays
of 10–15 cm into the lawn’s edge. Ten to 20
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CHIPPING SPARROW Plastic tie woven
into a nest, the rectangle is 8 mm long, Winnipeg, Manitoba 2014 – TR

CHIPPING SPARROW A nest in a lilac in
Winnipeg had about 20 umbels woven into
its outer rim. This one is 11 cm wide – TR
pieces were secured off the ground, sticking
out 2–3 cm on both sides of the bill. The bird
then flew to the spruce and perched for 2–3
minutes, nest-high, before flying to its nest
and adding the material. After 2–3 minutes it
flew from the tree to a maple above me. On 19
May, a cool day, no nest-building was noted in
the early morning.
On 22 May, presumably the same pair of
CHSPs were carrying nesting material to the
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CHIPPING SPARROW Dry mustard stem
13 cm long with 25 pedicels and empty fruit
woven into a nest in Winnipeg, MB. July
2014 – TR
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CHIPPING SPARROW Evidence map for the Manitoba Breeding Bird Atlas [online]. Mapping
birds is becoming a global pursuit. The results are a foundation of information for conserving
birds. However, the data on these maps are provisional and may be subject to further change.
Roads are few in the north of this Canadian province, making access expensive and difficult
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Chipping Sparrow – Clutch Size And Nesting Success
					1981		

1982			

Combined

Clutch size average (range)		

3.8 (3–5)

4.3 (4–5)		

4 (3–5) n 17

% of eggs hatched			

65 (35 of 55)

80 (24 of 30)

71 (60 of 85)

% of nests with nestlings		

67 (10 of 15)

86 (6 of 7)		

73 (16 of 22)

% of nestlings fledged		

72 (26 of 36)

100 (24 of 24)

83 (50 of 60)

% of nests with fledglings		

53 (8 of 15)

86 (6 of 7)		

64 (14 of 22)

CHIPPING SPARROW In Algonquin Provincial Park in Ontario, the average clutch size of
17 nests was 4 eggs, and 14 of 22 (64%) nests fledged one or more young. Disappearance
of eggs or nestlings was attributed to the usual art of assumed predators since no predatory
acts were observed. How many nests were abandoned or predated due to visits by the
researchers was not given or estimated (Reynolds, Knapton 1984)

southern (new) tree in the group of 3 Colorado
Spruce. The nest was about 1/4 from the top,
with House Sparrows building even closer to
the top of the spruce. At 8:45 AM on 23 May
2015, a CHSP with a 10 cm long bit of dry
plant material entered the southern spruce
and continued to build. One landed near the
nest and made 2 or 3 short flights to closer
branches until the nest branch was reached.
It then disappeared from sight to do nest
building? Perching may take 1–2 minutes
before it reaches the nest. A male cowbird
was in the vicinity. On 24 May, nest building
continued in the southern spruce. One bout of
copulation lasted for 3 seconds on the nesttree, at about nest height. One CHSP fed on
4 green larvae, each about 1.5 cm long, taken
from new leaves just beginning to erupt from
their sheaths at the end of branches of the nest
tree. It would perch at the ends of branches,
look about for several seconds, they fly and
grab larvae or pupae from the tree. I looked
at two dozen branch tips and did not see any
larvae or other insects. On 25 and 26 May, no
activity was noted at the spruce trees, except
for House Sparrows feeding one juvenile on
the lawn. No CHSP was seen or heard.
25 and 26 May 2015 in London, CHSPs
were active around a Colorado Spruce near
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the Block Watch building in McMahen Park
(lower photo p 41). Nest not yet found. Lots
of preening by the birds on wooden rails along
a wheelchair ramp. On 28 May the nest was
located. It contained 4 warm CHSP eggs
and one cowbird egg 20 x 15 mm. I removed
the cowbird egg for measurements and to
photograph it. Already, by 28 May, young
European Starlings and House Sparrows have
fledged and are begging to be fed.
On 6 June 2015, a CHSP nest was located
in a crab apple tree in McMahen Park, London
(top photo p 41). It was snuggled against
a stout 5 cm wide, almost vertical limb, an
unusual position. On 10 June 2015, I reached
up and touched the female in the nest. She
immediately took off. On 13 June 2015, the
nest was visited but no CHSPs were seen or
heard in the area. The nest held a partially
developed cowbird’s egg.
Nest materials are dead plants, which
gives the tan color to the open cup nest.
Leaves and stems of plants (grasses), fine
dark rootlets and rhizomes, and animal hair
are the main ingredients. One nest in Battle
Creek, Michigan contained 752 horse and
human hairs, each 5–12 cm long, with some
more than 30 cm long, possibly from the tail
or mane of Secretariat. The cup’s lining held
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182 fine rootlets and the exterior of the cup
145 pieces of grass, larger rootlets and parts
of tumble weeds. One nest held 1,080 pieces
of material.
A very unusual event during nest building
by a Chipping Sparrow –

“ The following tragic event occurred in the

village of Wake Forest, North Carolina on
the 15 th of June 1885. The nest was near
completion: the lining of hair was being put
in. Somehow, in the midst of this process, the
sparrow’s head became entangled in one end
of a long horsehair, the other end of which
had been securely woven into the bottom of
the nest. When he rose to go, the half-knot
tightened round his neck, and poor chippy was
found dangling some 30 cm below the nest,
hung by its neck, and quite dead. I am told a
similar event occurred here a day or two later.
In this case, however, the sparrow was hung by
a cotton string, and was found so soon after the
mishap, that he was released, having suffered
little harm ” (Poteat 1885).
In some instances, hair from the first nest
is reused in the second nest. In one nest in
the Manitoba Museum, monofilament fishing
line formed the nest’s lining. In the late 1800s,
L Jones in his brief summary of the CHSP,
“ Often nests are wholly made of hair. And it
is worth noticing the long hairs from a cow’s
tail are more commonly used than horse-hair ”
(Jones 1892).
Helan Ball located a white nest of Spiezella
socialis in Boylston, Massachusetts on 9 June
1890. Built entirely of hog’s bristles, it was
placed in an exposed place in the underpinning
of a cider mill. Children quickly found the nest
of the CHSP, which was abandoned before an
egg was deposited (Ball 1895).

A

12-year study in the early 1900s, of
the breeding birds in a small part of
Champaign County in east-central
Illinois, was centered at the village
of Philo. CHSPs were rare summer residents
although formerly they were abundant. “ The
Chipping Sparrow is very likely to become
extinct here unless it builds a more substantial
nest, as each summer storm dislodges them
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from their foundations ” (Hess 1910).
The first nest I discovered was in a Colorado
Spruce in Vimy Ridge Park in Winnipeg. A
sample of 30 of the fine hairs lining the nest
cup produced an average length of 16 (4.5–
35) cm with a shaft thickness of about 0.1
mm. Most of them broke during extraction
from the nest. The 16 cm length is less than
the actual average. The hairs were somewhat
curled and dark gray to a yellowish tan color.
When I looked at our house cat hairs under
a microscope, they had a similar appearance
and ranged from 0.08–0.1 mm thick. The hairs
from my beard were also about 0.1 mm thick.
Hairs used by the Chipping Sparrows were
probably from dogs. Many are walked in this
park. The average thickness of a horse’s hair
which the sparrow used in the 1800s, is about
0.1–0.2 mm. Before the introduction of horses
in the early 1500s into Mexico, followed by
their spread northward, Bison or antelope hair
were probably used as lining material by the
Chipping Sparrow.
“ One wonders why this attraction to hair
arose in these sparrows, birds which were
unfamiliar with horses. Why has it persisted?
Small songbirds are not long-lived creatures, and
from his description of the area it is reasonable
to assume that Stull’s birds had little if any
previous experience with horse hair. The birds
may well have had no more than one (if that)
breeding season in their lives, yet they quickly
used the ancestrally-favoured material when it
became available ” (Lansdowne 1970).
In Guelph, Ontario one marked female
nested three times in one summer before she
was successful –
17 May first nest building underway
21 May nest with 2 eggs parasitized by a 		
cowbird, then abandoned
29 May 2nd nest 9.5 m up in a Red Pine 		
was abandoned
18 June 3rd nest found which held 3 eggs
12 July three young fledged
(Middleton 1998).
From The Book of Eggs, “ Many nesting
attempts [by CHSPs] are abandoned in favor
of different sites, even during the egg-laying
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CHIPPING SPARROW’S nestlings 9 days old on 16 June 2014 in Winnipeg, Manitoba.
Hatched on 7 June. The last 2 days have been rainy. The 3 young bailed from their nest
in this Colorado Spruce right after this snapshot. They could fly only a meter or so along
the ground. One was caught and returned to its nest. The anxious parents were flying and
calling near the grounded young. Disturbing nestlings and their parents is an unpleasant
part of studying birds – TR
stage. The new nest, however, is often built
with materials taken from the previous one.
If a nest is lost, or removed, the replacement
nest may be built in the same spot. From year
to year, while the old nest disintegrates, the
same site, or at least the same tree, is used
for building the new nest ” (Hauber 2014).
In Tuxedo Park, Orange County, New
York in 1962, an 18 m tall White Pine held
three nests – an American Robin, Blue Jay
and a Chipping Sparrow. The first two were
successful. The sparrow appeared to build a
second nest 30 m away in a hedge. It too was
later abandoned (Watson 1963).

Nest Size & Weight

The measurements of 8 nests of Chipping
Sparrows –
Outside diameter at top 11.2 (8–15) cm
Interior diameter at top 4.8 (4–6) cm
Depth, outside 5.7 (4.5–7.5) cm
Depth inside cup 3.7 (3–5) cm
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Weight of nest 4.7 (3–5.8) grams
		(Walkinshaw 1952).
One nest at the Manitoba Museum had
an inner nest cup width of 4.7 cm where the
female sparrow rests to incubate her eggs.
The nest cup depth was 2.6 cm and the walls
of the cup were 2 cm thick. It weighed 5 grams.

Nest Height In Vegetation
15 nests in May average 1.1 meters
5 nests in June average 1.5 m
7 nests in July average 2.3 m
(Walkinshaw 1944).
Maximum height of 3 m in a pear tree and
3.5 m from the trunk. Nests are concealed in
deciduous leaves or coniferous needles and
placed near the trunk or well away from the
trunk (Walkinshaw 1944).
In southern Manitoba, the average height
of 77 nests from nest-record cards in the
Manitoba Museum was 1.3 (0.2–4.3) meters.
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CHIPPING SPARROW Adult with 3 nestlings about to fledge from a spruce on 15 July 2006,
at 2:30 PM. Tails of nestlings are very short. Near Albany, New York. – Dennis Murphy (wiki)

In Georgia, “ Pairs frequenting the open
pine woods almost invariably build their nests
at the outer end of a limb of one of the larger
pines, the height varying from 3–12 meters
from the ground ” (Burleigh 1958).
A CHSP nest was found at the bottom
of a 15 cm deep roosting hole of a Hairy
Woodpecker. Another in a hanging basket
filled with moss on a stoop within 30 cm of a
door. For 3 years in a row, a sparrow nested
in drying pepper plants hung in late summer in
a shed on a farm in Pennsylvania in the early
1900s (Stull 1968).

At

Lake Itasca, Minnesota, 83
nests of CHSPs were measured
from 17 May to 23 July 1955.
On average, 62% were built
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below 1.8 m and 13% were over 3.3 meters.
Three nests were between 3–8 m and 5 nests
ranged from 9–11 meters above ground. In
the summer of 1956 Robert Galati located two
nests of CHSPs near the tops of Black Spruce
in a mature bog in Itasca State Park. The nests
were 16.6 and 17.2 m above the ground and
within a meter from the tops of the spruce. The
two nests, in different trees, were 21 m apart.
Maurica Broun found two nests of CHSPs
at Hawk Mountain Sanctuary in Pennsylvania,
“ one 9 m up in the top of a maple overgrown
with grape vines, and a second 15 m from the
ground in the top of an oak ” (Bent 1968).
In Lexington, Kentucky a second brood
of House Wrens left their nest in the morning
of 19 August 1917. On two different evenings,
the young were led by their parents to a Pitch
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Brooding of young nestlings
Observation time (595 minutes) or 9.9 hours starting at 5 am over 3 days
Nestlings ranged from hatched to 3 days of age
Number of brooding periods
Total time brooded

19

6.7 hours of 9.9 hours observed

Average lengths of a brooding period
Average lengths of a recess
Average time brooded

11–41 minutes

3.8–13.7 minutes

(day 1) 92%; (day 2) 50%; (day 3) 48%

CHIPPING SPARROW Young range from just hatched which were brooded
92% of the time to 3-day-old nestlings brooded 48% of the time. Brooding
periods noted at 2 nests from 6 to 8 August, 1944 (Walkinshaw 1944)
Pine, Pinus rigida, tree near their nest box.
There the fledglings roosted in the remains of
a nest of the Chipping Sparrow 1.5 m above
the ground. The House Wren is about 12 cm
long, compared to a 13 cm long CHSP.
For 83 successful and unsuccessful nests
of the CHSP along the Colorado Front Range
near Boulder, from 1999–2002, some average
habitat parameters for up to 72 nest trees –
Nest tree height 7 m
Nest height 2.5 m
Nest to trunk 1.4 m
Nest to branch tip 58 cm
Tree DBH 35 cm
Canopy cover 48%

Cedar Waxwings (27%) were the two common
nesters. For the Chipping Sparrow, its culture
revealed –
Nest-tree height 3.2 (1.3–4.9) meters
Nest height 1.6 (0.8–3.2) meters
		(Messersmith 1963).

Egg Size, Number & Color

From 2 studies, the size of Chipping Sparrow’s
eggs –
1) 17.2 (16–18.5) x 12.8 (12.3–13.7) mm
(Walkinshaw 1944) (24 eggs)
2) 17.6 (15.2–20.3) x 12.9 (11.2–15.2) mm
(Stull 1968) (90 eggs)

There appeared to be no major difference in
nest-tree characteristics of successful and
unsuccessful nests of CHSPs (Swanson et al
2004).
In 1961, from 26 June to 12 August, a 11ha plantation of Red Pine, planted in 1950,
was surveyed for its nesting bird population
near Pellston, Michigan. A lively 100 nests
were located. Chipping Sparrows (47%) and
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In Kentucky the average number of CHSP
eggs in complete clutches was 3.5 (Mengel
1965). In 3 other studies, the average clutch
sizes were 3.6, 3.7, and 3.8 eggs. There are
usually 4 eggs per CHSP clutch, within a range
of 2–5 (Pyle, Howell 1996).
“ Chipping Sparrow eggs are a beautiful
greenish-blue with a wreath, usually at the larger
end, of black or reddish-brown spots or scrawls.
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CHIPPING SPARROW’S nest in a spruce tree
with 3 nestlings waiting to be fed. Eyes beginning
to open. McMahen Park, London, Ontario. 3 June
2015 – TR
On some eggs in addition to the wreath there
are a few spots scattered over the entire egg,
and on some there are spots in a dense cap at
the larger end ” (Walkinshaw 1944).
Occasionally, eggs are not decorated. A
clutch of three in the American Museum of
Natural History, NYC are without spots and
with a white base color (Stull 1968).
Abnormalities are always interesting. On
the evening of 29 May 1958, in the lower
peninsula of Michigan, LH Walkinshaw located
a nest (7 eggs) 1.3 m up in a Norway Spruce
serviced by 3 Chipping Sparrows. Early in the
morning of 30 May there were 8 eggs in the
nest. The eggs were two clutches of 4 each,
differing by size, shape and coloration. This
appeared to be a case of polygamy, with two
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females mated to one male, and using one
nest for their 2 clutches. On 9 June, incubation
was underway, and on 13 June one egg was
unhatched and 7 young about 2 days old filled
the nest. On 15 June, the 7 nestlings were
banded. On 21 June, all 7 young fledged.
Three adults fed the nestlings.
On 13 July within 35 m of a nest with 8
eggs, a nest with 6 eggs was located. The 6
eggs averaged 18.7 x 13.7 mm. This nest failed.
Two years earlier in 1956, on 2 June, a nest in
Calhoun County in south-central Michigan held
7 eggs plus one cowbird egg. This nest, 1.1
m up in a small juniper, was eventually found
destroyed on 12 June, but earlier, on 7 June it
contained 3 nestlings and 4 eggs (Walkinshaw
1959).
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In southern Manitoba 6 eggs have been
reported from 2 separate nests. One 6-egg
clutch is in the Manitoba Museum’s collection.
In southern Michigan eggs are usually laid
early in the morning between 5 and 7 AM, but
one appeared near noon on 16 May. As the
summer progresses, the average number of
eggs per clutch decreased from 3.8 in May to 3
in each of July and August (Walkinshaw 1944).

Egg Shells

At the first nest I found in Vimy Ridge Park
in Winnipeg in 2014, one of 4 eggs did not
hatch. After the 3 young fledged, I broke it
open to find no embryo present, only yoke
and white. The fresh shell was 0.08 mm thick,
including membranes. The inside of the shell
is pale blue, unspotted, and slightly rough
when viewed under a low-power microscope.
Chipping Sparrows nest in trees along the
sides of mountains in North America until the
trees become stunted and unable to grow due

to upper environmental conditions. Treeline
altitude is about 3 kms in Utah and California.
Embryo development in the egg takes place
over a range of altitudes for the CHSP. At these
moderate heights, it appears conservation of
moisture (water vapor conductance) by shell
design is the most important aspect. Research
on White-crowned Sparrows at moderate
altitudes up to 3.6 kms showed embryos
developed in the same moisture environment
as those in eggs in lowland nests. There was
no difference in the weight of hatchlings or the
length of incubation (Carey 1990).

Laying, Incubating & Hatching

Start of laying 8 May (a warm spring in MI)
Range of laying 10–26 May (13 nests)
Latest clutch, first egg 26 July
Latest clutch, hatching 7 August
Latest clutch, fledging 15 August
At Philo, Champaign County, Illinois, the

CHIPPING SPARROW adult with a pale yellow mayfly Hexagenia sp (ready to feed a
juvenile among the nearby shrubs at the Forks in Winnipeg, MB on 4 July 2014. The mayflies
are picked from deciduous trees on the sparrow’s territory, and are fed head first to the young
which leaves the tail sticking out of the bill, until it is completely swallowed – TR
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CHIPPING SPARROW with 2 damselflies for its juveniles on 22 July 2014. Insects gathered
at pond’s edge in English Garden, Winnipeg, Manitoba – TR
earliest nest of a Chipping Sparrow with 4 eggs
was on 8 May 1898; the latest nest held 4 eggs
on 20 May 1896 in a 12-year study of breeding
birds in a 10-mile radius (Hess 1910).
In Algonquin Park, Ontario, the incubation
period was 11–12 days. In some nests all
eggs hatched within a few hours, in other
nests, hatching of all eggs required 24
hours. Nestlings at birth weighed 1.2–1.4
grams. There was no parasitism by cowbirds
(Reynolds, Knapton 1984).
Along the Colorado Front Range near
Boulder, the earliest egg was noted on 23
May and the last nestling to fledge was on
11 August for a breeding season length of 81
days. Successful nests averaged 3 eggs and
fledged 3 young. For 83 nests, the average
clutch size was 3 eggs with 2 fledglings.
For an average nest with a nesting cycle of
27–33 days, the breakdown was –
		Nest building 4 days
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Egg laying 3–4 days
		Incubation 12–14 days
		Nestling period 8–11
Successful nests (5 parasitized by the Brownheaded Cowbird) still managed to fledge at
least 2 CHSP along with one cowbird each.
Each of the 5 parasitized nests held one
cowbird’s egg (Swanson et al 2004).
In Kentucky, eggs dates ranged from 25
April 1941 to 12 July 1935 in Hopkins County.
A late nest fledged young on 17 August 1960 in
Jefferson County. Fully grown juveniles were
being fed by adults on 10 September 1950.
The female sparrow takes care of incubating
her eggs. Depending on weather, a male may
incubate or brood the young for a few minutes
now and again (Walkinshaw 1944). W h i l e
she incubates, he feeds her at the nest. As he
approaches, a few rapid low chipping calls are
given. “ She often chips rapidly, flutters her
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Size of nestlings from hatching to day 10
Age		
Weight
(days)		(grams)

Wing length Tarsus length
(mm)		(mm)

Hatched		1.3		5.7		5.1
Day 1		2.1		7.3		7.0
Day 2		3.2		9.1		8.8
Day 3		4.5		12.2		10.9
Day 4		5.8		15.4		13.0
Day 5		7.6		22.3		14.7
Day 6		8.7		27.2		16.1
Day 7		9.7		32.2		16.8
Day 8		9.3		35.2		16.9
Day 9		8.7		38.0		17.2
Day 10		10.3		46.0		17.0
Increase		

x 7.9		

x 8.1		

x 3.4

CHIPPING SPARROW Wing length and weight showed a similar overall increase and the
tarsus the least amount of increase at x 3.4. The tarsi are the most developed at hatching
since the feet allow movement, grasping and standing in the nest. Average measurements of
2–7 nestlings in southern Michigan. Not all the same nestlings were measured throughout
(Walkinshaw 1944)
wings, and begs as he arrives ” (Bent 1968).
In Fort Chipewyan, Alberta, in the northern
Athabaska Delta region, nests with eggs and
nestlings of CHSPs were noted on 22 June
1928. Wherever settlements sprang up, the
Chipping Sparrow was found (Jung 1930).
Incubation often began with the penultimate
egg, and higher ambient air temperatures were
also probably responsible for those incubation
periods of less than 10 days (Peck, James
1987).

I

n southern Manitoba, 109 nest-record cards
of Chipping Sparrows from 1921–1996 at
the Manitoba Museum –

Eggs were found in active nests from 8 May
to the first week in August. Some nests were
visited several times and the eggs noted as
they were laid and hatched. NUMBER OF
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EGGS by half month periods in active nests –
May 1–15 (1 record)
May 16–31 (10)
June 1–15 (44)
June 16–30 (31)
July 1–15 (26)
July 16–31 (7)
Aug 1–15 (2)
One unusually early nest in Brandon, MB was
being incubated on 14 April in 1931.
From the above 109 nest-record cards for
southern Manitoba, the NUMBER OF NESTS
with nestling Chipping Sparrows by half month
periods –
		
June 1–15 (14 nests)
		June 16–30 (27)
		
July 1–15 (17)
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July 16–31 (10)
		
Aug 1–15 (4)
Once eggs hatch, the male sparrow begins
feeding the young as she broods them. After
they fledge he continues to feed them while
she may be preparing for another brood by
building a second nest. This behavior is related
to the secretion of testosterone (T). For the
CHSP, high parental care is associated with
a reduced level of testosterone. Aggression
does not fit in with parental care. But, if the
male is challenged or a female becomes
receptive, the level of (T) will quickly increase
to match the new situation (Wingfield 1990).
Ms Densmore of Red Wing in Goodhue
County, south-eastern Minnesota, followed
3 nests closely. Her time line of the two
successful Chipping Sparrows’ nests –
NEST 1 21 May 1928
Nest with one egg; one cowbird egg, the latter
removed
24 May nest with 4 eggs; one egg laid daily
24 May to 1 June 4 eggs incubated
2 June 2 nestlings, 2 eggs
3 June 4 nestlings
11 June 4 nestlings left nest (fledged)
NEST 2 24 May 1928
Nest with 2 eggs
25 May 3 eggs
26 May 4 eggs, incubation started
27 May to 4 June 4 eggs incubated
5 June 3 nestlings, 1 egg
6 June 4 nestlings
14 June 4 nestlings, 1 outside of nest
15 June one nestling, 2 in bushes, 1 gone
16 June nest empty, fledglings gone

“ The birds didn’t begin sitting until all the eggs

were laid, and the young all hatched out within
two days ” (Roberts 1936).
Afield from 20 June to 27 September 1909
in western Mason County of Michigan, in the
lower peninsula, Chipping Sparrows were
abundant everywhere. Some nests held young
on 27 September, and fresh eggs as late as 14
July (Chaney 1910).
In the north-western part of Washington
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state, the CHSP is a common summer resident
in the open fir forests. On 2 May the birds were
seen for the first time. Three nests were found
on 15, 16 and 23 of May at the outer end of
drooping limbs of large Douglas Fir. The nests
were 1.5–3 m above ground and each held 4
eggs (Burleigh 1930).
Warming the eggs begins the night before
the last egg is laid early the next morning.
Incubation lasted 11 days at 4 closely watched
nests in Michigan –
NEST 1 Incubation began at 8 PM on 15
May and 3 eggs hatched during the day on 26
May and the fourth egg on the 27 th
NEST 4 2 eggs hatched at 6:50 AM and 8
AM on 6 August. The last or 3 rd egg hatched
about 6 PM. The next day, 7 August, right
after the first young hatched, the female ate
the egg shells. This young was given its first
meal 28 minutes later. After the second young
hatched it was first fed 20 minutes later. Both
adults approach from several perches each
one closer to the nest tree. They enter the
nest tree below the nest and work their way
upward. They leave it directly. Calls are made
coming and going (Walkinshaw 1944).
In Kentucky, complete clutches were
found from 11–20 April to 21–31 July. The peak
for the first brood was about 1 May. (Mengel
1965).

Brooding & Feeding Nestlings

She does most of the brooding but he may
brood for a few minutes on a cool morning
while she takes a recess or gathers food for her
nestlings. As the nestlings grow, the brooding
time decreases rapidly. By day 6–7 brooding
has stopped. On the night of 9 August, she
was disturbed near the nest and did not brood
the 2–3 day-old young. She began to brood
the chilled nestlings at 5:15 AM for 10 minutes
and they were fed by the male at 5:32 AM.
Two nests, each with 3 nestlings were
observed for 16 hours during the day from
6 August to 13 August, 1944 in Michigan –
1) Average # feeding visits per hour by
both parents combined ranged from 2 for
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CHIPPING SPARROW Juvenile on the left with tail of mayfly sticking from its bill has
just been fed by the adult on the right at the Forks in Winnipeg, MB, 4 July 2014. Giant
Hyssop are showing of f bluish purple blossoms nearby in a patch of native prairie – TR
hatchlings, to 13 for nestlings 4 and 5 days old
2) Average length of intervals between
feeding visits by both parents combined ranged
from 24 minutes for just hatched nestlings to 4
minutes for young 4 and 5 days old
3) 126 feeding visits were counted. This
averaged to a feeding visit every 8 minutes.
Of the 126 feeding visits – Females provided
(48%) and the Males (52%); about equal. As
the nestlings grew, they were fed more often
per hour – twice per hour when just hatched
and 11 times per hour when 6–7 days old
(Walkinshaw 1944).
Clarence Weed in a 1898 report, tallied
almost 200 feeding visits to large nestlings
on a lengthy day in June. The insect food was
categorized as crickets, crane-flies and soft
bodied caterpillars, plus many unidentified
categories (Allen 1899).
Two days before 3 nestlings fledged, a nest
was observed from 4:06 AM to 7:50 PM on 22
June in the late 1890s. Over the 15.7 hours,
the parents fed their nestlings 190 times. How
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many nestling were fed each trip was not given.
The lowest number, 7 trips, was between 6–7
AM and the highest number, 21 trips, between
1 and 2 PM (Weed 1898).
“ Dr Clarence M Weed has seen a Chipping
Sparrow carry 50 caterpillars to its young in 12
hours ” (Judd 1900).

A

t Cedar Lake, Indiana, on 16 May,
Irene Wheelock located a nest of
Chipping Sparrows in a thornbush.
Watching the nest from about
1.5 m away, the tiny nestlings were fed by
regurgitation 8 times in 2 hours. Over the first
2 days the regurgitated material was a soft,
creamy white mass. The adults landed on the
rim of the nest and looked at the young briefly.
The throat began to swell as the food rises to
be disgorged. The actual feeding is very quick.
The first bit of fresh food was a spider given
on the afternoon of day 5. “ After this, the food
consisted largely of grasshoppers, smooth
caterpillars and a few moths ” (Wheelock
1905).
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A unique story from 1895 described a male
Scarlet Tanager, which had its own nest in a
Norway Spruce. While his mate was incubating,
the male began feeding the nestlings of a pair
of Chipping Sparrows near its own nest –

“ But the most remarkable thing of all was,

he [Scarlet Tanager] spied a nest of Chlppy
Sparrows (Splzella socialis) with young
ones. To my surprise he kept going to the
nest and fed the baby chippys, much to the
disgust of their parents, who kept hovering
around with food in their mouths which the
little things could not take, after being fed so
often by their gorgeous foster father. This was
continued for a number of days. When his own
precious young burst their shells and required
attention he then left the Chippys to their

July

J une

N u m ber of Nest s

rightful parents, which were now outgrowing
their narrow domicile, being duly cared for. Mr.
Tanager now paid as faithful attention to his
own family, feeding them very frequently and
singing his sweet song between feeding and
collecting food ” (Hales 1896).
In the opposite direction, a pair of Chipping
Sparrows fed a brood of fledgling Purple
Finches while the chippers continued to feed
their own brood at their nest in a small spruce
one tier of branches below the finch nest
(Jackson 1941).
In McMahen Park in London, Ontario, on 2
June 2015, the fuzzy, pinkish young are a few
days old. On a sunny evening on 4 June 2015,
at 5:40 PM a CHSP arrived at its nest with a
hairless green larva (caterpillar) in its bill. The
sparrow landed on the outer new branches of

Au g u s t

All Chipping,
Field and Claycolored Sparrow
nests (n 73)

20
15
10
5
Chipping
Sparrow
June
8–17

June
18–27

28 June
7 July

July
8–17

July
18–27

28 July
6 August

Ha tch i ng Dat e Cl ass
PEAK HATCHING DATE for three species of nesting sparrows (n 73) in Minnesota was over
the 10 days of 28 June to 7 July. For Chipping Sparrows (n 11) the peak was later, 8–17 July
1976, probably due to second broods (Buech 1982)
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the spruce then hopped 30 cm into the tree to
where the nestlings waited in the cup. After
feeding one young, it retrieved a white fecal
sac and quickly flew west from the tree. Its
flight was difficult to follow against a changing
background. I did not see where the sac fell.
   At 6 PM on 5 June in McMahen Park,
London, an adult CHSP arrived with 2 green,
2 cm long caterpillars dangling from its bill. As
with most of their prey, the insect is caught
near or at the head and the body dangles on
the opposite side of the bill. The green larvae
are the only food I’ve seen being brought to
feed the nestlings at this nest in Ontario.
On 10 June the adults were chirping near
the lone spruce nest when I approached it.
The nest was empty except for a little fecal
pellet along one side. The nest was located 65
cm from the end of the branch and rests on a
branch 1 cm wide. It is on the west side of the
tree. On 13 June 2015, no CHSPs were seen
or heard in the area.

to allow young to develop beyond a very
immature stage. Parents must expend more
energy in caring for and feeding their young
after hatching.
When young CHSPs hatch, their skin is
a reddish brick color. Edges of the bill are a
cream color and the mouth lining is deep pink.
They typically have 10 patches of dark gray
down (p 11) (Saunders 1956).		
A freshly hatched Chipping Sparrow has
patches of long dark gray down separated by
bare pink skin. No feather tracts are evident.

Nest Sanitation

Both male and female CHSPs took part in nest
sanitation. They often swallowed the smaller
fecal sacs, but they always carried away the
larger ones, dropping them about 30–45 m
from the nest, though once a male dropped
one within 4 m of the nest (Walkinshaw 1944).
On the clear morning of 6 June 2015, in
London, Ontario, an adult CHSP delivered
a 2 cm long green larva to its nestlings in a
spruce tree in McMahen Park. Picking up a
white fecal sac, it then flew 60 m very quickly
to a chain link fence along a first-base line.
Perched on the fence it dropped the fecal sac
which caught below on the fence. The white
and yellow sac was about 11 mm long and had
a dark larvae-like piece 1.5 cm long partially
hanging from the sac.
Two nests located in Winnipeg, Manitoba
were clean after the nestlings fledged, except
for many small pieces of whitish sheath
from the growing feathers. No parasites or
excrement were obvious.

Nestling Development

Altricial eggs do not contain sufficient energy
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CHIPPING SPARROW’S fresh fecal sac 11
mm long caught on fence 60 m from a nest
in a spruce tree. The dark part sticking out is
soft and may be a larva? 6 June 2015, McMahen Park, London, ON – TR

Graber (1955) mentions dark gray natal down
on the crown and rump of one fresh nestling.
The legs and bill are pinkish. The cutting
edges (tomia) of the 2 mandibles (bills) are
yellow (Walkinshaw 1944). Seed-eating birds
have ridges in their tomia which help them
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slice through a seed’s outer hull (wiki).
The tip of the upper bill has a small white
egg tooth. In the nest cup, the fresh nestlings
rest in their incubation pose only now they are
outside the egg. At the slightest disturbance
they raise their small heads and open their bill
to receive food. Tiny wings help support their
bodies.
Dorsal, ventral and alar feather tracts were
visible along with dark dots (new feathers)
beneath the skin at day 2 for the nestlings.

Primary Wing Feathers

Sheaths project Day 3 – 2 mm
			  
Day 5 – 5 mm
			  
Day 7 – 18 mm
At day 7 the wing feathers are starting to break

from the sheaths. Tail feathers (rectrices)
began to appear at day 3 and reach 6 mm
by day 7. At day 10 the nestlings were well
covered with feathers. Streaking on the breast
and sides of the fledged juveniles disappears
in autumn. The crown is striped before the
young migrate in the fall (Walkinshaw 1944).
On the day of hatching young are labelled
0 (zero) days old. The CHSP nestlings were
studied at the Edwin S George Reserve of the
University of Michigan. Some nestlings were
studied in the laboratory to measure body
temperatures and oxygen consumption.
On the first day as a nestling, the young
only have the ability to gap for food. By day
4, they are able to hold up their head and
are attempting to stand. On the 5 th day,
thermoregulation has begun and is fully

CHIPPING SPARROW’S nest in a Colorado Spruce. Three fresh nestlings and one egg
which failed to hatch. The nest wall is very thick on the left. 7 June 2014 in Winnipeg, MB
– TR
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At hatching, the abdomen, distended by the
relatively large gut, was the most conspicuous
ventral feature of a nestling. Nestlings at day 6
could stand and move about the nest. A person
touching a nest caused nestlings 5 days old or
younger to open their mouths. Nestlings 6 days
or older crouched low and huddled in the nest
(Walkinshaw 1944).

Body Temperature

O
BLACK-EYE SUSANS at the Forks in
Winnipeg, Manitoba on 3 July as some pairs
of CHSPs are still feeding nestlings – TR
operational on day 7. If nestlings are banded
on day 7, they may not stay in their nest when
returned. Banding them on day 6 is often
the best time. The young nestlings fledge
about day 10 within a range of 8–12 days. If
the day an egg was laid was deemed the start
of development, the average age of fledglings
would be 21–22 days. On hatching CHSPs
average 1.7 grams. On day 10, it was 11
grams.
At 2 days of age, the primaries of CHSPs
had emerged 1–2 mm. At 5 days of age, tail
feathers were first evident. At 6 days the
feather barbs were beginning to emerge from
the sheaths. By the eighth day, when the
young birds were ready to leave the nest,
feathers covered the entire body surface,
except the mid-ventral area, and were
sufficiently developed to permit short flights.
Chipping Sparrows leave the nest before their
full juvenile plumage is attained.
Day 5 the CHSP’s sheath of primary feather
No. 3 averages 13 mm
Day 10 the 3 rd primary sheath averages 33
mm and the feather barbs are 25 mm long
Day 4 the eyes begin to open
Day 8 the eyes are nearly round in shape
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xygen consumption, an approximation
of basal metabolic rate, averaged 4.5
cc / gm / hr. The high value for oxygen
consumption recorded at 33º C was obtained
from an active Chipping Sparrow. Between
15–38º C on the first two days after hatching,
the CHSP is unable to maintain its body
temperature more than 3º above the ambient
temperatures. In the first few days as nestlings,
their body temperature may dip to about 15º C
when the days are cool; hence the need to be
brooded by the female. Two nestling Chipping
Sparrows survived with body temperatures
about 20º for 7 hours. Young sparrows cooled
below 20º made only sporadic and lethargic
movements of their limbs and jaws. At 3 days
of age, some capacity for self-regulation is
developing in an environment above 25º C.
By the time nestlings were 7–10 days old they
were essentially homeothermic, although there
were individual variations for temperature
regulation. During the first few days when
nestlings are brooded by the female, the nest
temperature can be maintained at about 35º
on a warm day. In their early life, nestlings
don’t expend much energy beyond basic
maintenance and developmental needs (eating
and shitting). As the nestling altricial birds
grow, their energy requirements increase. In
the nest the young are left unprotected from
the elements. Consequently, they develop
body temperature control and huddle in the
nest cup to compensate for the absence of
their parents who are nearby gathering food
for them.
By the time contour feathers began to erupt
from their sheaths, CHSPs are fairly effective
in controlling their body temperature. About
day 7, nestlings have effective body temperature
control when the ambient temperature is from
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20–25º C (Dawson, Evans 1957).

T

he first sounds by nestlings are given
when 2 or 3 days of age. When fed, the
nestlings give a low zeee-zee-zee-zee
call. Shortly after fledging, they utter a zipip-zip-ip-zip-ip call or the familiar chip-chipchip call (Walkinshaw 1944).

DAY 6 Fear is shown by nestlings. They
cower when held in a human hand or even try
to escape
DAY 8 Nestlings would not stay in their nest
when returned after measuring their bodies.
This is about the time they naturally perch on
the rim of the nest’s cup and slowly move out
onto branches around the nest
DAY 10 Fledglings could hop up to and perch
on the lower branches of a shrub
DAY 12 Juveniles could fly short distances
DAY 14 Juveniles could maintain flight
(Walkinshaw 1944).
Sometimes, nestlings fall from a nest
prematurely. On 7 July 1953 one morning at
the University of Michigan Biological Station,
three young with remiges just extending from
the sheaths, were on the ground. A wind storm
the previous day had dislodged the nest 1.5
m up in an oak. The young were huddled
on the ground between shrubs. An adult
brooded the youngest bird. On
the evening of 8 July, the young
were huddled near some boards
and an adult was in or near the
empty nest directly above them.
The next morning, 9 July, the
young were not located although
the
adults
remained.
The
temperature at night was about
10º C. In the evening of 9 July,
two adults were singing 50 m
away. It was assumed the young
were eliminated, possibly by a
Thirteen-lined Ground Squirrel
(Walkinshaw 1944).

A

dults vary on how long they may
continue to feed their juvenile
young beyond the nest. From a few
observations, adults have fed their
young when they were 24 to about 40 days old.
This nourishing activity may depend on how
busy the parents are with a second nest and
brood, or the approach of autumnal weather
and migration.
If the nest takes about 4 days to build, the
nesting period from the start of nest building to
the young fledge is a little less than one month
in duration (Walkinshaw 1944).

Roosting During Nesting

“ When not brooding, the female from Nest 6

spent the night in an arbor vitae 1.2 m from the
nest; the female from Nest 4, in a thick clump
of lilacs 13.7 m from the nest. The males
often roosted in arbor vitae. Time of roosting
was recorded for one female: 8:10 PM – 5:15
AM (August 7–8). A male began singing that
morning at 5:12, half an hour before sunrise.
Occasionally males sang during the night ”
(Walkinshaw 1944).

Nesting Success

W ork in the field rarely involves seeing a
predator at a nest, or the moment nestlings
fledge from a nest. A field biologist often relies
on signs that a nest was successful in fledging
at least one young bird.

– TR
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The nest fate of 13 species of
Boreal songbirds involved videos of
127 nests (mostly Swainson’s Thrush
and Chipping Sparrow). Field observers
correctly identified 85% of nest fates,
but overestimated nest productivity
by up to 35%.This resulted in the
population growth rate overestimation
by 6%. The measures of error declined
as increasingly younger force-fledged
individuals
(by
predators)
were
considered successful. Nestling age
was the field indicator most strongly
associated with successful nests (Ball,
Bayne 2012).
From 50 nests of Chipping Sparrows
in a Michigan study, 31 nests (60%)
fledged sparrows. These 31 nests held
–
		11 nests – 4 nestlings
		13 nests – 3 nestlings
		
3 nests – 2 nestlings
		
4 nests – 1 nestling
		 
(Walkinshaw 1944)

NESTING SUCCESS (2 studies)
NESTS		

% fledged

50 1 		
33 (66%)		
31 (62%)
2
174 					103 (59%)

EGGS		
152		
104 (68%)		
93 (61%)
644 (est.)				258 (40%)

CHIPPING SPARROW About 60% of nests in two
studies fledged young. Eggs which became fledglings
range from 40–60%. Kendeigh used 3.7 eggs per
nest in the second study with 174 nests to estimate
644 eggs. Study 1 with 50 nests (Walkinshaw 1939)
Study 2 with 174 nests (Kendeigh 1942)

Ponderosa Pine / Gambel Oak habitat
was most commonly used for nesting by
CHSPs in north-central Colorado from 1999–
2002. CHSP nests were visited every 3 days
until no longer active. The incubation period
lasted from when the last egg was laid until the
first egg hatched. The nestling period lasted
from when the first egg hatched until the first
nestling fledged (left the nest) –
		
Total nests 83
		Successful 51%
		
Predated 32%
		
Abandoned 6%
		
Unknown 11%
		
Parasitized 7%
		
Mean clutch size 3.1 eggs
		
Mean # fledged 1.7
		  (Swanson et al 2004).
Reporting nesting success is a tricky process.
Some natural factors we can’t control, and
others we can only guess at their probability
and influence.
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% nestlings		

Foot Problems

“ Chipping Sparrows were not seen when we

first came south in February. The first were
banded on March 3, when they appeared in
great numbers. They were only stopping off at
Thomasville, Georgia during their northward
migration. It seems remarkable that we should
capture three birds banded in 1915, and as
many as eight banded in 1916. We found again
this year (1917), that many birds had swollen
toes, about 10% of the 128 banded. Curiously,
the Chipping Sparrow seems to be notable for
defects of the toes, one or the other foot often
swollen or club-footed. Yet in none of these
cases did the foot seem to be sore or show
signs of recent injury or disease. This effect
has not, to my recollection, been seen on any
of the many hundreds of other species of birds
banded during the last two years ” (Baldwin
1931).
In Wayne County, Michigan, in the early
1900s, Claire Wood saw a Chipping Sparrow
with “ a globular enlargement of the tarsus
about the size of a walnut, and so heavy that
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the bird could no longer fly ” (Wood,
Frothingham 1905).
While
banding
birds
at
Thomasville, Georgia, in the spring
of 1924 “One Chippy had fractured
its leg above the tarsus and it had
healed with only a slight distortion. A
couple of chippies were accidentally
killed by rodents trapped at the
same time” (May 1924).

Foot Pox

Foot pox, bearing the scientific
name, Epithelioma contagiosum,
is a virus infection which is, in some
manner, passed from bird to bird.
It produces wart-like, nodular or
fungating growths on the toes and
tarsi which deform, cause bleeding
and scab formation, and often autoamputation occurs. At times, it may
spread to areas about the base of
the bill. It is particularly common
in Chipping Sparrows, but has also
been reported in other sparrows,
finches, doves, thrashers, flickers,
etc. It is a recurring disease of
Chipping Sparrows in the southeastern United States, which is
best detected during banding. At
Summerville, South Carolina 14%
of 323 Chipping Sparrows in 1929
were afflicted. However, about 9%
showed signs of having recovered
CHIPPING SPARROW adult from behind. The toenails
from the disease. A year later in
are dark gray and the tarsus pinkish tan. Foot pox (arrow)
1930, only 5% of the 255 sparrows
grows at the base of the right foot’s tarsus. The edges of
banded by the same WP Warton
the primaries are outlined in light brown. Each tail feather
were infected. In Georgia in March
tip is bluntly pointed, and each of the 12 brown tail feath1952, Norris banded 34 adult and
ers are outlined in white. June, Winnipeg, Manitoba – TR
first-winter sparrows. About 82%
carried foot pox in the form of
“ discolored tumors on one or more
form on their feet and legs; 18% on the face
toes and occasionally at the end of the tarsus.
and head; and 8% in the oral cavity. Among a
Some had lost a claw or two, and some parts of
total of 228 Passeriformes (perching birds) –
toes. ” The diseased birds weighed an average
95% had pox form on the feet and legs; 4% on
of 12.5 grams, which is normal for CHSPs
the face and head and 1% in the oral cavity.
(Stull 1968).
Avian pox viral infections cause local epithelial
From the book, Infectious Diseases of
cells to proliferate producing visual symptoms.
Wild Birds, pox virus is one of the topics.
A few birds may die; most recover or live with
From 377 total birds in 27 orders, 58% had pox
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damaged feet (Thomas et al 2007).
In south-eastern Georgia at Thomasville,
Chipping Sparrows were banded in February
and March of 1923. Over the 6 weeks, 519 new
sparrows were banded and 44 banded birds
returning from previous years were caught.
Overall, 42% of birds showed evidence of pox.
Since many of the CHSPs were recaptured in
traps almost daily, it was possible to study the
progress of avian pox on their feet. It may be
that rainy weather increases the likelihood of
pox, probably due to an increase in mosquito
populations and activity. The rates of infection
vary from year to year, and place to place. At
Thomasville, the rates went from 10% in 1921
to 25% in 1922 to 42% in 1923 of captured
birds with fresh or old infections of pox. In 1924
CHSPs were scarce and in 1926 abundant,
but few had active pox for testing. About 175
km north-west of Thomasville, 141 CHSPs
were captured in 1923 and none had signs of
pox. The disease has been noted in the New
England states, but not in Wisconsin or Illinois
(Musselman 1928).
In eastern Ohio, Paul Stewart banded
birds captured with a drop trap from 5 August
to 9 September 1928. Birds that showed foot
pox infections –

					CAUGHT  DISEASED
Chipping Sparrow
Slate-colored Junco
Song Sparrow
White-crowned Spar.
Field Sparrow 		

22	   13 (59%)
55	  1
45	   1
23	  1
13	   1

His description of one Chipping Sparrow’s feet,
“ Nails gone from middle toe of both feet, hind
toe of both feet infected. ” A period of heavy
precipitation preceded the banding, a pattern
which seems to occur in various locations
where foot pox is common (Stewart 1929).

Juvenile Behavior

When I mentioned to Jane Curtis I was
writing a book on the Chipping Sparrow, she
immediately talked about a pair of chippers
obtained as nestlings and raised for several
years until they died of old age in her care.
She heard and then found the two nestlings
on the ground on a windy day in Winnipeg.
They were taken home and after prying their
bills open to feed them the first day, by the
next morning they automatically opened their
mouths to be fed. They were kept in a bird cage
and occasionally allowed to roam inside her
apartment. The two birds developed distinctive
personalities, one outgoing, the other more
reserved. Sometimes Jane would let them out

CHIPPING SPARROW juvenile (left), with avian pox on its head and left leg, was just fed by
the adult (right). Photograph by Barry Mantell, Montreal, Quebec on 9 August 2013, with permission from Barry’s Photoblog portfolio # 275
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CHIPPING SPARROW foot infected with
the avian pox virus. Thomasville, Georgia.
Photographer unknown (Musselman 1923)
and then throw a small seed in front of them.
The outgoing sparrow would hop to the seed
and eat it. The more reserved one did not play
the game. Also, if Jane bent her head near
the sparrows, they would reach forward and
pull at her hair with their bills. Their habit of
lining their nests with long strands of hair from
horses or other mammals appears to be an
innate one (pers comm 2013). Only by talking
with someone who has
raised nestlings to adults for
a few years, do we realize
that birds have different
personalities, along with
certain innate traits. Such
information is never found
in scientific journals with
their controlling philosophy
keeping us at a distance
from nature. Highly edited,
they withhold some aspects
of nature. That is their weak
power.

30

8

14
20

CHIPPING SPARROW right foot showing rapid progress (R to
L) of avian pox on the tarsus and toes at Thomasville, Georgia in
1923. Numbers are dates in March (Musselman 1928)
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CHIPPING SPARROW juvenile among American Elm leaves on August 2014 waiting to be
fed by parents – TR

HAULING PINES in Michigan. The
cutting of forests opened up large
areas which probably helped to
increase the population size and range
of Chipping Sparrows – Photographer
and date unknown (wiki)

CHIPPING SPARROW gathering food for its fledglings, 3 July 2014, Winnipeg – TR
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CHIPPING SPARROW adult searching for green larvae among leaves at base of small deciduous tree in a park in London, Ontario on 30 May 2015 – TR

CHIPPING SPARROW Adult with 1 cm long green caterpillar or pupa for its young. 30
May 2015 in a park in London, Ontario – TR
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O

nce the streaked nestlings
fledge, they begin to
occupy the ground and low
cover among deciduous or
coniferous shrubs near the
nest. Most of the calling is
from adults arriving with
food. In the first week of July with the juveniles
able to fly, they still remain for the most part
concealed among shrubs near their nest. They
can be in a low tree or hopping about on the
brown and gray leaf litter from the previous
year, learning to look for food.
The adults capture mayflies just behind
the head. When fed a mayfly by a parent, the
young chipper swallows it head first, with the
long split tail the last to disappear. The bill still
retains some yellow color and the feet are a
pinkish tan color in early July. The juveniles
in the first week of July explore and poke at
things with their bill, but I don’t believe they
find and take in much food through their own
efforts. Their parents make one trip after
another throughout the morning. In June, small
gray caterpillars about 1 cm long also made up
part of the juvenile’s diet.
The adults gather insects from the lawn
and nearby deciduous trees, feeding in lower
branches among leaves. They move quickly
through the foliage, like warblers. At other
times they pick up food from a foot path or
where it collects in low spots on rocks, along
curbs or gravel walkways in a park. They
search everywhere for bits of food.
About mid-July I began to noticed juveniles
feeding on their own in gardens and lawns.
Their breasts and sides were still streaked.
They didn’t to do much calling.
On 12 August, in 2 locations in Winnipeg,
a juvenile, still with streaks on its breast,
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was closely following a parent which would
occasionally feed it. Both birds fed on the
ground and gathered insects from the lower
leaves of horticultural flowering plants. The
adults seem to do more preening this time
of the year. Their reddish brown cap is still
evident. Juveniles also follow them closely
when they are in the lower half of trees. On 16
August 2014, a juvenile with a streaked breast
fed on insects in a lawn, in the sunlight and
in the shade of a Silver Maple tree next to a
restaurant. It hopped to within 3 m of where
I was standing on a pathway. Nearby were
young Barn Swallows waiting to be fed by their
marauding parents.
At LaCrosse, Wisconsin on 20 June 1974,
an adult CHSP landed on gravel among its 4
juveniles. The adult then placed about 4 small
(2 mm) pieces of grit into the open mouths of
each young. On 31 August 1974, at a different
location, this process was repeated. Only once
did a juvenile then begin pecking at gravel
(Crook 1975).

TINEID MOTH Acrolophus piger – Piger
Grass Tubeworm Moth from the southern
USA. Photograph by Arlene Ripley, #0371 on
the Mississippi Entomological Museum website. The wings are characteristically folded
in roof-like fashion over the body
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n the late 1800s the familiar, rather tame
Chipping Sparrow “ nested in the door
yard, the kitchen garden, the adjacent
orchard, and cedar trees near the storage
barn. It was characteristic of roadside and
rail fence and foraged in cropped pastures and
among hoed crops. ” It ate insects and weed
seeds over a large part of the farm. Later in
August and September, both the Field and
Chipping Sparrows “ fed together in loose
flocks along fence rows. At this time there
were nearly a hundred of the two species, the
Chipping Sparrow being the more numerous ”
(Judd 1901).
A fly-catching technique was reported
for Chipping Sparrows, once in Eastend
Saskatchewan and from Massachusetts.
FH Allen “ Like so many passerine birds the
Chipping Sparrow occasionally catches insects
on the wing. On a September day I saw one
associated with cedar waxwings and a phoebe
that was flycatching from some telegraph
wires. The chippy followed suit but always
landed on the ground instead of returning to
the wires ” ( Bent 1968).

On 22 May 2014, while observing and
taking images of a pair of chippers in the
English Garden at Winnipeg in 23º C, sunny
weather, one sparrow along the edge of a small
pond, jumped into the air, rose 3 meters and
caught a flying insect. In July I also observed
two aerial feedings on insects by CHSPs.
Over the summer, a pair nesting by a pond,
fed on damselflies caught in the spikerushes
(Eleocharis) along the shore.
“ Mr Harry Olds states that a Chipping
Sparrow visited his pea patch and busily fed
on pea lice which were seriously injuring the
vines. I have found Chipping Sparrows at
Marshall Hall, Maryland, feeding on the same
insect. This pest (Neetarophora destructor)
is comparatively new to science, having been
first described in 1899, but during that year it
caused a loss to the pea crop of Maryland of
$300,000 ” (Judd 1901). The Aphididae, or
plant lice, are small, soft-bodied insects, from
1–6 mm long.
“ Audubon states the Chipping Sparrow
takes berries, and Mr. Perey Moore, of
Philadelphia, reports it feeds on wild cherries.

CHIPPING SPARROW In shadows, an adult on left feeding a mayfly, Hexagenia sp to the
juvenile on the right, 4 July 2014. Young usually stayed on the ground hidden among shrubs
and leaves while adults forage in deciduous trees, on lawn and walkways for insects. A
Grey Catbird called nearby. Seeds of Cottonwoods floated through the quiet morning’s air in
Winnipeg, Manitoba – TR
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CHIPPING SPARROW juveniles fed by parents swallow mayflies head
first leaving the parted tail the last to be consumed. Manitoba – TR

Professor FE Beal says he has occasionally
seen it taking a few cultivated cherries. Mr. FC
Kirkwood called attention to a very peculiar
habit it has of sipping the sap of grapevines ”
(Judd 1901).
The Apple Leaf Skeletonizer (Hemerophila
pariana) is a recently imported European pest
that has damaged crops during the early 1920s
in Connecticut and New York. The Chipping
Sparrow feeds on the larvae (McAtee 1924).
The Colorado Potato Beetle, Leptinotarsa
decemlineata, is consumed by the Chipping
Sparrow as are European Gypsy and Brown-tail
Moths (McAtee 1911), along with the Cloverroot Curculio, Sitona hispidulus (McAtee
1911a). Adult curculios feed on alfalfa foliage,
but the larvae feed on the root system and
may girdle the tap root.
The seeds of Tall Fescue, Festuca
arundinacea, some clean and others infected
with a fungus, were made available to 4
sparrows and the Dark-eyed Junco. For the
Chipping Sparrow, the number of seeds eaten
per 30 minute trial was – Millet 49–207 versus
non-infected tall fescue at 0–38. When given
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a choice between clean and infected fescue
seeds, all species except the Chipping Sparrow
ate significantly more clean than infected
fescue seed. The chippers ate 10–114 clean
seeds, but ate 3–144 infected fescue seeds.
For CHSPs, this gave a feeding rate of 9–180
seconds per seed under ideal conditions, with
no searching involved. Although wild grass
seeds are readily available in the fall–winter,
fungal infection may render them less useful
and desirable to predators like sparrows
(Madej, Clay 1991).
During the 1995 and 1996 corn growing
seasons, bird abundance on organic sites was
2.6 times higher than on nonorganic sites,
and the mean species richness per visit was
2 times greater. Cover, and invertebrate prey
in organic cornfields appeared to augment birds
not only in the field but also in the uncropped
edges. Modifying farm-management practices,
especially near field edges where bird activity is
highest, may attract birds that may also feed on
potential crop pests (Beecher et al 2002).
Among row crops, the practice of including
30 m wide borders of grasses and herbs
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(wildflowers)
greatly
increases
sparrow
abundance and species richness in the crop
and borders over the wintery season (Conover
et al 2007).

Stomach Contents

In the late 1890s, stomach contents were
examined from 250 Chipping Sparrows
collected from March through November in
several American states and areas: KS, IA, IL,
CA and from New England south to Virginia.
The total amount of animal food (insects, a few
spiders) was 38%, leaving 62% for vegetable
matter (Judd 1901).

Insect Food Categories
10%
9%
8%
		
6%
2%
3%
		
		

Grasshoppers
Caterpillars
Leaf-hoppers, true bugs, spiders, parasitic wasps, together
Weevils
Leaf-beetles
Other Coleoptera (predaceous groundbeetles, dung beetles, click beetles, 		
May beetles (together)

Only 1% of animal food consists of
useful insects such as parasitic wasps and
predaceous beetles. In May the top monthly
average (16%) was for weevils. In June when
93% of the food is insects, the divisions –
		36% Grasshoppers
		
25% Caterpillars
		
6% Leaf-beetles
George Knowlton and Stephen Wood
(1943a) dealt with recognizable insect food
contained in 283 stomachs of western Chipping
Sparrows collected throughout Utah over 9
years, 1934–1942. Most sparrows were in
areas of Russian Thistle or other host plants of
the Beet Leafhopper, Eutettix tenellus, during
the late summer and autumn, when this insect
was most abundant.
The two largest orders of insects in the
283 stomachs were Homoptera (13,216) and
Hemiptera (2,840). The 2 orders included
aphids, scale insects, plant-hoppers, cicadas,
shield bugs and leafhoppers, which all have
sucking mouthparts.
From Utah, some larger numbers –

CHIPPING SPARROW adult elevated with fanned tail and 2 damselflies in its bill. 22 July
2014 in Winnipeg, Manitoba – TR
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C H I P PING SPARROW
		

Free flying *

Nestlings

Sample size

49

25

LEPIDOPTERA
Adults			

1 (2%)

2 (8%)

Larvae			

20 (41%)

24 (96%)

Adults			

3 (6%)

14 (56%)

Larvae			

0 (0%)

4 (16%)

DIPTERA

COLEOPTERA			
Adults			

41 (84%)

13 (52%)

Larvae			

1 (2%)

2 (8%)

* Adults and Juveniles
The order Diptera (2-winged true flies) were the least fed
upon or less available. Lepidoptera (butterflies & moths)
and Coleoptera (beetles & weevils) appeared more often in
the diet. Data from a 6-ha abandoned field at the Edwin S
George Reserve, Livingston County, Michigan from 1949–
1957 (Evans 1964)

April – June

stomachs (n 20)

July – August

34 False Chinch Bugs, Nysius ericae
27 Leaf-hoppers, 13 were adult Eutettix 		
tenellus
1,809 aphids, at least 1,528 of these being
Pea Aphids, Macrosiphum pisi
13 Alfalfa Weevils, Phytonomus posticus
15 ants in 5 stomachs
13 spiders and mites
62 seeds, including those of Russian-thistle
and Atriplex
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stomachs (n 59)

10 adult and 5 nymphal grasshoppers
37 termites
234 adult and 23 nymphal False Chinch 		
Bugs
10 adult Beet Leafhoppers; 14 stomachs
37 adults and 7 nymph leafhoppers in 45 		
stomachs
1,424 aphids, of which 18 were Pea Aphids
Lachnus salignus
46 weevils
26 Lepidoptera, 11 larvae and 14 eggs
104 ants
1,149 seeds of Cheat Grass and sedges.
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BROWN-TAIL MOTH Euproctis chrysorrhoea. It arrived from Europe and is a pest
of harwood forests, fruit and ornamental
trees (wiki)

COLORADO POTATO BEETLE Leptinotarsa decemlineata, from the gardensafari.
net (Hania Berdys)
Many parasitic nematodes in 1 stomach
April – October

stomachs 47% of 283

1,434 Beet Leafhoppers, Eutettix tenellus.
adults and nymphs. The highest numbers in
stomachs were in September and October in
Utah
April – October

stomachs 35% of 283

1,089 False Chinch Bugs, Nysius ericae,
adults and nymphs in 1934–1942 (Knowlton,
Wood 1943a).
A 6-ha abandoned field, the Edwin S
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George Reserve, in Livingston County, belongs
to the University of Michigan. The Chipping
Sparrows spent considerable time foraging
along the edge of the woods adjacent to the
field and brought their nestlings food that did
not originate in the field ecosystem. From a
sample of 8 gizzards, adult Chipping Sparrows
consumed insects in 7 orders, spiders, plant
material, grass seeds of Deschampsia (Hair
grass) and Sorghastrum (Indiangrass). Seeds
of all kinds were in 4 of the gizzards and
grit was found in all 8 samples. Almost half
the contents of one adult Chipping Sparrow
gizzard consisted of grass stem fragments.
From adult and fledged Chipping Sparrows
in summer, Hemiptera and Coleoptera occurred
in about 84% of gizzards; spiders 39%; plant
materials of all kinds 46%; grass seed of
Danthonia (Oatgrass 17%); plus 6 other grass
species of lesser amounts; and grit 66%.
The diet of nestling CHSPs in summer
consisted of insects 61% (20–96); spiders
92%; plant material 52%; and grit 100%.
Overall, rapid flying insects were less often
in the diets of both flying birds and nestlings
than were larvae and insects captured on the
ground (Evans 1964).
A high population of Jack Pine Budworm,
Choristoneura pinus, in a Jack Pine forest
in Michigan attracted Chipping Sparrows in
1966. CHSPs made up 38% of the population.
Chipping
Sparrows
were
captured,
banded, and placed in a holding cage. Then
they were placed singly in an observation
cage. Most of the birds were allowed 5–10 min
to adjust to their surroundings, then observed
for 15 minutes, then released. Caged chippers
(37) fed, usually for 15 minutes, some longer,
in late July 1967. Some sparrows didn’t feed,
some fed on a single budworm life stage,
and others fed on two or three life stages.
Two individuals fed on budworms and other
insects. With budworm larvae, methodology
involved search, capture, mastication, then
ingestion followed by bill-wiping. Prey were
ingested after the larvae ceased squirming.
Budworm pupae were the easiest to capture
and eat. Adult moths were captured among
foliage. They were eaten headfirst, masticated
and swallowed so the wings fell off.
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From 15 to 20 July, larvae and pupae were
present in almost equal numbers. Overall
consumption averaged 72% larvae and 18%
pupae. F rom 25 to 30 July, 5% of budworms
were larvae, 56% pupae and 39% adults.
Consumption was 3% larvae, 80% pupae and
17% moths. The average number of budworms
of all stages taken during both periods was
4 per bird per 15 min. In each case when a
small parasitized larvae was selected, it
was dropped. A similar reaction was noted
with parasitized pupae. Finally, there was no
great difference in budworm life stage eating
preference with respect to the sex of a sparrow.
During feeding, larvae were consumed about
82% of the time and pupae 19% of the time.
Factors that operated against pupal predation
were the appearance of a new, palatable
prey (moths) and an increasing percentage of
parasitized pupae encountered. “ In selecting
its food, the Chipping Sparrow is definitely
adding to the total mortality of the budworm
by selecting unparasitized life forms ” (Sloan,
Simmons 1973).
WL McAtee (1916), reviewed an article
in the Farmers’ Bulletin where Mr. WR

CODLING MOTH Cydia pomonella. Adult
has an average wingspan of 17 mm. Its
larvae is the common apple worm (wiki)

SMALL CABBAGE WHITE Pieris rapae. Originated in Europe and was introduced into North America. Chipping
Sparrows feed on the larvae (above) of
this garden pest (wiki)
Walton noted that records in the US Biological
Survey listed over 40 bird species that fed
on the Army Worm, Cirphis unipuncta, in its
various stages. American Crows and Chipping
Sparrows were among the 40. Several birds,
including the CHSP, also fed on the Larch
Case-bearer, Coleophora laricella (McAtee
1924).
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CEREAL LEAF BEETLE Oulema melanopus was introduced into the USA and
Canada. (wiki) © entomart. Various Leaf
Beetles are eaten by Chipping Sparrows
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PEA APHID Chipping Sparrows may
feed on the pea aphid Acyrthosiphon
pisum. Photograph by Shipher Wu
Feb 2010 (wiki)

L

ouis de Kiriline Lawrence watched
adult CHSPs pecking at a salt block.
They were also feeding their 9- or
10-day-old nestlings. And AD Dubois
saw CHSPs “ patrol the row or two of cabbage
plants looking for and picking off the cabbage
worms, the troublesome green larvae of the
cabbage butterfly. ” (Bent 1968).
In fields of Ohio, the Potato aphid,
Marcrosiphum euphorbiae destroys many
potato fields and spreads several plant
viruses. The Chipping and English Sparrows
feed on this aphid (McAtee 1918).
In the Farmers’ Bulletin 506, 300
stomachs of CHSPs from all over the USA were
checked for food items. Two broad categories
were –
Animal 38%

&

Vegetable 62%

The 96 stomachs from California gave –
Animal 45%
Vegetable 55%
In June the percentage of animal food
(insects) may rise to 93%. In more detail, the
300 stomachs revealed –
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– TR

INSECTS
Beetles 11% In one stomach were the
remains of 30 snout beetles or weevils
Hymenoptera 12% (bees, wasps, ants,
sawflies) Overall, in June up to 67%
consisting mostly of ants and a few wasps
Hemiptera 7% (true bugs – aphids,
leafhoppers, stink bugs, plant lice and scales,
including the Black Olive Scale)
Diptera 3% per month (2-winged true flies,
including mosquitoes)
Caterpillars 14% (larvae of butterflies and
moths). Eaten year-round. In May the amount
eaten may run as high as 43%
Two stomachs – pupae of Codling Moth (p
81); the larvae is the common apple worm.
One stomach had bits of a grasshopper and a
few spiders.

PLANTS
Waste grain (oat-shaped) 1–4%
“Weed” seeds 53% (eaten every month;
rising to 98% in September, drops when insects
become available in the spring and summer)
“ The bird is well worthy of the welcome and
protection which it everywhere receives ”
(Beal, McAtee 1912).
Stone reviewed a US Department of
Agriculture article on birds that prey on
grain aphides. Several sparrows were listed
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CHIPPING SPARROW Insects eaten in eastern
Texas from 1 July to 29 February 1972 (Allaire,
Fisher 1975)

Insects

SUMMER

AUTUMN

WINTER

Coleoptera		37%				
Isoptera				40%		
Orthoptera		62%				
Lepidoptera				60%

Total eaten		8		15		0
# of birds		5		15		9
Crops with insects
2		
4		
0
Insects per bird
4		
3.7		
0

including the Chipping. “ By estimating the
number of birds present on the area of 100
acres [40 ha] which was under observation

crops were compared. Over summer, in apple
orchards of Norfolk County, the Chipping
Sparrow was the most frequently recorded
species. A total of 138 species of birds were
noted over two years. In vineyards, Chipping
Sparrows were repeatedly noted in July and
regularly in August–September. The abundance
and type of non-crop habitats adjacent or near
the crop fields probably added to the species
richness found in a particular crop. Birds are
mobile, crops are not (Boutin et al 1999).
In Nacogdoches County of eastern
Texas, feeding behavior and food types were
noted for 3 overlapping species of sparrows

ARMY WORM MOTH Cirphis unipuncta.
Chipping Sparrows feed on its larvae.
Photograph by Luis Miguel Bugallo Sánchez
on 13 October 2005 (wiki)
and the average number of Aphides found in
the stomachs examined, Mr McAtee concludes
these birds devoured about a million aphides
a day, while migrants passing through at the
time consumed as many more ” (Stone 1913).
In three southern Ontario counties the
patterns of usage by small birds in several
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JACK PINE BUDWORM Photograph by
staff of the Connecticut Agricultural Experiment Station Archive, 2002 (wiki)
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CHIPPING SPARROW Adult with food for a nestling on 30 May 2015 in a park in
London, Ontario – TR
– Bachman’s, Chipping and Field, with the
Chipping the smallest of the three. Data was
collected from the 1 st of July until the end of
February 1972.
The Chipping and Field Sparrows foraged
mostly on the ground to about 1 m above
by removing fruit / seeds from grasses and
wildflowers before they dropped to the ground.
During July and August, they fed during the
first 5 hours after sunrise and for 2 hours
prior to sunset. Field and Chipping Sparrows
perched about 35 cm above the ground and
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looked at vegetation below for insects and
spiders. Sometimes from a perch at a suitable
height, CHSPs would reach out and eat the
grains of grass. In eastern Texas, of the 29
CHSPs shot, all had seeds of grasses in their
crops.
Among the 3 sparrows in Texas, the larger
the bill the larger the grains eaten. All three
sparrows showed flexibility in their food habits.
There may have been competition for certain
seed sizes and shapes between the Chipping
and Field Sparrows, which had similarly sized
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bills (Allaire, Fisher 1975). (graph below)
A study from 1935–1940 of the stomachs
of birds in Utah showed they ate a lot of
injurious insects. It was conservatively
estimated 2.5 birds per acre (0.4 ha) gave an
avian population of 131 million birds for the
state. This translated into the consumption
of billions of insects, bad and good, by our
economic categories. From 207 stomachs of
CHSPs, 15 contained Orthoptera – 15 adult,
5 nymphs and 1 field cricket (Knowlton,
Harmston 1943). Even in 2013, grasshoppers

cause outbreaks. “ Entomologist Clint Burfitt
of the Utah Department of Agriculture and
Food says there have been 15 to 20 pestrelated [grasshopper] outbreaks in Utah so far
this year. ” (Burfitt 2013).
In his yard at Norton, Massachusetts. two
of the 3 eggs hatched on the morning of 25
June 1916. The young were fed about every
30 minutes. The food was mainly small green
caterpillars gleaned from the garden and other
foliage. Over the next few days the feeding
rate increased to about every 7 minutes over

CHIPPING SPARROW The mean grain length eaten was less
than the mean bill length, but the grain width was greater, in eastern Texas from 1 July to 29 February 1972 (Allaire, Fisher 1975)
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CHIPPING SPARROW Seeds eaten (%) in
eastern Texas from 1 July to 29 February 1972
(Allaire, Fisher 1975)

PLANTS > 5%

SUMMER

AUTUMN

WINTER

Digitaria sp		77%		43%		35%
Panicum				8		
Setaria			9		9		6
Triodia			5
Chloris							5
Grasses 1						11
Grasses 2				14		37
Iva				6
Acalypha sp				20%

Total seeds eaten
# of birds 		
Crops with seeds
Seeds per bird

68		
5		
5		
14		

695		
15		
15		
46		

15 hours of daylight. On the night of 29 June
one young died leaving only one nestling to
look after. The female then started building
a second nest on the opposite side of the
larch, leaving the male to take care of the one
nestling. Each parent worked independently
on their project. On 7 July, 4 days before
fledging, the nestling received its first meal at
4:30 AM and its last at 7:15 PM. In the first
hour of the morning, the nestling was fed 18
times. Around noon the rate had fallen to 4 per
hour. Feeding increased in the early evening.
The young was left alone for the night. Food
brought to the nest could be identified 62
times. There were 50 caterpillars, 8 beetles, 3
moths and 1 grasshopper.
Sometimes two or three larvae were brought
to the nestling. The male provider also had
to feed itself during this busy day. “ A pair of
Chipping Sparrows with 5 young will destroy no
less than 660 insects per day ” (Miller 1916).
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583
9
9
65

The feeding habits of young Chipping
Sparrows was noted by Dr. Clarence M Weed,
at the New Hampshire Experimental Station,
who recorded the feeding of a brood of three
nearly fledged nestlings in a Juniper tree about
one meter from his library window. In June his
observations at the nest began at 3:40 AM and
the first meal was brought to the nestlings at
3:57 AM. The final nest visit with food was at
7:27 PM and his day of observations which
ended at 7:50 PM in the dark. The adults
brought in food and carried away fecal sacs.
In one hour 21 visits to the nest happened,
with about 200 visits for the entire day. The
longest interval between feeding visits by a
parent was 27 minutes in the afternoon. The
tiny insects were difficult to identify but larger
insects were –
Caterpillars – 50 in the day
		Crickets
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		Crane-flies
		Earthworms

Sparrows about a week old (Judd 1900).

Some caterpillars were American Copperunderwing Moth, Amphipyra pyramidoides. A
few larvae were the Hook-tip Moths and a few
were cabbage worms. Assuming there were
20 broods of Chipping Sparrows on a farm
of average size, and each required as many
caterpillars as this one observed by Dr. Weed,
the number of these pests consumed amounts
to 1,000 a day.
A lack of grasshoppers in Dr. Weed’s
observations was unexpected, since these
insects often form the most important food of
nestlings. Grasshoppers and beetles composed
the entire food of 3 different nestling Chipping

4% Grain (mainly oats from horse buns)
48% Grass seed 26% (seeds were from
crab-grass and pigeon-grass)

Vegetable Food Categories

Other seeds– amaranth, black bindweed,
chickweed, clover, knotweed, lamb’s-quarter,
purslane, ragweed, wood sorrel
In late August, a flock of CHSPs were
feeding in a small garden filled with crab-grass.
Twelve sparrows were shot and each stomach
was full of seeds from crab-grass (Judd 1901).
At the National Zoological Park in
Washington, DC, one of the keepers saw
a Chipping Sparrow, which he became
acquainted with by dropping a few grains of
canary seed, Phalaris canariensis, for it to eat,
“ came up to me and by its behavior I knew it to
be in distress. A large seed was lodged in its
beak. The bird had attempted to eat it but, due
to its size, was unable to swallow it. As well as
I could see, the attempted meal appeared to
be a small coffee bean ” (Davis 1944).
When insects are unavailable, fruit / seeds
of plants are eaten –
Dandelion, Taraxacum of ficinale
Black Bindweed, Fallopia convolvulus
Sweet Clovers, Melilotus spp
Chickweed, Stellaria media
Lamb’s Quarter, Chenopodium album
Oats, Avena spp (del Hoyo et al 2011)

FEEDING IN WINTER
Behavior And Habitat

TALL FESCUE Festuca arundinacea.
Panicles 20–30 cm long; spikelets 8–12 mm
long with 4–6 flowers each. European native
in meadows along sea coasts; introduced in
USA. © LL Malyshev, [online] at agroatlas.ru
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Why

do birds have a
limited obesity?
“ Small mammals
in captivity often
fatten to extreme levels if given large amounts
of food. Small birds, on the other hand,
deposit reduced amounts of fat under similar
conditions. Even in outdoor aviaries supplied
with an abundance of food, small passerines
such as White-throated Sparrows deposit less
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fat than individuals in nearby natural habitats.
Somehow fat deposition is intrinsically limited
and is balanced against need ” (Blem, Shelor
1986).
In desert grasslands of Arizona and New
Mexico during winter, Chipping Sparrows,
Vesper Sparrows, Black-throated Sparrows,
and Brewer’s Sparrows were most abundant
where woody cover was 6–15% (Block,
Morrison 2010).
Pulliam and Pulliam (1999) point out
the food supply (seeds) on the wintering
grounds is fixed before the Chipping Sparrows
arrive. Population dynamics include territorial
development for a flock of sparrows. Population
sizes rise and fall. Loss of habitat in their
summer and winter homes leads to permanent
population reductions.
At the Research Ranch in south-eastern
Arizona grass seed production varies annually
due to rainfall. In years of low to moderate
seed production (5–10 kg per ha) CHSPs
eat 80–90% of the production. “ In the winter
of 1973–1974, grass seed in oak woodland
habitat at The Research Ranch was 1.1 kg
per hectare and the density of all sparrows
species was 0.9 per hectare (including 0.8
Chipping Sparrows per ha). ” It was estimated
each CHSP eats about 1 kg (1,000 grams) of
grass seed from September–March (Pulliam,
Parker 1979).
When higher rainfall over the Arizonan
summer produced a better crop of wild grass
seed (4.6 kg per ha), as in 1972–73, the CHSP
density was 7 birds per ha in the oak woodland.
It appeared seed production could not sustain
the sparrows all winter. In late February, the
CHSPs left the oak woodlands and “ began
feeding in large flocks in open grassland far
from any tree or shrub cover. ” These very
large flocks in open grasslands exhibited a
rolling movement as birds from the back of a
flock flew to the front of the feeding flock to
gather more seeds. Occasionally, low flying
American Kestrels would catch a CHSP that
rose from the ground and flew toward the trees
500 m away for cover.
After a dry summer in 1973 with low
grass seed production, Chipping Sparrows
wintered from central Arizona, with most
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venturing south into southern Chihuahua.
In the wet summer of 1974, with high grass
seed production, migratory CHSP were
about 10 times more common in riparian and
oak woodlands in Arizona, with fewer in the
southern Chihuahua. A wet summer allowed
more sparrows to remain farther north over the
following winter.
Grasses are patchy and CHSPs need time
to find and eat the seeds (grain). Throughout a
day, sparrows take time to preen, perch quietly

CHIPPING SPARROW at the Forks on 4
July 2014, Winnipeg, Manitoba – TR
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COPPER UNDERWING CATERPILLAR
by Greg Hume in Cincinnati, OH, on 22 May
2005 (wiki)
in trees or shrubs, gather in flocks, fly, etc.
They are not constantly eating. The food in a
wild landscape is not as plentiful as at a well
stocked bird feeder in a backyard, or cage
in a laboratory experiment. Further, at The
Research Ranch in Arizona “ some common
seed [in the oak woodland] are never eaten in
the field or laboratory despite their high seed
values. ” The proportion of available seeds
does not equal the same proportion eaten by
sparrows in Arizona. CHSPs, as expected, do
not and probably cannot forage optimally in
the wild. But their energy intake is enough to
sustain them.
Pulliam explored theoretical ecology at the
Research Ranch in Arizona. Culmen length is
important since the “ mean seed size in the diet
of a sparrow species is linearly related to it. ”

– TR
A hypothetical species would have a
culmen length of 9.7 mm. “ The only resident
species in the Oak site was the Chipping
Sparrow with a culmen of 9.6 mm. ” The
grass seeds available for sparrows to feed
on ranged from 0.5–2.5 mm long, with 1–2
mm long the most commonly available. The
seed production in the oak site from 10 grass
species in Arizona averaged 47 (6–228) mg /
m 2 . Annual June Grass, Rostraria cristata,
was the top producer at the oak site (Pulliam
1975).
Using CBC data from 1965–1981 on seed-

ANNUAL JUNE GRASS
Rostraria cristata, is
introduced in the USA.
Inflorescence is a spikelike panicle, one per culm;
spikelets with 3–7 florets,
alike, fertile; lemma with an
awn from its tip, adapted
to dry conditions. Weeds
of Australia website,
Photograph by Sheldon
Navie (wiki)
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eating sparrows in the northern Great Basin it
was decided “ Other seasonal climatic factors
such as winter snow cover and temperature
appear to be more important than rainfall in
influencing winter sparrow abundance. The
winter densities of coexisting sparrows were
found to be strongly correlated, suggesting
that species in this guild respond similarly to
variable winter conditions in different years ”
(Laurance, Yensen 1985).

minutes for 2 adults and 78 minutes for 5
juveniles. When 3 Chipping Sparrows were
fed finely cracked corn, the amount eaten was
weighed and amount execrated also weighted.
CHSPs utilized 85% of the eaten material.
At feeders, “ The presence of an outer hull,
protein content, and ratio of bill volume to seed
volume were the most important variables
determining seed choice. Fiber and fat content
were less important ” (Johansen et al 2014).

mong Chipping Sparrows, the
length of the small intestine was
the distance from stomach to
caeca. The large intestine is short
and not included. Three female CHSPs with
an average body weight of 11.7 grams had a
small intestine averaging 13 cm long,
After sparrows were caged without food for
2 hours, the passage of colored food through
the digestive tract of a CHSP averaged 62

Avian Physiology

A

l
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old weather and rapid starvation
make life precarious for small birds
(Goudie, Piatt 1990). Yet the Blackcapped Chickadee with a weight
of 10–13 grams can be found wintering at
Churchill, Manitoba where –40º C plus wind
and snow are normal.
Between January and March of 1971 near
Huntsville, Texas, 32 Chipping Sparrows
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CHIPPING SPARROW Some winter sightings l , December into February, in the breeding
range given in North American Birds (1994–2007). The map is abbreviated from The Birds
Of North America [online] (B = Breeding; YR = Year Round; W = Wintering),
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CHIPPING SPARROW searching for food among Eleocharis at pond’s edge on 22 May
2014 in Winnipeg, Manitoba – TR
were trapped. Housed in a controlled indoor
environment, the sparrows had an average
wild weight of 12.2 grams shortly after capture.
A comparison of unlimited water consumption
and energy intake values of Chipping
Sparrows maintained on mash and millet diets
indicates that mash-fed birds had higher water
requirements than millet-fed birds. Weight
changes after 3 days on three water intakes
of 0, 2, and 4 ml per day with three different
diets, the CHSPs lost from 2–11% of their body
weight per day.
Chipping Sparrows reduced their gross
energy intake and excretory energy output
during the initial stages of water deprivation
regardless of diet. The eastern Chipping
Sparrow occupies a mesic environment and
probably satisfies its water requirements
with surface water, succulent vegetation, and
insects.
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In the wild, temporary droughts could
initiate food inhibition which would initially
conserve water by reducing the cloaca
water loss. The Chipping Sparrow is the only
mesophilic (living in moderate temperatures of
20–45º C) species tested that can survive on a
dry diet without drinking water (Moldenhauer,
Taylor 1973).
Control Chipping Sparrows weighed
an average of 11.8 gram. Total body water
averaged 68% of lean body mass. Chippers
which had not drunk water for 21 days
weighed 10.4 grams. However, the proportion
of protein remains unchanged, despite a loss
of body mass. Lipid (fat) content at 0.8 g in
the control group with a normal diet of seeds
and water dropped to about 0.7 g in the water
restricted chippers. When 5 CHSPs were
given a recovery diet of water, seeds and
mealworms, the average weight reached 13
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CHIPPING SPARROW adult perched among the new leaves of a Colorado Spruce. Conifers
are often used for nesting and occasionally feeding. The tan bracts of buds are at the tips of
growing leafy branches. 30 May 2015, McMahen Park, London, Ontario – TR
grams. Free water consumption at 25º C was
about 19% of the body mass over 24 hours
for the CHSP. To balance this input, the water
content in their excrement should be about
90%. To compensate for the loss of drinking
water, the moisture content of the excrement
dropped 20% or more.
By temporarily allowing liberty of surface
water, this could make migratory movements
by Chipping Sparrows easier. It could also
help any nomadic movements brought on by
drought (Dawson et al 1979).

– TR
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hipping Sparrows give a rapid
chipping alarm note from a high
perch when cats or squirrels
are nearby. For approaching
hawks they produce a hissing
zeeeeeeee as do Field and Clay-colored
Sparrows. Should only one sparrow call out,
all the sparrows dive for cover in vegetation
where they remain for several minutes before
resuming normal activity.
In Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, the main
prey near 65 nests of urban Merlins was House
Sparrows and Horned Larks. An average of 7
remains of Chipping Sparrows were identified
over 4 years. This was a 2% frequency and
about 1% of biomass. When chippers were
taken, it was in proportion to their abundance.

They were not selectively hunted (Sodhi,
Oliphant 1993).
In south-eastern Montana, near 20 active
nests of Merlins, birds made up 92% of all
prey items and 93% of the biomass. The top
species were Horned Larks, Lark Buntings
and Vesper Sparrows. The Chipping Sparrow
was ranked 9 th at 2% of the number taken and
1% of the total biomass (Becker 1985). These
results are similar to the previous study.
From southern Ohio, on 9 May 1896, a Blue
Jay destroyed the nest and eggs of a Chipping
Sparrow in a garden (Henninger 1902).
The Boreal Forest interior of Alaska is at
the edge of the northern range for breeding
Chipping Sparrows. A study of the nesting
Boreal Owls revealed the remains of 11

NORTHERN BLACK RACER Coluber
constrictor, Durham County, North Carolina, 12 June 2003. – Patrick Coin (wiki)
MILK SNAKES are not venomous. A key
feature of the Milk Snake, Lampropeltis
triangulum, is the light tan Y or V on the
head (arrow). Milk snakes are slender, often brightly patterned, and can grow to 1.2
meters in length (wiki). Photograph by Mike
Marchand from the New Hampshire Fish
and Game website, with permission
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mammalian and 15 avian
species.
Four
species
of
sparrow were taken, each in
very small amounts (Whitman
2009).
In
Nevada,
vegetation,
predators, grazing and nesting
success were checked along
Franktown Creek south of
Reno. Here, at 2 kms altitude,
the top 3 nesters were Chipping
Sparrow, Dark-eyed Junco and
the American Robin. For all
species, 83% were preyed upon
in a grazed area. In the rested
area (30 years without grazing)
only 36% were lost to predation
in the riparian corridor. Changes
in vegetation height, diversity
and pattern from grazing create
“ differences in macrohabitat
structure leading to higher
incidental predation, changes in
the composition of the predator
assemblage, or changes in
predator search strategies ”
(Ammon, Stacey 1997).
The
Milk
Snake
may
occasionally prey on nests of
Chipping Sparrows. In New
Hampshire, a CHSP nested
about 3 m up in a tall rose. With
the approach of a snake, the
sparrow faked a wing injury to
distract the reptile. Elsewhere
a Milk Snake preyed on the
nestlings of an Eastern Phoebe.
In both instances the snakes
were killed. The observer /
author decided snakes were
less worthy of living than birds
(Shelley 1938).
Maurice Broun at Hawk
Mountain
in
Pennsylvania
“ Our Chipping Sparrows are
often predated by Black and
Milk Snakes ” (Stull 1968).
In June 1947, near Linville
Falls, North Carolina, several
species of birds were quite

Predators

AMERICAN KESTREL – TR
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excited and calling. A two meter
long Black Snake, Coluber
constrictor, was after young
Chipping Sparrows on the ground.
“ The adult Chipping Sparrow
was tumbling within inches of the
snake’s mouth, and the snake
was striking at the mother bird.
Other Chipping, Field, and Song
Sparrows were going through the
same antics, and all the time the
snake was being led away from
the baby sparrows. I watched
this for a half-hour and by this
time the snake was about 15 feet
[5 m] from the young sparrows. I
entered the scene and the snake
left ” (Wray 1950).
When
humans
approach
nestlings of Chipping Sparrows,
adult birds give a particular
mobbing call or set of calls. In
Wisconsin taped calls were
within a frequency range of 6.6
kHz (7.5–11). The duration was
0.04 seconds per call. For most
sparrows the call is typically
a short chip covering a wide
frequency range. The sonograms
of these mobbing calls showed a
thick vertical ragged bar (Ficken,
(Popp 1996). (p 99)
The reaction of adult passerines
to nest disturbance by birders can
involve faking an injury to entice
a person to follow. This behavior
has been reported for warblers
and sparrows. Mary Roads
“ Some thirty years ago I found
the nest of an Eastern Chipping
Sparrow in a current bush about
two feet [0.6 m] from the ground.
Every time I approached the nest,
the bird would fly off, run a short
distance, then it feigned brokenwinged helplessness for quite
a distance, then rested on the
broken wing for a while and then
flew away. I approached the nest
quite often just to see if its tactics
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would be changed but every time the same
performance ” (Roads 1936).
In Ithaca, New York, the feeding habits of
a pair of Screech Owls (length 22 cm) on a
natural area were studied at night. The young
were transferred to an outdoor cage and the
prey remains identified each morning over 45
days from 4 June–18 July. 18 species of birds
included 77 in number. Other nocturnal prey
were insects, crayfish, amphibians, mammals,
and fish. Sparrows –
House Sparrow
Chipping Sparrow
Field Sparrow		
Song Sparrow		
Swamp Sparrow
(Allen 1924).

10
9
4
2
1

CHIPPiNG SPARROW facing me on 9 July
2014 in Winnipeg, Manitoba, in a local park
near a pond – TR

13%
12%
5%
3%
1%

Screech Owls in the early 1900s nested in bird
boxes and fed upon Chipping, Song, Field,
White-throated, Vesper, Savannah, Tree and
English Sparrows among 30 species of small
birds. At times a bird remained uneaten, the
young preferring to dine on mice brought by
the parents (Sherman 1911).
In Essex County, Massachusetts (state
bird, Black-capped Chickadee), north of
Boston, pellets were gathered on 3 June 1917
beneath the nest of a Long-eared Owl, 38 cm
long. From 13 species of birds, the contents
of 10 pellets included one of each – Chipping,
Savannah, Vesper, Song, and Sharp-tailed
Sparrows (Townsend 1918).
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cological imprinting initially leads
to habitat and other ecological
preferences for an individual as
soon as natural selection has led
to the evolution of slightly different
gene pools, adapting groups of individuals to
local conditions
It also preserves gene pools by means of
sexual imprinting or song learning. This leads
to the splitting of a species into a continuous
mosaic of populations, each with habitatlinked differences that may be a first step in
speciation ” (Immelmann 1975).

Singing and Calling

In New Jersey, in April, a Chipping Sparrow
sang an unusual song. It was “ clearly in
syllables as Chur, chur, chur, chur, chur.
The commas indicate pauses quite as long
as the notes, each of which was about three
quarters of a second in duration. ” Four springs
in a row in the same location, the same song
was heard, probably from this same sparrow.
(Brown 1906).
In the late 1800s, Bicknell wrote a lengthy
article in the first volume of The Auk about

singing birds in Riverdale (Bronx) on the
Hudson River in New York City. “ The familiar
song of this domestic species [Chipping
Sparrow] we hear in almost every kind of
weather, from the bird’s arrival in early April on
into the summer, usually with no evident falling
off until towards the end of July. My dates for
final songs are from the 5 th to the 15 th , with a
single record on the 18 th of August (Bicknell
1885).
Continuing with his work in New York City,
Bicknell thought “ the songs of no other three
birds known to me are more alike than those
of the Worm-eating Warbler, the Chipping
Sparrow, and the Slate-colored Snowbird
(Junco). ” (p 101) (Bicknell 1884).
In Dutchess County, New York, patterns
of variation in the acoustic features of songs
of the Chipping Sparrow in the eastern United
States were used to identify and separate
them from 12 other songbirds according to
either the invariant-features hypothesis or the
sound environment hypothesis in the 1980s.
For each song three variables –
1)

song duration

8
6
4
2

8
6
4
2
2 secs.

1

0

CHIPPING SPARROW Song (trill) lasting 2.2 seconds is a phrase composed of 29 similar
syllables (notes) in a sequence. Frequency range 2–8 kHz (Podos 1997) also in (Marler,
Slabbekoorn 2004)
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Breeding Stage
CHIPPING SPARROW Dawn and daytime singing patterns change across breeding stages
(data collected from seven territorial males with 72 days of recording; on each day, each
male’s dawn and daytime singing was recorded for 30 or more minutes). The dawn chorus occurred throughout the breeding season, except when a male’s female was fertile ( M,B = mating or copulations, and nest-building); continuous daytime singing occurred only when a male
was unpaired. U = unpaired, P = just paired, L = egg-laying period, I = incubation period, N =
nestling period, F = fledgling period (Liu, Kroodsma 2007)
2)
3)

number of phrases
number of notes in the entire song

A NOTE was a sonogram tracing not interrupted
by more than 3 msec of silence.
A SYLLABLE was a repeated unit composed
of one or more notes.
A PHRASE was a sequence of repeated
identical syllables (trill) or a sequence of
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unrepeated notes. For a song to contain two
or more phrases, it had to contain at least one
trill.
An ELEMENT was a note subunit with a nearly
constant rate of frequency modulation (FM).
One phrase was randomly chosen from
each song. In that phrase one syllable or note
was selected from it and measured. Notes
were chosen from the middle of a trill phrase
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Male 1: Dawn 4:30 AM

Dawn 4:40 AM

Dawn 4:55 AM

Male 1: Daytime 6 AM

kHz

10 sec

5

0 sec

CHIPPING SPARROWS gradually change their singing behavior from dawn to daytime. The
dawn chorus occurred 30–60 min before sunrise. Male 1 sang most intensely at 4:30 AM hours
(dawn), delivering about one song each second, but song duration and the inter-song interval
gradually increased until he was singing a much longer song about every six seconds by 6 AM.
However, for some males only the inter-song interval changed appreciably while the song duration remaining essentially unchanged (Liu, Kroodsma 2007)

“ Note duration, internote interval, and number

of elements within a note were measured. An
element was defined as a note subunit with
nearly constant rate of frequency modulation,
separated from other such units by a ‘marked’
change in FM. ”
The average trill of a male Chipping
Sparrow lasts 2.4 seconds and consists of
40 notes. Sixteen definitions are associated
with singing and calling – Please refer to the
original paper by Marler, Slabbekoorn 2004.
Except for maximum frequency, the
invariant features of a CHSP’s song (trill) did
not contribute to an accurate classification of its
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song. With a high amount of redundancy among
features in the CHSP’s song, the second-best
variable feature, the # of notes, was the best
way to separate songs by Chipping Sparrows
from songs of other birds. The second-poorest
feature, the # of elements, was not important
in song recognition by CHSPs.
When a bird occupies a different habitat
1,500 kms apart with a different sound
environment from different birds, other variant
features in the song might account for song
recognition (Nelson 1989).
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SECONDS

0.25

CHIPPING SPARROW Sonogram of the
mobbing call of a (CS) and a Field Sparrow
(FS) in Wisconsin (Ficken, Popp 1996)

W

hen recording and studying playback
reactions of Field Sparrows on their
territory in April to the end of July
1971 in Ohio, only 1 of 25 Field Sparrows
reacted vigorously to the song of a Chipping
Sparrow. This one Field Sparrow’s territory
was isolated from the territory of other Field
Sparrows, but bordered on territories of several
Chipping Sparrows. Generally, the songs of
other birds did not cause a noticeable reaction
by Field Sparrows singing on their territorial
perches (Goldman 1973).
“ The song system of birds helped change
the way in which we think of brain circuits and
their potential for rejuvenation and repair.
Just as important, the discovery of neuronal
replacement has raised basic questions about
the brain variables that set limits to learning ”
(Nottebohm 2005).
Singing by males in the spring serves to
attract females and deter other males (rivals).
“ Males in conflict over feeding territories and
males in conflict over females often have the
same aggressive displays. ” Among males,
“ individuals that have a body of better shape
or size would benefit more from advertising
it than would individuals of inferior qualities ”
(Zahavi 1986).
Daytime song was an unpaired male’s
singing after sunrise. When the neighboring
males were removed, the dawn chorus of the
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focal (remaining) male became much shorter.
After only one of the neighbouring males was
returned to his territory, each of the nine focal
males resumed or increased his dawn song
bout length and began to countersing with the
newly released neighbor male.
“ The dawn chorus may function primarily
for close-range interaction among neighbours.
The daytime song may function as the longdistance territory broadcast for female
attraction. ”
“ After their neighbor(s) were removed, the
focal males changed other behavioral contexts.
During the pre-removal period, for example,
the nine focal males typically sang their dawn
chorus around their territory boundaries while
standing on the ground. After their neighbors
had been removed, however, six of the nine
focal males primarily sang their slower and
reduced dawn chorus near the centre of their
territories, instead of at territorial boundaries.
Although the dawn chorus functions primarily
for intrasexual interaction, it is also possible
that neighboring females may benefit by
eavesdropping on the intense dawn chorus (as
an honest signal) to choose a better-quality
male for extrapair fertilization ” (Liu 2004).
“ Overall, male Chipping Sparrows can
adjust their songs for singing under different

CHIPPING SPARROW Middle part of a
2.2 second trill sequence with 29 notes by
a male. This sonogram section of 7 notes
took about 0.5 seconds (Marler, Slabbekoorn 2004)
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circumstances (graph p 98). Songs used
at dawn and during daytime differ in song
duration or singing rate, or both, thereby
permitting males to use this variable singing
behavior to convey different messages
in particular behavioral contexts or social
circumstances. Interestingly, the dawn chorus
12

more importantly, they are distinct from other
short calls, such as “ chip ” notes and alarm
calls. During migration, bird density peaked
2–3 hours after sunset whereas vocalizations
peaked in the hours just before dawn. In the
early 1900s, the human ear was the main
instrument for detecting calls of night migrants.

A. Song recorded in Sierra County, California, 13 June 1993
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0
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B. Song recorded in Vinton County, Ohio, 6 July 1997
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CHIPPING SPARROW’S variations of song. A. Song recorded in Sierra Co., CA, 13 June
1993. B. Song recorded in Vinton Co., OH, 6 July 1997. Songs from eastern and western
populations show the basic similarity of the Chipping Sparrow’s song across its range. These
sonograms show the trill is formed by a rapid series of notes of similar pitch, beginning softly
and building to a sustained maximum. From BNA [online]. Courtesy of the Borror Laboratory of
Bioacoustics (A: BLB no. 18819; B: BLB no. 16531). Prepared on a Kay Elemetrics DSP 5500
Sonograph with an effective band width of 600 Hz (100 pt. transform size).

and daytime singing show different geneexpression patterns in the Chipping Sparrow’s
forebrain song system which suggests different
neural mechanisms are involved in these duel
patterns of singing behavior ” (Liu, Kroodsma
2007).

Calls During Migration & Night

Flight calls are different from songs and,
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“ Improved radar technologies and coverage

afforded the opportunity to compare measures
of nocturnal migration at much greater scales.
Identification of flight calls also progressed
and culminated in the production of the first
electronic identification guide. ”
Weather plays an important role in
migration. Counts of calls increase as cloud
cover increases and with a lower cloud ceiling,
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DARK-EYED JUNCO Sonogram of one
trill (phrase) by the male in the breeding
season (Nelson 1989)

DARK-EYED JUNCO March 2007, North
Carolina. This species has a song somewhat similar to that of a CHSP’s song, but
the trill is shorter, the notes given slightly
slower and the tone a bit different. Photography by Ken Thomas (wiki)
8
6
4
2

kH z
CHIPPING SPARROW Sonogram of one trill (phrase)
by the male in the breeding season (Nelson 1989)

especially under artificial lighting. Call counts
also increase as birds approach boundaries
between air masses of different density where
conditions unsuitable for migration, such as
rain or snow, high winds, and poor visibility,
force birds to pile up or descend (a fallout).
No one has studied the range of distances
birds communicate through flight calls. Their
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high frequencies suggest they may be used
primarily for short-distance communications.
Finally, the interpretation of flight-call counts or
calling behavior can only be understood within
the behavioral and weather circumstances,
and species composition during air time
(Farnsworth 2005).
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The physical apparatus that allows sound to
be produced by Chipping Sparrows contains 5
pairs of muscles –

become more recognizable during the plastic
song phase. As sexual maturity arrives, the
male’s song is less variable and more useful in
defining a territory and attracting a mate. “ As
in human infants, the path of vocal change
that culminates with imitation of a model
can be very idiosyncratic, as if this were an
exercise in problem solving from which there
is no single solution ” (Nottebohm 2005).
“ Vocal learning is the ability to produce
new sounds by reference to auditory feedback.
This can be done by imitating an external model
or by improvisation. ” Here the term ‘syllable’
refers to a sound or complex of sounds that
recur as a unit and are preceded and followed
by a discrete silent gap. ”
Free-ranging adult males have a single
song, which they use to advertise their
presence and territorial space. Juvenile
CHSPs collected in the field at the end of

1) TRACHEO-LATERALIS – on the lateral
surface of the trachea
2) BRONCHO-TRACHEALIS ANTICUS – on
the ventral surface of the syrinx, external
3) BRONCHO-TRACHEALIS POSTICUS –
on the dorsal surface of the syrinx, external
4) STERNO-TRACHEALIS – extended
ventro-laterally from the syrinx
5) BRONCHIALIS ANTICUS – on the ventral
surface of the syrinx, internal (Miskimen 1951)
Adeptness at a bird’s song takes several
weeks or more to acquire. It begins with the
begging in the nest. Once fledged, the vocals
shift to babbling (subsong) which is variable
and of low amplitude. Finally, the imitations
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Number of Notes (9–72) in a Song

CHIPPING SPARROW 21–23 notes per song (trill) were the most commonly given in
461 songs recorded in 5 states – OH, ME, WV, PA, MI, in April–July. The extremes
were 9–72 notes, each recorded once (Borror 1959)
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Auditory Pathway

Cerebrum

BRAIN OF A SONGBIRD There is one auditory pathway. Abbreviations – Area X is a structure in the striatum, Av Avalanche, CN Cochlear nucleus, DM Midbrain vocal nucleus,
LLD Lateral lemniscus, dorsal nucleus, LLI Lateral lemniscus, intermediate nucleus,
LL Lemniscal sensory nuclei, LLV Lateral lemniscus, ventral nucleus, HVC High vocal center,
L2 Primary auditory cells of the pallium, L1 & L3 are secondary areas, MAN Magnocellular
nucleus of the Anterior Nidopallium, MLd Midbrain auditory nucleus, Mo Oval nucleus of the
mescopallium, NIf Interfacial nucleus, nXII the 12 th or tracheosyringeal nucleus, Ov Ovoidalis in the thalamus, SO Superior olivary nucleus, PAm Para-ambigualis respiratory nucleus,
RA Robust nucleus of the Arcopallium, RAm Retroambigualis respiratory nucleus. Within the
cerebrum diagram above, the dark gray is the pallium, medium gray is striatum, and light gray
represents the pallidum. Several studies were involved in generating this image. In stained
brain sections the vocal nuclei are visible under low magnification. Why they were not noticed
earlier is a mystery. “ We now know more about brain pathways for vocal learning in birds than
we do in humans. ” ED Jarvis Chapter 8, page 230–231, Fig 8.2 in Nature’s Music: The Science of Birdsong (Marler, Slabbekoorn eds. 2004)
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Columella

Cross of 2 canals
Posterior canal

External canal
Macula
neglecta
Ampulla of
external canal

4 th dome-shaped
prominence

Columella

Round window

Oval window
Ductus cochlearis

Lagena, the opening
for the removal of
the cochlea
EAR LABYRINTH of a small songbird (Koniski 1964, first in
Schwartzkopff 1949)
the breeding season when they were born,
or others brought in as nestlings and then
hand-reared, sing 4–7 different songs early
in their first spring that consist, like those of
wild individuals, of many repetitions of a single
syllable type, but they are different and are
referred to as precursor songs, which can only
develop with intact hearing. They may be a
form of self-learning or improvisation.
If at this stage one of the young birds
is presented with a live tutor, the juvenile
promptly modifies one of its ‘‘precursor”
songs, initially making it more variable and
then altering it to match that of the tutor. The
precursor song chosen for this modification is
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the one that most closely resembles that of the
tutor and therefore requires the least change
to match it, a process that takes a few days.
Each young CHSP’s innate predispositions
provide it with a vocal development that, in
acoustical terms, positions it close to the song
of any neighbor next to whom it might settle in
the spring.
For nestling CHSPs, the food begging calls
of males and females differ. Calls of males are
more variable. The quality of male begging
calls is altered by deafening, but not that of
females. It seems the food begging calls of
males are “improvised”, incorporating learned
features, while those of females are not.
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Duration

ms

Female calls

Male calls

200

100

0
3000		

3000		
6000
6000
Pitch (Hz) rate of vibrations

CHIPPING SPARROW 20 days after hatching, the variability of call notes by juvenile
males is longer in duration and wider in pitch than are the females (each dot) 1 Hz = 1
vibration per second. The human range averages from 20 to 20,000 Hz (Liu, Kroodsma 2006)
One possibility to explain this difference is
that early vocal learning in males occurs so
as to enable subsequent song imitation, which
provides the original and primary selective
pressure for vocal learning. Another possibility
is the earliest expression of vocal learning is
the one closest to its evolutionary origins.
In this scenario, improvisation precedes
imitation.
Vocal learning generally allows birds to –
1.
2.

Match the
Match the
neighbors
3. Match the
4. Match the
5. Improvise

song of a specific neighbor
song of a cluster of breeding 		
dialect of a local population
song that carries best
or imitate a large repertoire

Female songbirds might use modified male
songs to select –
1.
2.
3.
4.

Individuals adapted to local conditions
A good provider
A good learner
A partner for extramarital relations
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Male songbirds might use the songs of other
males –
1. To recognize them as known neighbors or
as newly arrived trespassers
2. To evaluate their intentions
3. To evaluate the risks they might pose as
potential rivals (Nottebohm, Liu 2010).
An
informative
paper
provides
the
developmental timing of the Chipping Sparrow.
The begging calls of nestlings are first audible
on days 3–5 after hatching (AH). The juveniles
stop begging to be fed about days 30–36.
After fledging, the begging continued but was
preceded by a contact chip call, similar to
that of adults. Soon after juveniles leave their
nest (fledge), around days 11–14, begging
calls for food of the male and female sparrows
begin to differ. Calls from females were
rather unvaried and showed few differences
between individuals. Male calls had acoustical
disparities when compared to calls by females
(Liu et al 2009).
The food begging calls resembled some
early subsong vocals which began about 28–
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Subsong, juvenile male

Begging call, juvenile male
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8

4

4

0

0
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0.1 sec

CHIPPING SPARROW At day 25 after hatching (AH) the male’s begging calls somewhat resemble the same male’s subsong given on day 39 AH (Liu, Kroodsma 2006)
40 days after hatching. The juvenile males
seem to produce these subsongs as they are
napping, with their feathers fluffed and eyes
closed. At only 32 decibels (dB), subsong
is softer than begging calls at 62 dB. The
transition from begging to subsong has many
vocal similarities over a 3-week period. Since
adult female Chipping Sparrows do not sing,
they have no subsong to practice.
A small number of young sparrows were
deafened at 18–28 days after hatching (AH).
A few days later the begging calls in 3 of the 5
males changed noticeably. However, the chip
call was unaltered. The early subsong also
changed. Generally, the degree of change
varied in all the vocals for each young male.
Food begging calls of male Chipping
Sparrows change with age and are acoustically
individualistic. The food begging calls appear
to be an initial step in the process of vocal
learning by the sparrows. “ In songbirds and
humans the earliest vocalizations may already
be part of a vocal learning program that
culminates in the imitation of external sounds ”
(Liu et al 2009).

A

sonograph machine generates a
sonogram (graph) of a bird’s song. In
one batch of 13 songs from different
CHSPs singing at different times,
only one song contained 16 notes. The others
had 35, 52, 20, 35, 44, 22, 19, 20, 15, 12,
19, and 11 notes. These 13 songs averaged
24–25 notes within a range of 11–52 notes.
Furthermore, the song does not seem to be
organized. “ It would appear to be delivered
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more or less at haphazard, stopping on any
note without particular relation to number ”
(Brand, Axtell 1938a).
Donald Borror published a paper on the
songs of the Chipping Sparrow in 1959. From
58 sparrow recordings containing a total of 461
songs, (graph p 102) one of the 461 songs
was a 2-part trill. A simple trill might contain 6
to 30 notes. Each phrase in a trill may contain
1–3 slurred notes; either up- or down-slurred,
or both. The rapid slurring of an octave or more
can happen in 0.01 seconds. For 461 songs of
Chipping Sparrows, averages and (ranges) –
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Song length 2.6 (0.94–6.86) secs
Notes 33 (9–72) per song
Note length 0.087 (0.044–0.145) secs
Notes per second 11.5 (6.9–22.5)
Silent interval between notes 0.3 sec
(Borror 1959).

One

sparrow may sing songs of
more than one pattern at
different times. During a
period of singing the song’s pattern is stable.
There appeared to be no real geographic
difference in patterns of songs. Extreme
frequencies in the 58 recordings ranged from
2000–9000 cycles per second. Generally, the
4000–8000 c / s was in the octave above the
upper limit of the piano range (Borror 1959).
Sound is a traveling longitudinal wave
which is an oscillation of pressure. Humans
perceive frequency of sound waves as pitch.
Each musical note corresponds to a particular
frequency which can be measured in hertz.
An infant’s ear is able to perceive frequencies
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ranging from 20 Hz to 20,000 Hz; the average
adult human can hear sounds between 20
Hz and 16,000 Hz (wiki). One hertz means
“ one cycle per second ” (typically a count is a
complete cycle); 100 Hz means “ one hundred
cycles per second ” (wiki). A frequency
bandwidth is the range between the lowest and
highest pitch in a bird’s song or call (Marler,
Slabbekoorn 2004).
As a beginning to understand the limits of
variation in the songs of a selected group of
Chipping Sparrows, a very informative paper
in The Condor from 1960 explores many
aspects of the trill. The recordings were made
at two locations in Mexico – Cuauhtemoc and El
Salto. For one bird, 80 of its songs averaged –
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Song duration 3.6 (2.3–5) secs
Interval between songs 8 (3–24) secs
# syllables (notes) per song 55 (33–78)
Rate of syllables (notes) per second 15
Minimum sound frequency 2.4 kHz
Maximum frequency 5.9 kHz
Frequency spread 3.5 kHz

Generally, “ the interval between the start of
successive syllables is longest at the beginning
and ending of the song. Superimposed on

this is an apparent reduction in syllable (note)
length where the amplitude is relatively low. ”
By adjusting the sonograph, a syllable
was sliced into frequency / amplitude sections
at intervals a short as 2.5 milliseconds. One
thousand ms equals one second. The analysis
of a syllable in one CHSP showed “ an elaborate
pattern of evenly spaced overtones, with the
overall changes of frequency effected mainly
by a shift of emphasis from one overtone to
another ” ( Marler and Isaac 1960).
The number of vibrations per second
determines the pitch of a sound. A sound of
4,096 vibrations per second is about equal to
the highest note of the piano keyboard (C 7 ).
This is very close to the passerine song which
averages above 4,000 vibrations per second.
Using black and white film, the sound track of
a bird singing or calling gives a picture of the
physical vibrations or pitch.
The Eastern Chipping Sparrow had a mean
pitch of 5000 (3475–8400) vibrations
The Western Chipping Sparrow had a mean
pitch of 4000 (3300– 5500) vibrations (Brand
1938).
Songs of Chipping Sparrows were analyzed

CHIPPING SPARROW adult perched on a wheelchair ramp near its nest,
22 May 2014, Winnipeg, Manitoba – TR
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in two different habitats, forest and open
grassland, in northern Michigan. Male CHSPs
mean frequency ranges were between 2988–
6545 Hz, with the outer limits at 2583 and
9533 Hz. CHSPs in both forest and grassland
habitats “ sing at frequencies reaching 8000
Hz. ” The mean trill rate was 8.2–15.6 notes
per sec. The variance among individuals within
the two habitats was high (Burns 2007).

W

ith an increase in frequency bandwidth
the demands on the bird for vocal
performance are increased. For example, an
increase in frequency bandwidth (FB) requires
wider gaps and in trill rate requires a more
rapid beak opening and closing. Eventually
a performance limit to these increases is
reached (Podos 1997). The bird singing a trill
cannot open and close its beak both widely
and rapidly (Maler, Slabbekoorn 2004).
In the same way, at a ballet, we cannot

– TR

clap our hands quickly and loudly. There is a
physical limit imposed on us and the sparrow
(Podos 1997) in (Marler, Slabbekoorn 2004).
In young sparrows, what “ they can learn is
determined by perceptual filters or other neural
mechanisms that innately specify a set of
parameters characterizing acceptable sounds
to copy. ” There is a selectivity in the model song
preferred. Yet, the wide diversity of song types
is believed to have come about through copy
error during transmission over generations of
learning. Then “ species differences in song
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are thought to evolve gradually as the result
of drift or selection acting on this variation ”
(Marler, Slabbekoorn 2004).

Imitation & Learning

In the Don Valley, at the northern end of
Toronto on 8 June 1947, a Chipping Sparrow
(not collected) was giving the buzz song of
a Clay-colored Sparrow. The next year, on
17 June 1948, it was heard again. The next
spring on 3 May another Chipping Sparrow
(the same one?) was again singing from the
tops of Lombardy Poplars as in the previous
year. No female was located (Tasker 1955).
LL Short Jr heard a Chipping Sparrow
trill while in the field in Nebraska along the
Missouri River on 30 June 1965. A closer look
revealed a Field Sparrow doing the singing
from the top of a small willow (Short 1966).
“ The Chipping Sparrow has a simple song.
Each male has only one song type, and that
song type consists of one syllable (note) type
repeated many times. Although the song is
simple, males change the duration of the song
depending on the circumstance. Before mating,
for example, the male uses a typical daytime
song 2–3 secs in duration. The dawn song and
aggressive song, however, are much briefer,
and sometimes only a fraction of a second in
duration. Each juvenile male seemed to sing
only one song type at any given time. Chipping
Sparrows are capable of learning new songs
during the year after their hatching year. Even
if a song stimulus is presented and memorized
in a male’s early sensitive phase, and sung
during the early plastic stage, the young male
is still capable of modifying that syllable or of
learning a new syllable, thus extending the
sensitive phase and thereby matching an adult
or peer tutor during the following spring ” (Liu,
Kroodsma 1999).
In Winnipeg, singing trills by males ceased
about mid-July 2014. Adults were located by
their chip calls on their territory as they hunted
for food and called to their hungry juveniles.

Early Risers & Dawn Song

O

ccasionally Chipping Sparrows will
sing in the darkness. Audubon heard
it, as did Bent. On 13 May, at 10 PM,
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the sparrow sang one strain. At Itasca State
Park in Minnesota, a sparrow perched on the
roof top of a cabin sang a single song. This
sparrow also sang very early in the morning,
perhaps a dawn song. FH Allen described
singing at dawn as a much shorter song than
routinely heard after sunrise (Stull 1968).
Dawn chorus is the period of continuous
singing that occurs 30–60 min before sunrise
and lasts 20–40 minutes. The end of the dawn
chorus came in one of two ways, depending on
the status of the vocal male –
1) Paired males rarely sing after sunrise so
the end of their dawn chorus was defined as
the time they stopped singing

1925. The CHSP was the 3 rd listed and began
singing 29 minutes before sunrise, right after
the Mourning Dove (Taylor 1929).
Tim Dee chronicled the dawn song well beyond
the usual confines of a scientific point count–

“ Dawn song through the northern hemisphere

is continuous in the spring – it being always
dawn somewhere, at every minute of every
day, in May. If we could travel with those
first splashes of sunlight we would hear the
waking music of the whole of the top of the
world beginning again and again and on and

2) Unpaired males sing during the day from
elevated perches, but sang the dawn chorus
while perched on the ground (Liu 2004).
During early summer in Massachusetts,
singing times of Chipping Sparrows were
noted from mid-May through mid-June. The
first singing in the morning may be followed
by up to several minutes before the second
song is heard. Thereafter, continuous singing
indicates full awakening by the species. Two
averages for the Chipping Sparrow were 26–
36 minutes before sunrise. (Allen 1915).
“While the Robin is the earliest
conspicuous singer by reason of its loud and
continuous singing, the Song Sparrow and
the Chipping Sparrow precede the Robin in
several expressions of song, which must be
regarded as morning awakening singing rather
than as night utterances. ” Over 16 records,
the CHSPs first song was 66 (87–48) minutes
before sunrise (Wright 1913). In the evening,
from 25 records, the average last song was
24 (17–31) minutes after sunset for the CHSP.
The American Robin sang a little later into the
evening (Wright 1913).
A contrary note by Allen indicated “ so
far as my own observations show, the Song
and Chipping Sparrows are much later risers
than the Robin ” , at least near Mt. Katahdin in
Maine (Allen 1913).
The start of singing by birds near Flagstaff,
Arizona was noted on the morning of 6 July
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CRAB APPLES of nesting tree for CHSP
in London, ON – TR

on for a month. As the sun touches each new
yard of earth, song unfurls from it and sings
it into life: the eastern thrushes at the Great
Wall and through the taiga; the redwings and
the fieldfares that ate and rested in the fens
in the winter, now back in their birches; the
bluethroats in reed-lines around Moscow; the
redstart in a tree in the centre of Yalta below
which the Tatars come to sell honey; the
thrush nightingale in a ditch outside Tallinn;
the collared flycatchers of the Buda Hills; and
here a common nightingale in the scrim of a
hawthorn brake near the end of the Devil’s
Dyke – the relay of the day held for a moment
in the water droplets and fabric-tears of its
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music ” (Dee 2015).

Urban Noise Pollution

In north-western New Mexico, nests were
monitored for 3 seasons among the scattered
natural-gas extraction infrastructure within
pinyon (Pinus edulis) – juniper (Juniperus
osteosperma) woodlands. “ Contrary to
expectations, noise indirectly facilitates
reproductive success of individuals nesting
in noisy areas as a result of the disruption
of predator-prey interactions. ” A species
avoidance of noisy habitat may result from
ecological intolerance of noise that interferes
with communication through the clatter of
human bustle.
Regarding nesting, in terms of observed
nest success, 13% of nests with known
outcomes at noisy sites were depredated,
and 32% of nests with known fates were
depredated at control sites. As the noise
amplitudes increased, predation of nests
decreased (Francis et al 2009).

MOURNING DOVE feeding, London – TR

BLUE FLAG, water,
and grass – TR
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On

8 December 1909,
30 members of the
American Ornithologists
Union (AOU) organized
the
American
Bird
Banding Association. Unfortunately many of the
founding members could spare little time, so in
1911 the Linnæan Society of New York helped
to get the process underway. In 1912, the first
country-wide successful year, 800 birds of 73
species were banded, including 6 Chipping

Sparrows (Cleaves 1913 & wiki).
Banding data below was obtained online
from the Patuxent Wildlife Research Center, Bird
Banding Laboratory in Laurel, Maryland. The
banding results for the Chipping Sparrow (#560)
for about 50 years (1962–2013) by country
and subdivisions are presented in alphabetical
order below. The laboratory coordinates the
banding and marking of birds across the United
States and Canada in cooperation with the
Canadian Wildlife Service. Its database holds
about 64 million banding records and 5 million
(8%) recoveries (encounters) of banded birds,
providing information on their migration.
THE CHIPPING SPARROW –

► BELIZE (BZ)
Total Banded 4
Total * Encounters 0

► CANADA (CA)

Total Banded 53,209
Total * Encounters 74 (0.14%)

► CUBA (CU)

Total Banded 2 (1999 & 2000)
Total * Encounters 0

► EL SALVADOR (SV)
Total Banded 0
Total * Encounters 1 (1976)

► GUATEMALA (GT) No data
► HONDURAS (HN) No data
CHIPPING SPARROW adult with two bands.
– Aubree Benson, University of Montana, 2015.
USDA, Research and Development website
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► MEXICO (MX)

Total Banded 959
Total * Encounters 1 (0.1%)
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Banded
Total		

Encounters
Total

TX

34,534 11%

14

PA

24,699

39

MI

17,907

26

NY

15,158

48

CO

13,562

4

MD

13,356

15

NM

12,186

2

MN

10,340

16

IL

10,285

2

SC

7,769

8

OH

7,603

8

FL

7,189

19

WI

6,631

14

GA

6,607

19

VA

6,344

25

NC

5,730

18

◄ CHIPPING SPARROWS The 12 remaining states – AK, AR, DC, DE, KY, ND, NH,
NV, OK, RI, UT, WY together banded about
2% of the 326,105 ringed in North America
and had 4% of the 486 encounters from
1960–2013. Data from the Bird Banding
Laboratory, Patuxent Wildlife Refuge, and
The Canadian Wildlife Service

► NICARAGUA (NI)

No data

► THE BAHAMAS (BS)
Total Banded 3 (1980)
Total * Encounters 0

► UNITED STATES (US)

NE

5,545

2

AZ

5,369

4

CA

4,956

5

NJ

4,752

9

AL

4,536

17

ID

3,938

1

SD

3,914

3

KS

3,855

0

IA

3,747

3

ME

3,433

11

OR

3,427

3

CT

2,887

11

MA

2,097

21

MT

2,080

1

TN

1,948

0

IN

1,925

3

VT

1,436

7

WA

1,399

1

MS

1,214

4

MO

1,145

3

LA

1,090 0.3%

3

Total Banded 272,870
Total * Encounters 412 (0.15%)

Canadian
Provinces

ON

Banded
Total		

Encounters
Total

35,591 11%

36

AB

9,954

8

SK

2,809

0

QC

1,750

29

MB

1,108

0

BC

1,001

0

NB

414

1

YT

336

0

NS

167

0

73

0

NT
PE
TOTAL

6 0.002%
53,209

0
74 (0.14%)

CHIPPING SPARROW From 1960–2013,
(53 years) birders in the provinces of Ontario,
Alberta and Saskatchewan banded the most
CHSPs. The provinces with the most encounters of banded sparrows were Ontario, Quebec and Alberta. Banding data online from the
Patuxent Wildlife Refuge Bird Banding Laboratory. A total of 326,105 CHSP have been
banded in North America in the 53 years and
486 encounters recorded (0.15%)
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CHSPs were encountered while banding birds
within the state or province in the designated
year regardless of where or when they were
banded. From 1955–1995, 19,953 CHSP were
banded in Canada. Of these 85 (0.4%) were
encountered outside of Canada. For sparrows

banded outside of Canada, only 13 of these
birds were encountered in Canada. The
encounter rate is very low. From 203 CHSPs
banded in Guelph, Ontario over 14 years, 6%
were retrapped the same year, compared to
1% for Common Grackles and 2% for American

Number of
CHSPs
Banded
2200

2200
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Chipping Sparrow
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94 93
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CHIPPING SPARROW Total number banded from 1987–2013 in Ontario
and within
that total, the number banded at Long Point Bird Observatory
along the north shore
of Lake Erie. Data from the Ontario Bird Banding Association’s online journals. The number
of CHSPs banded each year depends on weather, nesting success, predation, number of
banders, interactions with plants and insects, and other birds, etc. This graph represents the
number of CHSPs, and should not be interpreted as a trend for the population size in Ontario
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Alberta

CHIPPING SPARROW
BANDING ENCOUNTERS

□

□

1
2–4

El Salvador
CHIPPING SPARROW encounters from banding efforts. The longest was a HY juvenile of unknow sex banded at St Albert, Alberta. It traveled 4,859 km in 2 months to Metapan, El Salvador, where it was shot dead. Most banded sparrows (88%) were generally stationary or traveled
less than 50 km from the banding site when encountered. Eleven flew 100–500 km and 14
traveled over 1,000 km from where they were banded. The Canadian Atlas of Bird Banding
(Brewer et al 2006)
Robins in the same location (Salvadori 1999).
In Canada, banding stations are scattered
through the southern parts of most provinces
(map p 117). The top 5 banding locations or
persons –

banded Chipping Sparrows are –

1)

2) Near Gainesville, FL – 1,852 km to Ottawa,
ON by a bird at least 1 year old of unknown
sex, found dead

2)
3)
4)
5)

Long Point Bird Observatory in Lake Erie,
Ontario
ET Jones
AR Smith
M Bergeron
Innis Point Bird Observatory near Ottawa,
Ontario

The 6 longest movements and locations of
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1) St Albert, AB – 4,859 km in 2 months to
Metapan, El Salvador by a HY juvenile of
unknown sex, where it was shot dead

3) Beaupré, QC – 1,718 km to Batesburg, SC
where the bird of unknown sex and age was
shot
4)

Greenfield Park, QC – 1,702 km in 7
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months by a HY bird of unknown sex to Baxley,
GA. Only the band or number was returned
without any other information
5) Hurtsboto, AL – 1,532 km to Godfrey, ON
in 4 months by a female bird at least one year
old that was trapped and released at another
banding site
6) Long Point, ON – 1,426 km to Hastings,
FL
The quickest return concerned a sparrow of
unknown age and sex banded in Glasgow,
DE and caught or found dead 22 days later in
an enclosure 1,268 km away near Shippegan
NB. It covered an average of 58 km per day to
reach New Brunswick from Delaware
A female CHSP at least 1-year-old was
banded near White Fox, Saskatchewan. It
was trapped and released near White Fox, SK
5 years later. Its distance travelled in 5 years

was listed as 0 km. Only the sparrow knows
the extent and pleasures of its journey.
Birds were banded at the Munuskong
State Park, in the eastern part of the Upper
Peninsula of Michigan. One CHSP banded on
15 September 1924 was retrapped on 11 May
1927 (Christofferson 1927).
The top 6 provinces and states reporting
large numbers of Chipping Sparrows banded
from the total of 326,105 from 1960–2013 was
		1.
		2.
		3.
		4.
		5.
		6.

Ontario (ON) 11%
Texas (TX) 11%
Pennsylvania (PA) 8%
Michigan (MI) 6%
New York (NY) 5%
Colorado (CO) 4%

These top 6 accounted for 45% of the total
number of Chipping Sparrows banded over the
53-year period.
The top 6 provinces and states reporting

Ag e At Ba n d in g
Summary of Banding Statistics

Hatch
Year (HY)

After Hatch
Year (AHY)

Any Age

# of Canadian bandings (1955–1995)

7,376

11,281

19,953

# encountered per 1000 banded (1955–1995)

0

0

4

Total # encountered (1921–1995)

77

146

252

# encountered from foreign bandings

0

9

16

Longest time from banding to encounter (months)

47

60

60

# of Canadian-banded birds moving > 0 km

9

14

25

Mean movement > 0 km of Canadian-banded birds

910

290

617

Maximum movement from all encounters (km)

4,858

1,852

4,858

% recovered (encountered dead)

40

27

32

% direct recoveries

18

17

17

% encountered during banding operations

59

72

67

CHIPPING SPARROW Not surprisingly, the 1% rate of encounters of banded sparrows is very
low. Should the banding of CHSPs in Canada be eliminated for a decade? The longest time to
a recapture is 5 years, from a bird banded as an adult of unknown age (Brewer et al 2006)
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encounters from the total of 412 encounters
from 1960 to 2013 –
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

CANADA
BANDING 		
LOCATION		

New York (NY) 12%
Pennsylvania (PA) 10%
Ontario (ON) 9%
Quebec (QC) 7%
Michigan (MI) 6%
Virginia (VA) 6%

These top 6 above accounted for 50% of
the total number of Chipping Sparrows
encountered over the 53-year period.
From her personal banding files spanning
50 years in 4 locations – 3 in Oklahoma and 1
in central Wisconsin, AM Baumgartner placed
bands on about 25,000 birds of 143 species.
532 banded Chipping Sparrows generated a
return of 24 (4.5%). Two birds were recaptured
elsewhere, 3 and 4 years after she had banded
them (Baumgartner 1986).
From the online site of the Western Bird
Banding Association’s annual 2004 report, 639
CHSPs were banded in the western Canadian
provinces and American states (Otahal 2004).
At the Austin Ornithological Research
Station near the town of Wellfleet on Cape Cod
MA, banding in the early 1930s was rewarding.
Working out of a large field laboratory, in 1930

TOTAL
BANDED

Alberta			4,166
British Columbia
285
Northwest Territor.
36
Manitoba		 461
New Brunswick
226
Nova Scotia		
106
Ontario		 14,069
Prince Edward Is.
6
Quebec		 1,451
Saskatchewan		
1,189
Yukon			51
TOTAL			22,046

1921–1995
CHIPPING SPARROW Ontario led the way
with over 14,000 banded from 1921–1995;
PEI had the least at 6 (Brewer et al 2006)

there were 297 CHSP banded (10%) of the
total of 3,001 birds, with 193 repeats to the
traps and 53 returns from previous years.
In 1931, 231 CHSP were banded (2% of
the total of 13,600 birds) with
130 repeating birds and no
returns from other years. For
CHIPPING SPARROWS Unusual returns in 1925
one sparrow “ The Secretary
from 10 different birds banded in the autumn of 1924
discovered
one
of
our
at Cohasset, Massachusetts
Chipping Sparrows might have
continued indefinitely to fare
Banded
Returned
Banded
Returned
sumptuously had wanderlust
1924		
1925		
1924		
1925
not impelled it to leave the trap
in which it had been found on
13 Sept.
8 Sept.		
5 Oct.		
25 Apr.
every round for several weeks
15 Sept.
6 Oct.		
6 Oct.		
25 Apr.
to sample the seeds in a trap
3 Oct.		
1 Oct.		
6 Oct.		
23 May
accessible to a foraging black
8 Oct.		
26 Sept.
7 Oct.		
26 Apr.
snake ” (Austin 1932).
8 Oct.		
1 Oct.		
16 Oct.		
16 May
Locally, at Thomasville,
Georgia, beginning on 21
February 1923 and running
CHSP These 10 sparrows may have been migrating and
for about 6 weeks, 610 new
enjoyed a brief stopover in Massachusetts in spring and aubirds were banded of which
tumn. Five of the CHSPs were not recaptured; four once, and
519 (85%) were Chipping
one recaptured three times over 14 days (Fletcher 1926)
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Sparrows. From the 44 banded returns caught
from previous years 60% were CHSP. 42% of
the sparrows had infected feet or legs. 19%
showed evidence of disease from previous
years and 23% were presently infected. Of
all the birds caught in the spring of 1923,
73% were recaptured a second time and 14
birds were recaptured more than 27 times
each in 1923. During banding in 1922, one

Georgia. He banded 313 new birds from 4
traps, with CHSP making up 82% of the total.
“ One Chipping Sparrow left his tail feathers in
my hand when I tried to regain my hold after
he had struggled and escaped. ”
Most of them are seed-eaters, but not all.
Most of the birds, preferred bread to the chick
feed, although the latter is necessary to first

○  1–10
●  11–100

●  101–1,000

●  1,001–10,000

YT

☻

NT

over 10,000

BC
AB
SK

MB

ON

PE

QC

NS

CHIPPING SPARROW

NB

Banding effort locations in
Canada (Brewer et al 2006)

CHSP was recaptured 54 times and the same
bird recaptured 51 times in 1923. Food on
the ground attracts the birds and the fear of
being caught and handled is insignificant
in comparison. With this type of trap on the
ground, dogs, cats and shrikes killed a small
percentage of the trapped birds. In 1923,
the shrikes were shot as was any hawk that
interfered with the banding operation. Trap BB
(p 119) which was the most successful was
copied from The Auk. In one event 51 CHSPs
were captured with it (Musselman 1923).
For a month, starting on 12 March 1922,
Mr Talbot did the banding at Thomasville,
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get their attention. About 25% of the chippers
had foot disease, compared to about 10%
in years past. This “toe disease” include a
missing claw or two, up to an advanced stage
in which the whole foot is badly swollen and
bleeding. Recaptures showed some sparrows
got worse, others better.
Very few of the Chipping Sparrows
struggled or were at all restless. Some
squealed, some were very quiet. Nearly all
seemed to want to “cuddle.” My experience
with banding Chipping Sparrows has not
increased my respect for their intelligence!
(Talbot 1922).
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JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC TOTAL YEAR
—

—
—
—


—
—
—
—

—
1
2
—

20
13
22
21

12
6
13
3

1
—
2
—

2
—
1
—

—
3
2
—

12
5
1
7

20
20
18
17

1
4
1
1

68
53
62
49

—
1
—
—

2013
2012
2011
2010

CHIPPING SPARROW Averages for April (24%) and October (33%) are the peaks in the
banding summaries for 2010–2013 at the Powdermill Avian Research Center east of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. Powdermill is a field station of the Carnegie Museum of Natural History
which has been in operation for over 100 years [online]
During a study of Chipping Sparrows in
western Massachusetts, 324 nestling and
32 fledgling sparrows were banded. Only 12
of the male sparrows returned to the study
areas, with dispersals up to 1.8 km away (Liu,
Kroodsma 2006).
In Ontario the Chipping Sparrow was the
3 rd highest sparrow (1,635) banded in 2013.
The most (840) were banded at Long Point
Bird Observatory (Baker 2014).
Today, mist nets are commonly used
to capture small birds for banding. SD Bub
states, “ Mist nets, called kasumi-ami ” by
the Japanese have been used for over 300
years. They attained their present perfection
by the last half of the 19 th century in Japan.
Mist nets became popular in North America in
the mid-forties, right after the war. They were
introduced by Oliver Austin Jr who had a hiranking job for the Canadian government in
Japan. They grew in popularity because they
were so much easier to handle than the Italian
trammel nets.

Band Sizes

Butt-end bands used for Chipping Sparrows
are available in 3 sizes –
Band Inside		
Size Diameter

Height
of Band

0A
0

5.5 mm
5.5 mm

1.98 mm
2.11 mm
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1

2.39 mm

5.5 mm

The encounter rates (Graph p 120) of small
birds banded in Canada dropped over the 4
decades (1955–1995). Part of the reason is
recaptures at the site of banding are no longer
recorded. As well, recaptures away from an
initial banding site have also declined. For
some reason small birds may be more difficult
to find today than in previous decades. There
has been an increase, 8% to 21% in the
proportion of small birds banded as nestlings,
but this may not be a major contributing
factor. Other causes might be “ reduced public
consciousness of banding, growing public
apathy and increased squeamishness about
handling dead birds ” (Dunn 2001).
To determine the possible causes of low
return rates of bands, a telephone survey and
reward bands were suggested. With band sizes
1A and smaller, which includes the Chipping
Sparrow’s band size, the band information
is printed on the inside of the band which
requires the finder to pry it open to read the
information. An “ OPEN ” has been printed on
the bands in Spanish and English to improve
reporting rates (Dunn 2001).
With so many people involved in the banding
process in the 21 st century, more returns would
show us where the migrants go and perhaps
where we should establish sanctuaries for
them. For now, the band returns per banding
effort is very low. Why continue to band so
many small birds? Could we spend our money,
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DROP TRAP used in 1923 to catch birds for banding at
Thomasville, Georgia. Grain was scattered under the trap
and a string pulled to let gravity work. 519 CHSP were
caught in the spring of 1923; 51 in one event (Musselman 1923)
time and energy more wisely in other areas
such as habitat preservation and education to
maintain the supply of insects which sparrows
need?

Other Banding Information

Capturing small birds in mist nets can provide
information on parasites, molting, and timing
of migration by age classes and sexes at
different locations and seasons. For Chipping
Sparrows, 79 immatures were netted along
with only 2 adults. The 3 best capture-weeks
for the chippers were those ending on 12
September (38 birds), 28 September (14 birds),
and 5 October (13 birds). Overall, immatures
were captured from about 21 August to the 26
October. The 2 adults were captured at the end
of September and the first week in October.
“ It winters abundantly in the southern
States from Oklahoma and southern New
Jersey to the Gulf of Mexico. Here it often
congregates in flocks, especially as spring
approaches. In a field near Summerville,
South Carolina, one day at sunrise, a friend
and I watched a company of 60 or more CHSPs
alight in a leafless tree. (Grosvenor, Wetmore
1932).
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On 21 August 1924, four nestling
Chipping Sparrows were banded
at Cohasset, Massachusetts.
One was not recaptured. Another
was taken at Cohasset on 29 April
1925, and the third on 6 August
1925. The fourth was recaptured
four years in a row in May. Thus
from a brood of four birds, three
returned the following years to
the immediate vicinity of their
birth place, and one of the three
was captured the four following
springs on dates varying by one
week (Fletcher 1930).
At Cohasset, Massachusetts,
some rather unusual returns of
Chipping Sparrows banded in
1924 occurred in 1925 during
the spring and autumn. They
apparently are birds that do not
nest in the area but were captured
during a brief stopover during
migration (Fletcher 1926).

M
the

arie A Commons banded birds at
Tanager Hill, 27 km from Minneapolis,
Minnesota in 1923 and 1924. Before
objective scientific methodology took

New Birds, Returns, and Repeats
1927
		
June 19–30
July 1–10
11–20
21–31
Aug. 1–10
11–20
21–31
Sep. 1–17
Average

Chipping Sparrows
Adults
Juveniles
10
1
17
7
6
24
14
49
7
57
18
62
15
74
10
261
12

67

CHIPPING SPARROW juveniles captured for
banding in New Hampshire outnumbered adults
from captures during mid-July into September of
1927 (Shea 1928)
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Band Size

3
2
1
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1966–’75		

1976–’85

1986–’95

Four Decades of Banding Small Birds
SMALL BIRD encounter rates of banded birds has dropped
dramatically over 4 decades since 1955 (Dunn 2001)

firm hold and academics became the main
reporters in the scientific journals, people like
Marie Commons made subjective observations
on birds which the “objective” journals would
never publish today.

“ We may never know of what value our work

has been to science, but we are joyfully aware
of its value to ourselves. We did not realize
how little we knew about bird life until we
held these elusive creatures in our hands.
Not only have we immeasurably increased
our knowledge of their physical characters,
but we are becoming acquainted with the
distinctive peculiarity of each species, for we
have learned that they differ in disposition as
do people of different nationalities; it is even
true that different birds of the same species
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have their individual temperament. We came
to know the characteristic flit of a certain
Chipping Sparrow that repeated 79 times last
summer and very often called his number
before looking at the band ” (Lyon 1925).
In a 1923 report presented at a meeting
of the eastern bird banding association, which
included several eastern states, 95 Chipping
Sparrows (2%) were banded by members from
a total of 5,818 birds (Lyon 1923).
Near Greenland, New Hampshire, banding
was started in 1926 at the Sarah A McCarthy
Bird Sanctuary, from 27 June to 18 September
1926. Bait consisted of millet, biscuit crumbs
and canary-seeds. A total of 264 birds were
banded in 1926, including 146 CHSPs (55%).
In 1927 a total of 657 birds were banded. Of
these, 32% were CHSPs. From 146 CHSPs
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banded in 1926, 20 (14%) were recaptured the
next year in 1927. Some Robins and Chipping
Sparrows nest as late as mid-August. For
these two species, there are usually adult

early August are migrating. The young hatched
on the sanctuary leave very early. Other young
arriving are in continual migration, remaining a
couple of weeks at mid-season, and only a few

CHIPPING SPARROW on a rail near its nest. 9 June 2015 in London,
Ontario

and young together at the sanctuary until late
September.
On returning, a Chipping Sparrow built
its nest in 1927 in exactly the same place in
a grape-vine where the nest was in which it
was hatched in 1926. Its young were banded
on leaving the nest in 1927. Another Chipping
Sparrow from a nest in a grape-vine was
banded in 1926. It returned and built its nest
in a climbing rose vine about 60 m from the
grape-vine. Many CHSPs banded in 1927
were probably birds moving through the
sanctuary, starting in mid-summer. Analysis
of the band records indicated adult CHSPs
are on the move as soon as their young can
take care of themselves, which is late July
to early in August. The few adults arriving in
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days toward the end of the season. When the
1927 season is divided into 10-day segments,
the changes in the number of adult and juvenile
CHSPs banded are evident. Starting 11–20 July
1927, until the 1–17 of September, the number
of juveniles banded far exceeded the number of
adult CHSPs banded (Shea 1928).

Longevity And Tameness

From the Patuxent Wildlife Research Center
the top 3 longevity records for the Chipping
Sparrow online –
1. 10 years 11 months (minimum age at
encounter), banded in Guelph, Ontario in
1987 hatch year (HY), and then recaptured in
May 1998 in Guelph, Ontario; released alive
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(Salvadori 1999)
2. 9 years 10 months, after hatching year
(AHY), a male banded in New York in 1997
and then encountered in New York; released
alive
3. 9 years 9 months, AHY, banded in Georgia
in 1929, later shot dead in Georgia
A Chipping Sparrow was banded on 27 March
1928 in South Carolina. The last time it was
recaptured (encountered) was on 3 March
1936, at the same location by the same bander.
It was at least 8.5 years old. The sparrow was
in good condition and not suffering from foot
disease ( Whar ton 1936).
Many sparrows have a much shorter life.
A Chipping Sparrow, banded by EC Weeks
at Sanbornton New Hampshire, 18 May
1930, was killed by Dave White at Douglass,
Georgia, 25 December 1930 (Weeks 1931).
A wonderful short story in The Auk came
from Mrs. Parsons on the longevity and
tameness of a CHSP in Massachusetts. “ The
late Prof. Alpheus Hyatt has kindly sent me
the following note on the Chipping Sparrow
(Spizella socialis) from a friend of his, Mrs.
H. S. Parsons, who lives in Annisquam,
Mass. ‘ The bird you wish to know about,’ she
writes, ‘ came to notice first in the door yard.
It seemed quite tame and would not fly when
crumbs were thrown out. Then I began to feed
it from my hand, and it soon became so tame
that it would fly to meet me, and would come
to the doorstep all ready for crumbs and would
light on my hand and peck a piece of cake. I
would have known it from its manner, but it
had lost a joint of one toe, which I thought was
a sure mark. It would always bring its young to
the door, and sometimes into the house, and
they, too, would be very tame. One summer it
brought with its own a young bunting [perhaps
a cowbird] and fed it, a much larger bird than
the sparrow. The chippy came nine summers
and the last one, one morning after a cold rain
storm the last of May, came to the window
seeming weak and sick. We fed it but it grew
weaker and in a few hours it died’ ” (Howe
1902).
“ Miss Katie Hine of Vienna, Virginia, has
for several years had Chipping Sparrows,
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Spizella socialis, visit her home each summer.
The first year it was noticed that one of the pair
had the claw missing from the middle toe. This
bird came with its mate for three successive
years and then ceased its visits. The second
year there came also with them another pair,
one of which, at least, was suspected to be the
young of the first year. Now there are two pairs
of adults so familiar that I observed them fly to
her feet and clamor for crumbs of bread while
we were at the dinner table. In the afternoon
they frequently alighted near her and even fed
from her hand. They know the window of her
bedroom, and each morning they assail the
panes of glass, making quite a noise to arouse
her for their accustomed food ” (Turner 1885).

WATER small waves – TR

CHICORY from below – TR
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Evolution Of Migration

“ The geomagnetic field of the planet, with

its lines running north–south in lower and
temperate latitudes, becomes more variable
only in the regions around the magnetic
poles. Birds can sense the field lines directly,
which endows them with an innate magnetic
compass. This enables them to distinguish
magnetic directions, probably in a manner
similar to our ability to distinguish up from
down using our sense of gravity, and forms
a suitable backbone for their navigational
system ” (Wiltschko, Wiltschko 2009).
Migration is becoming less of a mystery
as banding and radio-tracking become

Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

more widely used by researchers. An
intraspecific approach was used to look at the
phylogeography of the Chipping Sparrow. This
songbird is sedentary in Mexico and parts of
Central America, yet migrates in the northern
USA and in Canada. After the most southern
reach of glaciation, about 18,000 years ago,
the ice fields and water began to retreat and
CHSPs began their northward expansion
as plants and insects returned. High levels
of genetic diversity seem to enhance the
northward spread of the southern population
once climatic and vegetative conditions
become more favorable (Mil á et al 2006).
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MIGRATION
EGGS
YOUNG
BODY MOLT
PRIMARIES MOLT
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CHIPPING SPARROW Annual northern cycle of migrating, breeding and molting; adapted
from Figure 4 in the Birds of North American [online]. Concentrated periods are thick red
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CHIPPING SPARROW Patterns on two eggs. Art by Elwin A Capen, 1886. Eggs average
1.7 cm long by 1.2 cm wide. Within the egg is DNA which allows the bird to migrate North
and South at the right times and to certain places (Capen 1886)

Physiology Of Migration

Migration is an elegant example of the
intimate relationship between organism and
environment. Migration is a life cycle stage in
nearly 2,000 species of birds. As such, it is an
anticipated event in both cultural and academic
circles over the millennium.
The Alaskan Bar-tailed Godwit (Limosa
lapponica bauer i) makes its eight-day,
11,000-km autumn migration from Alaska to
New Zealand in one step, with no stopovers
to rest or refuel (Gill et al 2009) . This roughly
doubles the previous maximum direct flight
distance in birds, challenging ‘experts’ to
square this remarkable marathon migration with
our understanding of aerodynamic theory and
endurance physiology (Hedenstr Ö m 2010).
There is no definitive evidence any
given hormone directly stimulates departure
in migrant birds. It is more likely a suite
of hormones provides information about
internal conditions to the regions of the brain
controlling migratory behavior and this may
influence departure decisions.
Fat storage before migration is necessary
to survive long and short trips in the air when
feeding may not be possible, such as at night.
Energy-storage is likely to be optimized in
such a way as to minimize aerodynamic
drag. To understand more of this process in
a noninvasive way, whole body fat (adipose
tissue) was visualized using magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI) in four European bird
species at the start of autumnal migration. The
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amount of fat differed across body segments.
Generally, more fat was deposited in the
frontal and rear most segments of the 12 gram
Lesser Whitethroat.
The increase in total body mass exceeded
the deposition of fat for all species. This
implies some other tissue must rapidly change
in mass along with body fat, and this extra
accumulation of tissue is most likely flight
muscle, because this structure undergoes
large morphological changes before migration
(Wirestam et al 2008).
Migratory fat deposition, a key component
of preparation for migration, is promoted by
increased food intake and a higher digestibility.
Most bird species (except aerial feeders) do

BAR-TAILED GODWIT (41 cm long) makes
a very long migration over the Pacific Ocean
without stopping. – Dhaval Vargiya, 31
December 2016 (wiki)
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not feed or drink during very long flights and
have to rely exclusively on body stores of
energy and water. Stored fats (lipids) have an
energy density that is more than seven times
that of glycogen and protein. This is chiefly
because fat stored in adipose tissue contains
only about 5% water compared with 70% or
more for muscle tissue or stored glycogen.
Consequently, fat from adipose tissue yields
eight times more chemical energy (for example
ATP) than wet protein, and slightly more than
glycogen (a polysaccharide that forms glucose
on hydrolysis). There is still much we don’t
understand about the role of hormones in bird
migration (Cornelius et al 2013).
“ During migration, millions of land birds
find themselves aloft over the Great Lakes.
Around dawn, birds over water in numerous
locations often exhibited an increase in
migratory height (dawn ascent) ” (Diehl et al
2003).
Long Point, Ontario reaches about 35
km into Lake Erie. It is a gathering place for
avian migrants in the spring and autumn. For
the period 1980–1996, both spring and fall
migrants were weighed to the nearest 0.1
gram. Sparrows showed a fairly consistent
mass gain across the three sites along Long
Point. Chipping and Song Sparrows did very
well at Area 1 (at the tip) in spring. Sparrows
consume insects during migration, as well

as seeds, and the supply of seeds remaining
from the previous fall should be available for
consumption even if poor weather holds back
insects (Dunn 2001a).
Seven years of stopover data (1997–2003)
were gathered in the early autumn from a
montane area in south-western Idaho. Using
mist nets, 603 CHSPs were captured, with
a 6% recapture rate. Although most species
showed weight gains, 70% of the CHSPs loss
weight during a minimum stopover period of
about 4 days. Both adults and immatures (HY)
loss weight during their brief stays in this area
of Idaho (Carlisle et al 2005a).
Migrants will persist only as long as
the integrity of the chain of stopover sites
throughout North America connecting their
breeding and wintering sites is preserved
(Carlisle et al 2009).
Detecting nocturnal migration is visually
difficult, except for a brief winged silhouette
crossing the face of a full moon. But we can
listen to night calls of birds passing overhead.
To explore this option, seven listening stations
were positioned in southern Ontario and on
Pelee Island in Lake Erie. About 60,000 flight
calls were recorded and about 46,000 were
identified to species or groups of species with
similar calls.
The prevalence of calls was compared
to about 5,600 birds captured at 2 mist-net
LONG POINT, ONTARIO In
1982, Long Point National
Wildlife Area was recognized
as a wetland of international
significance under the Ramsar
Convention. It was designated
as a World Biosphere Reserve
by UNESCO in 1986. The
Ontario Ministry of Natural
Resources classifies Long Point
as a Macrosite, an area that
contains numerous ecological or
geological significant zones, such
as Areas of Natural and Scientific
Interest. Earth Sciences and
Image Analysis, NASA-Johnson
Space Center (wiki)

LAKE E RIE
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banding locations in the general area. The
two sampling methods gave a close match of
timing and numbers as birds passed through
spring and fall.
Chipping and White-crowned Sparrows,
were detected only by the listening devices.
Surprises are common in the field. At the two
listening devises on Pelee Island which were
only 100 m apart, during spring migration one
recorded about 6 times more calls than the
other. In the fall, the situation was reversed,
one devise recording twice as many calls as
the other.
Thousands of calls from Chipping,
Savannah and Field Sparrows were recorded.
These are open-habitat specialists—but these
species were seldom or never captured in
the mist nets, probably owing to placement
of nets in young forests, hence greatly
underestimating their numbers on the ground.
Both methods of monitoring bird migration
have their limitations, but in combination they
provide a better picture of this superb event
(Sanders, Mennil 2014).

Chipping Sparrows In Spring

In general, northern sparrows are migratory
while southern birds are more sedentary.
In late February, the CHSPs begin to leave
Texas moving through Oklahoma in late
March into early April. Wisconsin, Minnesota
and southern Manitoba are reached in late
April. These sparrows reach southern Alberta
and parts of northern Ontario by mid-May.
Coastal Atlantic migrants move northward
earlier than those Great Plains. Along the
Pacific seaboard CHSPs reach Oregon in
early April through early May along both sides
of the Cascades (del Hoyo et al 2011).

Spring Dates

Mexico In the southern part, the last CHSP
was seen at Oaxaca on 12 April 2003 before
migrating north (De Silva 2003).
North Carolina Afield in and around
the village of Pinehurst from 9 February to
17 March 1910, the first migrants were on 2
March, and became abundant by 8 March.
Then a sudden influx resulted in flocks of
twenty or more chippers (Pennock 1911).
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WHITE-CROWNED SPARROW, Cloisters
Park, Morro Bay, California, 2011 – Mike
Baird (wiki)
Kentucky The CHSP usually appears in
mid-March. The average of 7 years was 13
March. Once the bulk of the spring population is
present, singing and territorial disputes begin.
On 22–23 April 1949, males were arguing over
territory in a apple orchard (Mengel 1965).
Iowa First dates in Sac County were 16
April to 11 May in the early 1910s. In Jackson
County, along the east central border, an early
spring CHSP appeared on 19 March 2003
(McNeill 2004).
Connecticut Average of 38 years, 13
April (1 April–21 April) (Saunders 1959).
New York On the morning of 3 May 1908,
in camp near Paul Smith’s, a fall of 20 cm of
snow happened overnight. Taking refuge in the
tent were 15 birds – Juncos, and 3 species of
sparrow: Vesper, Chipping and Field. A female
Field Sparrow was especially tame, feeding
and sleeping in the tent (Woodruff 1908). At
Allegany State Park CHSPs arrived on 17 April
1934 (Knobloch 1937).
Lower Minnesota – Earliest 15 March
1920. Average 5 April (20 Mar–13 April).
In the St Paul area, earliest 24 March 1906,
Average 16 Apr (24 Mar–28 April)
Bermuda – At the Mid-Ocean Golf Club,
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2 CHSPs were noted on the 23 March 2006.
(White et al 2007).
Ontario – On 2 May 2003, there was
a fallout of 5,000 White-throated, Whitecrowned, Chipping and Field Sparrows at
Kettle Point along the south-eastern shore of
Lake Huron north of Sarnia (Holder 2004).
At Lake Johnston south of Moose Jaw, 8 May
1922, first sparrow seen; abundant a week
later (Harrold 1933).
New Brunswick – Northumberland County,
21 May 1917 the first CHSP arrived (Philipp,
Bowdish 1919).

Autumn Dates

Chipping Sparrows are probably molt migrants
(Carlisle et al 2009). Generally, by mid-July in
some northern areas, the CHSPs begin shifting
southward to molting areas in the Great Plains.
To the east, the breeding areas are departed in
early August through mid-September. Where
birds winter in Texas and Florida, the birds
begin arriving in mid-September and peak in
early November (del Hoyo et al 2011).
Belize At the southern end of its range,
about 50 km off the eastern coast in Central
America, a CHSP was seen on Half Moon
Caye on 15 September 2000, far from its pinewoodland breeding grounds. Another was
seen on this Caye in 1958; the only 2 records.
(Jones 2001).
Texas At Galveston, on an island along
the coast, an early migrant CHSP was spotted
on 27 August 2001 (Lockwood et al 2002). On
9 September 1999, a Chipping Sparrow was in
Calhoun County northeast of Corpus Christi,
TX, an early fall migrant (Sexton et al 2000).
Florida At the southern tip at Flamingo,
on 8 September 2001, came the earliest fall
report of a juvenile Chipping Sparrow in the
state (Pranty (2002).
Bahamas About 170 km east of southern
Florida is Walker’s Cay, where on 2 October
2003 one CHSP was noted (Norton et al 2004).
North Andros is the largest island in the chain.
During a tour from 1 to 5 November 2000, 1
Chipping, 4 Savannah and 4 Grasshopper
Sparrows were observed (Norton 2001).
Bermuda In the Atlantic Ocean, about
1,300 km east of the coast of North Carolina,
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on 13 November 2001, at St Cemetery Hill, the
only Chipping Sparrow was reported in 2001
(Norton, Dobson 2002).
Arizona During their fall migration, birds
enjoy stopovers in the south-eastern habitat.
Detection rates for the CHSP in each habitat –
1) Grassland Highest
2) Oak Woodland High
3) Mesquite Woodland Low
(Chambers et al 2011).
Virginia Over 100 CHSPs on 5 October
1997 in the north-central part of the state at
Swoope, which was a peak fall count for the
area (Hall 1998).
North Dakota In a late fall appearance,
a CHSP was at Fargo on 9 November 1997. In
Yankton County, South Dakota a CHSP was
seen on 28 November 1997 (Martin 1998).
“ The event of the [2005] autumn, however,
had to be the fallout of sparrows recorded along
the Atlantic coast in late October when this
weather system finally cleared. It was perhaps
the largest fallout of short-distance migrants
on record. The fallout stretched roughly from
coastal Connecticut through Delaware, with
the highest concentration reported at Cape
May, New Jersey where 50,000 sparrows
were estimated on 21 October. Estimates of
numbers at Cape May were roughly 4,000
Chipping Sparrows, 700 Savannahs, 10,000
Song, 6,000 Swamp, 15,000 White-throated
Sparrows, and 3,000 Dark-eyed Juncos.
Nearly every yard and garden in coastal New
Jersey was covered with sparrows ” (Sullivan
et al 2006).
Washington, DC In the early 1930s
on a cloudy, windy 23 October night, about
1,000 Chipping Sparrows had converged on
the National Capitol Building. The sparrows
appeared restless and bewildered, attracted
by the light but wanting to migrate in the
darkness. At sunrise, all the sparrows were
gone. A week later, on the 29 th October,
another large flock of chippers was reported
at the Capitol Building, with much the same
behavior (Cottam 1933).
Idaho Using mist-nets, over 13 years.
2,140 Chipping Sparrows were captured. In
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the Intermountain West, most species choose
to migrate during light winds, high pressures,
and between cold fronts whenever possible
(Miller et al 2011).
Washington A Chipping Sparrow, a late
migrant, remained at Port Angeles from 24
October to 1 November 1994 (Tweit, Gillingan
1995).
Maryland During the early summer of
1945, field trips were begun to update the avian
population for the Birds of Maryland. Over the
winter of 1945–46, “ two flocks of Chipping
Sparrows containing a total of fourteen
individuals were found in the vicinity of Newark
and Snow Hill in Worcester County ” (Stewart,
Robbins 1947). A small flock of Chipping
Sparrows is known as a tournament.
Alaska At Anchorage on 3 September
2006, a single CHSP was considered a casual
bird. In the Bering Sea, at Gambell on St.
Lawrence Island, 2 juvenile CHSPs were
seen in mid-September. Since the late 1990s,
there have been 10 sightings of CHSPs on
this island (Tobish 2006). Gambell is quite a
distance beyond the breeding range indicated
on the map (page 15). Single CHSPs were
seen on two occasions at Gambell on the
tip of St Lawrence Island in the Bering Sea
on 14 and 30 of September 2002. These two
sightings were the 4 th and 5 th for the island
since 1998 (Tobish 2003).
Ontario Point Pelee, declared a National
Park in 1918, is a spit of sand jutting into the
western part of Lake Erie from the Canadian
side. It is the smallest National Park in Canada,
consisting of 1,565 ha of which 70% is a cattail
marsh. Birds and Monarch Butterflies gather
in the fall prior to their trip, with or without
stopping on some islands during the crossing.
On 25 September flocks of Chipping and
Field Sparrows were recorded. Thereafter,
no Chipping Sparrows were mentioned
(Wood 1910). On 7 November 2006, 235 late
migrating CHSPs were counted at Pt Pelee
National Park (Bain 2007).
During December, and one sighting in
January, Chipping Sparrows were reported at
Richmond, Toronto, Leamington, Brantford,
Camlachie and Wheatly Harbor (Apse,
Cranford 2006).
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Lingering in a mild winter, CHSPs were
found at Walpole Township on 10 January and
much farther north at Dwight, east of Huntsville
and near Algonquin Park from 5–19 February
1995 (Ridout 1995).
Quebec The McGill Bird Observatory
(MBO) is part of the Migration Research
Foundation (MRF) where bird populations
are banded at the Stoneycroft Wildlife Area
situated at the western tip of the Island of
Montreal. Most CHSP were observed from
mid-September into early October (Gahbauer
2010) .
British Columbia In the southern part
of the province, in fall by habitat, the CHSPs
counted were Alpine 7, Subalpine 8 and
Montane 15. They were most abundant from
21 August–5 October, 1998–2001 (Wilson,
Martin 2005).
Yukon In downtown Whitehorse, a fallout
of migrating sparrows due to a cold front on
20 September 2003 included 500 Dark-eyed
Juncos, 100 White-crowned Sparrows, 20
Tree Sparrows and one CHSP (Cecile 2004b).
And a record-late juvenile CHSP was at a
Whitehorse feeder from 30 September until 6
October 1999 (Shepard 2000).

Wintering CHSPs In Canada

M any of the sightings are pictured on the map
(p 90). No doubt, a few of these sightings may
be an American Tree Sparrow, which also has a
reddish brown cap and winters in the northern
USA and very southern parts of Canada.

Wintering CHSPs In Mexico

Mexico – In San Javier, along the eastern coast
of Baja California Sur, 4 CHSPs were noted on
1 January 2002 (Erickson et al 2002). On 9
March 2003, along the road to San Antonio de
la Sierra in Baja California Sur in Mexico, 34
CHSPs occupied the lowlands where they are
usually rare (Erickson et al 2004).

Interaction With Other Birds

Nova Scotia – a Great Crested Flycatcher, at
New Minas, Kings County, on 30 May 1931 had
been very active in bullying Yellow Warblers
and Chipping Sparrows (Smith 1938).
Washington – In the low bushes directly
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CHIPPING SPARROW adult (13 cm long) perched on concrete with a juvenile 3 meters
away among junipers in the English Garden, Winnipeg, Manitoba. The juvenile, perched
on a branch just above the ground, was fed a caterpillar. The juvenile then hopped to the
ground and began looking for its own food. It did not cover nearly as much ground as an
adult does. It worked much more slowly. 26 June 2014 – TR
below the nest of a Swainson’s Hawk (length
53 cm) in Fayton, we found occupied nests of
Wright’s (Gray) Flycatcher, Western Chipping
Sparrow and Lazuli Bunting. The passerines
felt safe because this hawk fed mainly on
ground squirrels, insects and snakes (Bowles,
Decker 1934).
Ohio – In Wooster, Ms Roberts, “ Is it
generally observed that the female Goldfinch
is an outrageous thief? On the 7 th day of
May last year, [1897] as I sat at the window
watching a Chipping Sparrow building her nest
in a small red cedar, I observed that every time
the Sparrow went off in search of more material
the Goldfinch quietly slipped into the bush and
proceeded to pull the nest apart, flying off with
portions of it in her bill. What could she want
of it so long before her own nesting season? ”
(Dawson, Roberts 1898).
Massachusetts – A Clay-colored Sparrow
was picked out of a flock of about 50 Chipping
Sparrows on 4 December in the winter of
2005–2006. At Brookfield, House Wrens
destroyed the eggs of Tree Swallows, Robins,
and Chipping Sparrows. Mrs. HC Beardslee of
Perry, Ohio recently saw a wren sucking the
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egg of a Chipping Sparrow. In Ohio, Mr Warner
saw a House Wren pulling the hair lining out of
a Chipping Sparrow’s nest, the freshly pierced
and broken eggs lying on the ground (Sherman
1925).
Michigan – During 3 years in the 1940s,
Peggy Macqueen studied the nesting of
the Least Flycatcher (length 13 cm) near
Douglas Lake, Cheboygan County. A Chipping
Sparrow’s nest was in the same maple tree
used by a Least Flycatcher; yet they lived
together quite amicably (Macqueen 1950).
Near Pinckney in 1962, conflicts in feeding
areas over the nesting season “ were confined
to displays or chases by the females [American
Goldfinch] directed toward Chipping Sparrows
which frequented the area ” (Coutlee 1967).

Mortality While Migrating

From 5–8 October 1954, a cold front was
moving south along the eastern coast of the
USA as birds were migrating. A cloud ceiling
as low as 250 m was measured at airports.
Reports of mass bird kills from 25 locations
were gathered from New York to Georgia.
The largest kill of 50,000 was estimated at the
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POINT PELEE NATIONAL PARK extends into Lake Erie depending
on the level of the water. It is the most southern tip of Canada’s mainland. – Flibirigit (wiki)

Warner Robins Air Force Base near Macon,
Georgia. There, disorientated migrating birds
flew straight down the light beam from the
airport’s ceilometer until they hit the concrete

runway. Over the last 10 years, laser beam
ceilometers became more common at airports
(wiki). They are probably less disruptive and
deadly to migrating birds.

CHIPPING SPARROW juvenile on 4 July 2014 in Winnipeg, MB is moving about its
parent’s territory as Black-eyed Susan’s decorate Tall Grass Prairie nearby – TR
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Tall buildings, along with radio and
TV towers, also contributed to the nightly
slaughter. At 19 locations, a part of the kill was
9,136 birds of 86 species. The top 4 species
were Ovenbird, Magnolia Warbler, Red-eyed
Vireo and the Chestnut-sided Warbler. Only 3
Chipping Sparrows were tallied. On the nights
of 7 & 8 October 1954, in 11 southern locations
99,000 birds of 68 species died (Johnston,

GOLDENROD inflorescence, 2 September
2014 – TR

AMERICAN TREE SPARROW 16 cm long
often has a dark spot on its breast as well as a
reddish cap. It could by misidentified as a Chipping Sparrow. Whitby, Ontario, October 2005
(Mdf wiki)

Haines 1957).
Near Bithlo, Florida, at the base of a 452 m TV
tower with 18 guy wires attached, annual bird
kills from migrants colliding with the steel were
counted, identified and collected. “ Most of the
large kills correlated with the arrival of cold
fronts and their associated inclement weather
conditions. ” The largest kills occurred over
the last half of September and all of October.
The collection period lasted from 1 August
to 31 December. Only 2 Chipping Sparrows
were found among the 7,782 avian bodies in 3
autumns. 82 species were identified. (Taylor,
Anderson 1973).
Studies so far have shown 3-bladed wind
turbines do little damage to birds. In the mid1990s, after correction for the usual biases, it
was estimated approximately 36 birds (about
1 dead bird per turbine per year) were killed
at the Buffalo Ridge windplant in Minnesota
(Osborn et al 2000).
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AMERICAN CROW calling near its nest
in a conifer in a cemetery, early May, Winnipeg, MB. Crows rarely dine on common
Chipping Sparrows [no event was found in
the literature] –TR
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Parasites
Parasites (exter nal)

Banders provided samples of external
parasites on 75 species of birds from the
eastern Unites States (Peters 1933).
Eastern Chipping Sparrow
Lice) Philopterus subflavescues OH
Lice) Ricinus species OH
Fly) Ornithoica couftuens NY, NH
Fly) Ornithomyia avicularia MI, NY, NH
Tick) Ixodes brunneus SC
Mite) Analgopsis species OH
Mite) Liponipsus sylvarium NH
At Lake Clear Junction, New York, blow-fly
larvae of Apaulina metallica were feeding
on nestlings in one nest of a Hermit Thrush,
Chipping Sparrow, Song Sparrow and a
Redstart. The larvae numbered 2–6 per nest,
except for the nest of the Redstart which had
30 maggots on nestlings. The maggots of
this fly are strictly external parasites, feeding
mostly on the naked abdomens of nestlings or
in ear cavities or feather tracts. When a nest
was disturbed the larvae would crawl to cover
in the nest material.
On 26 July 1946, blow-fly larvae of
Apaulina
hirudo
(syn.
Trypocalliphora
braueri) were feeding on nestlings, probably
a second brood of Chipping Sparrows. Four
nestlings (ave. weight 10.5 g) fluttered from
the nest when disturbed. 12 maggots were on
one of the 4 nestlings. These maggots were
embedded beneath the skin, just below the
surface. On one nestling “ A large maggot had
entered the bird’s left naris and was living
completely hidden beneath the skin of the
head. ” Four other maggots were embedded
in the body of this nestling. There was no
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obvious evidence of muscle tissue damage by
the maggots (George, Mitchell 1948).

In 1954–55 in Ontario and Utah, 4,781 nests
of 110 avian species were examined for use
by the blow-fly, genus Protocalliphora. Of 20
species, some adult blow flies showed strong
host preferences; others did not. For Chipping
Sparrows, the overall prevalence was 17% and
the intensity 24% for 29 nests. Protocalliphora
brunnisquama, a western species of blow-fly,
was found only once in the nest of a CHSP
(Bennett, Whitworth 1992).
When birds were banded at the Baldwin
Birds Research Laboratory in Gates Mills,
Ohio, the prevalence (% of birds infected) of
Coccidia of the genus Isospora was –

PROTOCALLIPHORA is a genus
of blowfly with many species that
are obligate parasites of birds. Eggs
are laid in nests. After hatching, the
larvae suck the blood of nestlings.
From Commanster, Belgian High
Ardennes. Photograph – James K
Lindsey on 2 July 2008. Lindsey’s
Ecology of Commanster Site (wiki)
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(1) Song Sparrow 82 / 91 (90%)
(2) Field Sparrow 10 / 11 (91%)
(3) Chipping Sparrow 13 / 16 (81%)
		(Boughton 1937).
Based
on
prevalence
and
seasonal
distributions, birds can be an important local
and distant dispersal agent of Ixodes dammini
(syn. I scapularis) which, through a bite,
transmits the spirochete, Borrelia burgdor feri
that causes Lyme disease in humans. In a
one-year study in Westchester County, New
York, 310 birds of 41 species were checked
for ticks. All 231 ticks found were immatures.
Of species with ticks, from May through
September, I dammini parasitized 36% of the
birds, and I dentatus parasitized 26% of the
birds (Battaly et al 1987).
In oak woodlands 138 birds of 24 species
were captured at the University of California’s
Sierra Foothill Range Field Station. Five
subadult Ixodes pacificus were removed from
3 of 67 birds caught between April and June
in 1989. Three birds, a Chipping Sparrow,
an Orange-crowned Warbler, and a Lazuli
Bunting, represent new host records for I

pacificus in California. Tissues from two ticks
and thick blood films from 126 of the 138
birds, tested negative for spirochetes by direct
immunofluorescence (DI) (Manweiler et al
1990).
Ixodid ticks were collected from 21
locations in Canada from songbirds during
a 3-yr period. There were 211 wild-caught
passerines representing 42 species. The
Swainson’s Thrush had the most ticks and
was also parasitized by the highest number
of Borrelia burgdorferi–positive ticks which
may lead to Lyme disease. From 2008–2009,
30% of 176 ticks tested were infected with B
burgdorferi. From Chipping Sparrows, 11 ticks
were collected –
1)
2)
3)

Ixodes muris (female)
Ixodes scapularis (nymphs)
Haemaphysalis leporispalustris
(larvae and nymphs)

One of the four ticks on Chipping Sparrows
tested positive for B burgdorferi. Because
songbirds disperse B burgdorferi–infected
ticks outside their normal range, health-care
providers are advised that people can contract

ANTHOMYIIDAE
family, Anthomyia
species (pluvialis?)
From a wild pigeon’s
nest, by Jon Richfield
on 16 January 2011
at Somerset, West
South Africa. Larvae
and pupae are found
in nests of Chipping
Sparrows; adult flies
emerge in the spring
(wiki)
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larvae were found on a Chipping
Sparrow. This tick was not
present on small mammals at
Thunder Cape. Larvae of the
Rabbit Tick, Haemaphysalis
leporispalustris, were located
on 12 Chipping Sparrows and
5 other bird species. As well,
a nymph of H chordeilis was
found on one CHSP. Although
small mammals in the area do
not appear to be infected, the
northward spread of I scapularis
by its larvae on migratory birds
is noteworthy (Klich et al 1996).
TRYPOCALLIPHORA BRAUERI larvae partially embedAround Ithaca, New York,
ded in the skin of a nestling. Photograph © by Jan Vanĕk,
in 31 nests of the Chipping
June 2006, Czech Republic biolab.cz with permission
Sparrow, only 1 (3%) held a
few pupae of the parasitic fly,
Lyme disease locally without any history of
genus Protocalliphora, which lays its eggs in
travel (Scott et al 2012).
new nests in the spring. Immature stages of
spiders occupied some nests of CHSPs. In the
migrating
group of moths, Tineids, pupae overwinter in
across Lake
nests and adults emerge in the spring to lay
Superior
their eggs in new nests of CHSPs. Tineidae is
were netted
a family of moths that contains more than 300
at Thunder Cape, north-western Ontario
genera and over 3,000 species. Most of the
from 9 May to 9 June 1995. From 530 birds
tineids are small with wings held roof-like over
examined 21 (4%) had a total of 34 ticks.
the body when resting (wiki).
Two Blacklegged Ticks, Ixodes scapularis,
From the family Sapromyzidae, of small
flies, the white larvae of Calliope flaviceps
feed on debris and seeds in nests of CHSPs
and adults emerge in the spring (Dobroscky
1925 ) . Worldwide there are about 150,000
species of living Diptera (wiki).
“ Nasal mites have been surveyed in many
geographic locations worldwide, however,
there has never been a Canadian survey. ”
A few published records include 2 from the
Chipping Sparrow –

Birds

1)
2)

IXODES PACIFICUS is a tick.
Image from the CDC library, Dr.
Amanda Loftis, et al, 2006 (wiki)
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Ptilonyssus japuibensis
Ptilonyssus sairae

A survey of nasal mites associated with
birds in Alberta and Manitoba, produced
1 new species of Dermanyssus, which is
a worldwide ectoparasite with generally
broad host ranges, and 5 new species of
the family Rhinonyssidae which are obligate
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hematophagous endoparasites in the nasal
passages of flying birds.
3) Ptilonyssus calvaria (p 136)
Type host: Spizella passerina Bechstein,
1798, Chipping Sparrow.
Type locality and collection date: Seven mites
from Winnipeg, Manitoba on 19 May 2004
Collectors: T. Galloway and D. Holder
(Knee 2008).
An ink drawing of Ptilonyssus calvaria
is from The Journal of Parasitology (Knee
2008) .
From another related paper, in Alberta,
15% of 450 birds (154 species) examined
during 2003–2007 were infested with nasal
mites. In Manitoba, 16% of 2,447 birds (196
species) examined during 1996–2006 were
infested. The known records of hosts of nasal
mite species identified in Canada has grown
from 7 to 102, a 14-fold increase. There are
now 50 species of Rhinonyssidae, 7 species
of Ereynetidae, and 1 species of Turbinoptidae
known from birds in Alberta and Manitoba
(Knee et al 2008a).

Parasites (internal)

In the 1950s, near Syracuse, New York,
1,037 birds of 17 species were trapped and
blood samples taken. A number of Song

(15), Chipping (3), and Field (3) Sparrows
were given experimental inoculations of
Plasmodium vaughani-infected blood and
liberated. One of each species was recaptured
at varying intervals, and all were negative for
the parasite, suggesting these species are not
susceptible to this type of avian malaria.
From an overview of the parasitic load in
the blood, 155 CHSPs (juveniles and adults)
were tested. 86% were negative, and 5%
carried a malarial infection from –
1) Plasmodium cathemerium 4
2) P relictum 2
3) P hexamerium 1
4) Haemoproteus 9
5) Leucocytozoon 3
6) Heamogregarina 1
7) Toxoplasma 2
8) Mixed infection of 2 or more species 5
(Manwell 1955).

Wildlife Diseases

In Auburn, Alabama, between August 2001
and April 2002, 26 species of birds were
tested for Mycoplasma gallisepticum (Mg)
by serum plate agglutination (SPA). Over
100 species of Mycoplasma are known. The
bacterium causes chronic respiratory disease
(CRD) in chickens and infectious sinusitis in

Mean Abundance
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CHIPPING SPARROW
populations continued
their upward trend after the arrival of West
Nile virus in New York
City in 1999 (blue
rectangle on right)
based on adjusted
BBS routes throughout
North America over 26
years (LaDeau et al
2007)
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PTILONYSSUS CALVARIA A new species, female. (12) Venter, (13)
Venter of tarsus I, (14) Venter of tarsus IV. Unlabeled scale bars 25
µm. A nasal mite from a Chipping Sparrow in Canada (Knee 2008)
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turkeys, chickens, game birds, and passerines
of all ages. From 20 Chipping Sparrows (20%)
and 33 House Sparrows (18%) were positive.
Chipping Sparrows were the only species in
which Mg infection could not be confirmed by
polymerase chain reaction (PCR). “ For Chipping
Sparrows, individual birds shifted between high
agglutination and low agglutination reactions
with no consistent pattern or connection to other
parameters of disease. Based on these results,
SPA results were regarded as inconclusive ”
(Farmer et al 2005).

bacteria. One CHSP in VA tested positive for
the bacteria. Overall, 7% of 446 birds tested
positive. Even though wild living birds are
potential carriers of C jejuni and Salmonella,
no evidence of cross-contamination with the
goats and sheep was established (Pao et al
2014).

W

est Nile virus entered North
America through New York City
in 1999. From there it spread
rapidly across the continent. The
American Crow, an early sentinel species, was
one of the hardest hit by the disease. Millions
of crows died, sometimes entire families
were wiped out. As I write this in early 2015,
the crows in Winnipeg, Manitoba appear
as numerous as ever. Nesting is underway
in April and the first calls in the morning
precede sunrise. Amid the avian chaos, the
Chipping Sparrow remains unaffected by the
virus spread by mosquitoes. The graph on p
135 shows a steady, continuous increase in
populations in North America based on the
Breeding Bird Surveys (LaDeau et al 2007).
In Virginia and Maryland, goats and
sheep were sampled via their feces for
Campylobacter jejuni (right) and Salmonella
bacteria. 15 bird species were tested for these 2
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CAMPYLOBACTER bacteria are the numberone cause of bacterial food-related diarrhea
in North America. SEM, 2008, De Wood,
Pooley, USDA, Research. (wiki)
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In

Avian Genetics

our progressively scientific
and
technical
societies,
genetic data can be used
to assess mating systems,
hybridization,
gene
flow,
effective population size, and
population viability. The genetic code helps
define management units, identify individuals,
their sex, and species; and provides insights
into the demographic ebb and flow of
populations. These genetic underpinnings
are kindred to a species’ ecology and provide
important information for management and
conservation (DeYoung, Honeycutt 2005).

GPS Telemetry

Due to a reduction in size and weight of
radio tags and an ever increasing number of
orbiting satellites, even dragonflies can have
their patterns of movement over hours or days
continuously revealed . Telemetry tags can
give researchers information about animal
behavior, functions, and their environment.
Tags are useful for monitoring individuals of
threatened species (New Oxford American
Dictionary).

The weight of a bird varies throughout each
day and seasonally. Banding of thousands
of birds led Baldwin to begin investigating
their weights over time. From adult Chipping
Sparrows recaptured from 2–21 times in May
over several years, the average weight was
12.3 (11–14.1) grams (Baldwin, Kendeigh
1938).

Heart Ratios & Rate

A species of bird living at low and high altitudes
exhibit different heart ratios; that is the ratio of
heart weight to body weight. For male Chipping
Sparrows at the start of the breeding season,
this ratio was –
Lowland Ave 1.27 (1.22–1.31)
Highland 1.43 (Norris, Williamson 1955)
The resting heart rate of a Chipping Sparrow
runs at 440 beats / minute and up to 1,060
beats per minute when briefly chased by a
predator (Odum 1945).

Movements

Chipping Sparrows were killed by autos in
New England over the summer. Their flight
speed was 24–32 kph (15–20 mph) alongside
an automobile (White 1933).

The CHSP hops rather quickly in spurts. It
appears the wings are sometimes flicked
partially open for a few milliseconds as the
hop happens. Once I noted a quick two-footed
shuffle with both feet acting in unison. In flight
it follows an undulating pattern with a low
amplitude and a wave period of a few meters
or more.

Weight

Sun Bathing

Flight Speed

For Chipping Sparrows near Cleveland,
Ohio, the lowest weight for adults was during
the breeding season, and the heaviest at
migration. The juveniles were also the heaviest
at migration in October.
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The Chipping Sparrow sun-bathes. “ The
crown is elevated, wings dropped, tail fanned,
body plumage fluffed fully and the bird leans
to one side and settles, with bill opened, and
eyes open, the upper eye staring at the sun.
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CHIPPING SPARROW juveniles are moving about and following their own destiny. The
streaked chest and sides are a sign of youthfulness. At the same time on this day, a nest,
possibly a renest, held 3 large young which will fledge in a few days. 24 July 2014.
Nodding Trillium's hanging fruit exhibits a light pink color as they begin to food. In mid-August
the fruit will be shiny red and mature. Then it will separate from the green sepals and fall according to gravity. Winnipeg, MB – TR

This response may last from 15 seconds to 2
minutes or more, depending, in most cases,
on outside influences. At no time has any bird
become unconscious; all were alert and able
to fly away at any alarm ” ( Hauser 1957 ).
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Vision

The avian visual system is comprised of color
filters at the receptor level. Some species are
sensitive to the near ultraviolet light with a
maximum sensitivity of about 350 nm. Plants,
flowers, and fruit show ultraviolet patterns
which birds can see. “ The interplay of up
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to five cone pigments with several spectral
classes of oil droplets suggests avian color
vision has a richness beyond our appreciation ”
(Bowmaker 1986).

Red Blood Cells

Oval, nucleated red blood cells (RBC) for the
Chipping Sparrow averaged –
CELL Length 10 µm / Width 6 µm
NUCLEUS Length 5 µm / Width 2.3 µm
(Bartsch et al 1937)
One Chipping Sparrow (length 14 cm) had 5.5
million RBC per mm 3 (Nice et al 1935).

Mortality In Tar

found beneath a White Pine (Schorger 1925).
Daniel Klem Jr has spent more than 30
years studying bird-glass collisions. “ After a
time, I adopted “sound bite” tactics to draw
attention to the scale of the problem. One such
attention-getter was: “ if you accept my lowest
figure of 100 million annual kills at glass in
the U.S. you would need 333 Exxon Valdez
oil spills each year to match the carnage. ” It
is ironic that the 100,000 to 300,000 marine
birds estimated to have been killed by the
1989 Exxon Valdez oil spill in Alaska is still
often cited by various media sources as a
prime example of a world-class environmental
disaster while the far greater toll exacted by
glass every year largely goes unnoticed. ”
Thanks to the efforts of the Fatal
Light Awareness Program (FLAP) and its
collaborators, on January 31, 2006, the City
of Toronto became the first city in the world
to implement a migratory bird protection policy
(Klem 2006).		
R esearchers
captured
Sharp-shinned
Hawks (25–36 cm long) in central New Mexico
at the fall migration-monitoring site operated by
HawkWatch International. The most commonly
observed prey were American Robins (n 9)
and Hermit Thrushes. Sharp-shinned Hawks
took these two species more frequently than
expected given their abundance at the sites.
The hawks took some of the most common

Some deaths are due to our lack of
consideration for other species sharing this
planet. Along the south rim of the canyon,
at Grand Canyon, Arizona, a road was built
near a pit of tar about 6 m wide. Four smaller
pits, formed by seeps, were present. On 26
September 1934, 123 birds of 13 species in
various stages of decay were identified in the
tar. Red Crossbills contributed 18, Chipping
Sparrows 3, and a Cooper’s Hawk 1. It took
several loads of earth to cover the tar pit and
protect the local wildlife (Borell 1936).
Predation by domestic cats probably
plays an important role in fluctuations of bird
populations, and should receive
more attention in wildlife
conservation, the media, and
landscape studies. In ruralto-urban landscapes in southeastern Michigan, results from
a mail survey indicated on
average a cat killed 1 bird per
week. A total of 23+ species
(12% of breeding species)
were on the list of being killed,
including about 50 sparrows
(Lepczyk et al 2003).
Chipping Sparrows are
common in the Lake Owen
region of Wisconsin. After a
hail storm on 19 June 1923,
a nest and a dead, wellCANADA GOOSE swimming in Thames River – TR
feathered young CHSP were
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SHARP-SHINNED HAWK’S feet showing
feathers of prey stuck to toes and talons. Using genetics, the species of prey can be identified from these feathery remains – Zachary
M Hurst (DeLong et al 2013)

potential prey species, such as the Dark-eyed
Junco, Chipping Sparrow, and Wilson’s
Warbler less than expected or in proportion
to their abundance (DeLong et al 2013).

insecticide poisoning were obvious in the field
(Zinkl et al 1980).
Cholinesterase is a family of enzymes that
catalyze the hydrolysis of the neurotransmitter
acetylcholine into choline and acetic acid,
a reaction necessary to allow a cholinergic
neuron to return to its resting state after
activation. An epidemic of this budworm,
which began in 1949 in the northern Rocky
Mountains, has persisted for over 30 years
despite insecticidal treatment of more than 6
million acres (24,000 km 2 ) between 1952 and
1966 (wiki).
A degree of change in brain cholinesterase
(CHOL) activity of 20–50% from the mean
may not be lethal for a particular species, but
it is unknown what effect it may have on a
bird’s behavior in the short- or long-term. In
the summer of 1975, spraying for damaging
forest insects took place in the Beaverhead
National Forest in south-western Montana.
Two chemicals were used – Dylox and Sevin4-oil. Chipping Sparrows in the control area
had a mean CHOL activity of 23.5 mU / mg of
brain within a normal range of 19.9–27.1 mU.
For 17 Chipping Sparrows in the Dylox spray
zone, most of the CHOL levels were about 24
over the 5 days of testing, and one at 23 on
day 2 post application. With Sevin-4-oil, the
values also remained within the normal range
at 24 with a slight increase to 26 mU on day 5
(Zinkl et al 1977).
In Balsam Fir Christmas tree plantations in

Chemical Toxicity

In late June of 1977, the US Forest
Service sprayed the organophosphorus
insecticide acephate to control Western
Spruce
Budworm,
Choristoneura
freemani (Syn. C occidentalis) near
McCall, Idaho. “ The maximum brain
cholinesterase (ChE) inhibition (57%)
occurred in a Chipping Sparrow 3 days
after the spray was applied. ” Although a
50% level may kill some birds that were
continuously exposed through feeding, no
bird or squirrel mortality or signs of gross
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south-eastern Quebec, close to Sherbrooke,
the effects of insecticides were monitored
on American Robins, Song and Chipping
Sparrows during the nesting seasons of 1989–
1990. Seven to nine annual treatments were
applied to trees to reduce aphid loads. The
sharp reductions in blood ChE produced no
cases of adult mortality after the treatments.
No mortality was recorded for broods exposed
to the insecticidal soap (SAFER). Variations
in blood ChE activity in Chipping Sparrows
exposed to dimethoate differed significantly
between birds exposed with a mean reduction
in ChE activity of 40%, and the control CHSPs.
CHSPs exposed to diazinon showed a
significant reduction of 36% between the
mean ChE activity in treated blood and control
blood. As currently applied (dates and doses),
diazinon is toxic for birds in Christmas tree
plantations (Rondeau, Desgranges 1995).
WE DON’T KNOW which species of
birds (indicators) we should be testing for
chemical toxicity. A protocol is not in place.
To help remedy this situation, field sampling
took place in 1999–2000 at 2 pesticidetreated orchards (peach, apple, pear) in West
Virginia. Both sites received applications of
organophosphates (OPs) and carbamates
(CBs). Birds (1,120) were netted in May–
August. Blood samples were taken from 26
species. Two types of ChE analyses were
used to determine exposure of birds to antiChEs (anti-cholinesterase).
Only Chipping Sparrows (20%) and
American Robins (16%) showed the highest
proportion of exposed individuals at the treated
sites compared to the reference sites. Chipping
Sparrows were the least numerous among
seven species included in the analyses. Quite
probably, it would not have been considered
an indicator species at these sites. However,
they consistently showed higher exposure
frequencies than the two presumptive species
– American Robins and Gray Catbirds. There
is an advantage in conducting multi-species
screening beforehand to choose the right
indicator species for the research (Borges et
al 2014).
Chipping Sparrows using apple orchards
for nesting and feeding may be more at risk
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because of the toxicity of chemicals involved
and the number of insecticide applications (10–
12 per season). The period of pesticide use in
orchards extends into August and September.
Most of the carbamate and organophosphate
compounds used in orchards are toxic to
most birds (lethal dose [LD50] from less than
1.0 mg per kg body weight for parathion to
a few mg for demeton, diazinon, oxamyl and
azinphos-methy. Cypermethrin, deltamethrin,
fenvalerate and permethrin are less acutely
toxic to birds [LD50 > 1000], but their broad
-spectrum toxicity to invertebrates may deplete
avian food resources (Boutin et al 1999a).
Granular insecticides, such as those
used in canola fields to control flea beetles
(Phyllotreta sp.) in Saskatchewan, may be an
important factor influencing population changes
in some bird species in prairie farmland. Very
large numbers of migratory and resident bird
species forage in newly planted canola fields
where granules are applied. According to field
trials and records of incidents, at least 21 of
the 29 species have been poisoned in fields
treated with granular carbofuran, the corncobbased granule used in canola. Based on the
ratio of number of carcasses found and counts
of territorial individuals, Chipping Sparrows,
Horned Larks, Vesper and House Sparrows
were thought to be particularly susceptible to
poisoning by carbofuran silica-based granules
in crops in the United States. Furthermore,
a recent study in canola fields in Manitoba
and Saskatchewan revealed carcasses of
Chipping, Vesper, Savannah, and Clay-colored
Sparrows (Mineau et al 2005).
In laboratory studies, Chipping Sparrows
were fed radiocadmium-109 for 3 weeks.
The cadmium became localized in the liver
and kidneys. During post-treatment on a
radiocadmium-free diet, there was an initial
rapid drop in radioactivity, and the remaining
radiocadmium had an estimated biological halflife of 100 days (Anderson, Van Hook 1973).

Conservation Groups

“ Partners in Flight (PIF) was created in 1990

in response to declining populations of
Neotropical migratory songbirds. In subsequent
years, PIF expanded its mandate to include
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all nongame landbirds and succeeded in
raising awareness regarding the status of bird
populations, but it had difficulty recommending
which specific conservation actions were most
worthy. In 1995, PIF began a comprehensive
planning effort to conserve nongame landbirds
and their habitats throughout the United
States. As a tool for conservation planning,
the species prioritization process is helping to
identify conservation priorities for the hundreds
of breeding landbird species in North America.
Prioritization has been useful in illuminating
gaps in our understanding of bird distribution
and population status ” (Carter et al 2000).
“ In 1902 the American Ornithologists
Union’ leaders, led by one of the union’s
founders and first editor of The Auk (JA Allen),
argued publicly and lobbied privately alongside
civic leaders to establish the continent’s first
wildlife protection laws and monitor their
consequences. Based on those efforts, the
conservationist President Theodore Roosevelt
would create over 50 national wildlife refuges
by executive order and sign dozens of bills
containing conservation statutes before
leaving office. ” Today there is an urgent
need for globally scaled priorities, but with
locally based delivery systems. The latest
birth in 1998 created The North American

Bird Conservation Initiative (NABCI). Under
NABCI, all of North America including Mexico
is divided into ‘ Bird Conservation Regions ’
on the basis of the ecoregional classification
system (Fitzpatrick 2002).
“ The NABCI goals and principles
emphasize a holistic approach to problem
solving that combines research, management,
and monitoring, but also incorporates a diverse
array of scientific disciplines and tools ” (Ruth
et al 2003).
From a conservation perspective of the
PIF working group –
1) Identification of high-quality habitats
during all phases of the life cycle
2) Understand the scale at which populations
interact to identify which part of the annual
cycle is most limiting to migratory birds
3) More information is needed on potential
non-habitat ‘ drivers ’ of migratory bird
abundance, such as global climate change,
acid deposition, or pollutants. (Donovan et
al in The Partners in Flight Working Group
2002).
Finally, researchers must become active
in local conservation efforts, engage local and
regional land planners and land managers and
state legislative bodies responsible for natural
resources.

CHIPPING SPARROW juvenile among shrubbery in Winnipeg, MB – TR
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